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FOREWORD
On the occasion of the publication of the "Staff Report of the
Securities and Exchange Commission to the Special Subcommittee
on Investigations on the Financial Collapse of the Penn Central
Company," I feel it appropriate that we take a comprehensive look at
the Penn Central bankruptcy, its causes and its results, and the
adequacy of the laws and regulatory agencies which administer those
laws.
The collapse of the Penn Central is the single largest bankruptcy
in our nation's history. The ramifications of that bankruptcy extend
far beyond those unfortunate enough to have been stockholders.
For them, as for those whose pensions were dependent upon investments in Penn Central, the bankruptcy was a major tragedy. In
addition to these.investors and pensioners, however, the bankruptcy
had a major impact upon our national economy. The run on commercial paper caused by the Penn Central collapse could have created
a serious liquidity crisis for our nation's businesses except for the
timely action of the Federal Reserve Board. The Eurodollar offerings
which were being encouraged as a means of curtailing balance of payments deficits lost their investment attractiveness in the overseas
markets. Indeed, the iJiterruption of commerce which is so dependent
upon our highly complex and interwoven transportation system was
threatened ..
. A great many recommendations have come out of different studies
of the Penn Central Collapse. The first recommendations were
included in a Staff Study by the Special Subcommittee on Investigations entitled "Inadequacies of Protections for Investors in Penn
Central and other ICC-Regulated Companies." This report limited
itself to the interplay of the Interstate Commerce Act and the Federal
securities laws. Thereafter, in an extremely careful and detailed study
the staff of the House Committee on Banking and Currency reported
on its investigation of "The Penn Central Failure and the Role of
Financial Institutions." Now, we have the recommendations of the
SEC as a result of its staff study. The time has come for serious
consideration of what Government can do to protect the public
interest inCluding the following:
1. Elimination of exemptions jor rail and motor carriers jrom the
Federal securities laws.-The securities of carriers regulated by the
Interstate Commerce Commission are generally exempt from the
disclosure requirements of the Federal securities laws. Similar exemptions are not available for airline carriers regulated by the Civil
Aeronau tics Board; wire carriers regulated by the Federal Communications Commission or gas and electric carriers regulated by the Federal
Power Commission. The intent of Congress in 1933 in creating the
first of these exemptions for ICC regulated carriers was based on the
assumption that the extensive regulation of rail securities then being
,~\
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exercised by the ICC would be the best protection for investors. At
that time the SEC did not exist and motor carrier securities were not
regulated by the ICC. Thirty-nine yea.rs later, the SEC does e".-ist and
the reasons for exempting rail and motor carrier securities no longer
seem valid .
. On December 8, ] 971, I introduced H.R. 12128, a bill "to extend
. the protection provided by the Federal securities laws to persons
investing in securities of carriers regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission." The SEC fully supported this proposed legislation. The ICC, on the other hand, generally opposed it. The.comments
of both agencies regarding H.R. 12128 are included at the end of ·this
volume.
'
2. Improved legislative and regulatory control over diversification of
transportation companies.-Trans]Jortation carriers in their .function
as utilities operating under a public license are in a position to monr;>polize a segment of the national economy and thereby insum a guaranteed
source of funds. Diversion of those guaranteed funds qut of the transportation business and into other endeavors offering a more attracti ve
investment return is increasing. There are today significantly more
transportation holding companies and holding companies with transportation components than there were a decade ago . .'1'here isnlso
greater concentration among the majortransportution companies.
,One Illotor carrier, in order to further its program of diversification,
was found by the ICC to have exceeded its stflndard for an acceptable
working capital ratio and unreasonably mortgllged the carrier's operating equipment. Theexperienee of the Penn Central with diversification proved that profits on acquired non-mil operations are often
illusory while the out-of-pocket costs of acquisitions are quite real. In
the same vein the increasing diversification by air carriers may result
in unreasonably encumbering airline opern,ting equipment. while the
costs of acquisition exceed the real benefits thereof.
The record is not clear that diversification is absolutely bad. In the
final analysis the process of diversification by transportation companies might possibly prove to be the boon to the transportation
industry which its supporters claim. On the other lumd, it may be .that
transportation holding companies will indulge in many of the same
abusive practiceR which electric and gas holding eompanies engaged in
befure the passage of the Public Utili!,y Holding Company Act of 1934.
Until n. thorough analysis is made of the public interest benefits for
diversification by the regulated transportlltion utilities, D proper conclusion may not be reached. In (rder to make this analysis, I haye instructed the staff vf the S"ecinI Subcommittee on Investir:,at,ions tr
collect and study an the availuble da;f;a on divClsified transportation
,companies and to repo~ t bn,ck to me .
.3. Federal incorporation of compan'£es 1'e[J'Ulated by the ICC and
'CAB.-Public utility oriented companies which nre regulated by the
ICC and CAB serve a national interest. As such, they cannot enjoy
the same latitude of business discretion as unregula.ted companies.
Directors and officers of those regulated companies may find a conflict in their responsibilities to their stockholders and in their responsibilities to serve the public interest. Incorpol"lltion of such companies
under Federal laws could insure uniformity of corporate and individual
accountability.
4. ~1~creaseij, :e[J'U,~atory. res.tric~ions on d:i:..viden(!:.. po..lic?j.-Ifo,r a con-
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ecessors had maintained a policy of paying dividends out of borrowings
rather than admit there were no real eflI'nings. Stockholders were led
to believe they were being paid dividends when in effect they were
really receiving repayments of capital. I t was this policy in particular
which lulled the small investors into trusting in the safety of their
investments.
In a period of severe negative cash flow, Penn Central continued to
pay attractive dividends through niassive borrowings at higher .and
higher interest rates. The great bulk of these borrowings were ultimately subject to ICC approval. Apart from any considerations of
fraud under the Federal securities laws, a policy of mortgaging future
opemtions to maintain a current dividend policy not justified by current operations should scarcely be the pmctice of a regulated utility.
A temporary market n.bermtion may wu.rrnnt occasionally retaining
an established dividend in excess of earnings, but not indefinitely.
In the event regulatory controls over dividend policy cannot be
implemented with existing laws, ne\v legislation may be needed. r am
requesting the ICC to consider this matter and report back to me.
5. Extraterritorial application of the Federal sec'l,~rities laws.-One of
the more unfortunate aspects of the Federal securities laws is the
limitation of their enforcement to the United States. Capital markets
today are not territorial, and overseas investors are not solely lllrge
financial houses. Foreign investors apparently are not entitled to the
full disclosure protections which U.S. residents enjoy. They should be.
Eurodollar offerings by major American corporations have played
an important role in limiting the outflow of U.S. investment. They
have also introduced individual European investors to the American
capital markets. When Penn Central had exhausted all reasonable
capital sources in the United States, it was able to borrow overseas
because of the goodwill established by other U.S. companies. Unless.
overseas investors can rely upon the protections assured to American
investors, their confidence in U.S. investment will not be retained.
6. Restrictions on interlQchng directorates.-Since 1914 Section 10 of
the Clayton Antitrust Act has prohibited a carrier from having any
dealings in securities in excess of $50,000 per year with another
corporation having the same officers or directors except pursuant to
competitive bidding under regulations establish~d by the ICC. A note
or other evidence of indebtedness including commercial paper is a.
security. A nUp1ber of banking and other financial institutions made
loans to and engaged in other commercial transactions with Penn
Central while maintaining their control relationships through membership on the Board of Directors of the carrier. I am specifically
requesting the ICC to examine the record in fulfillment of its responsibility under Section 10.
The SEC report carefully documents the great conflict of interest
situations in which the banking and financial institutions found themselves whenever they had dealings with the Penn Central. One bank
with an interlocking director chose to make indirect loans "because a
direct loan would constitute a conflict. of interest." In sum, any benefits
from interlocking directorates seem clearly outweighed by the potential
abuses which might flow from such relationships. An outright probibition of interlocking directorates between public utility oriented companies and banking and financial institutions may be in the best
interests of the public, the regulated companies and their financial
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7. Insulation oj commercial banking junctions jrom banlc trust departments.-The flow of information into a banking institution which is
performing vital commercial banking functions must be of utmost
confidentiality. A bank trust department is no more entitled to intrude
upon the confidentiality of that banking relationship than any member
of the general public.
'
'Whether or not the trust departments of the banks serving Penn
Central did intrude upon this relationship I am not in a position to
say. It seems to me that the mere appearance of evil is enough to
warrant stricter regulatory controls divorcing the comrnercial and trust
departrnents for all purposes including research and investment advice
and interchange of personnel.
The law is quite clear that the actual use of confidential information
to profit on a securities transaction is prohibited. To avoid the appearance of evil, I am requesting the SEC to consider' whether pursuant to its rule making authority it could and should adopt a rule
limiting the investment activity of a trust department when a commercial banking relationship exists.,
The chronicling of the Penn Central fiasco is not yet complete. Other
reports can be expected. The efforts of the staff members of the SEC
who were involved in the preparation of this report are to be commended. Their report will find an important place in the histories of
the Penn Central bankruptcy.
,HARLEY O. STAGGERS,
Chairman, Special S'L~bcommittee on Invest.igation,~,
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C., August 3,'1972.
Hon. HARLEY O. STAGGERS,
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Investigations, OJmmittee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House oj R13presentatives,
Washington,D.C.
DEAR MR. STAGGERS: I am pleased to transmit a copy of our staff's
comprehensive report of its investigation into the relationship between
the Federal securities laws and the financial collapse of the Penn
Central Co. We initially disclosed this investigation in testimony
before your committee in September 1970. Since that time, the Commission's staff has taken over 25,000 pages of testimony from 200
witnesses, studied tens of thousands of pages of exhibits and examined
relevant records of 150 financial institutions. Their report summarizes
one of the most extensive evidentiary and analytical records ever
accumulated in a single inquiry by the Commission's staff. This
extensive inquiry was needed not only to fully understand the application of the Federal securities laws to the Penn Central affair, but
also to point the way to possible modifications of these laws and their
implementing regulations.
I believe this report brings into sharp focus a cogent analysis of the
factors behind not only the failure of a major railroad merger but also
a failure to recognize in timely fashion and bring to public attention a
crumbling structure in which shippers, passengers, creditors, investors,
governments, and the public at large had such a major interest.
Because the Commission is considering possible enforcement actions,
I am refraining at this time from commenting specifically on possible
violations of existing law which might subsequently be alleged in such
actions. I believe, however, that it is appropriate for me to bring some
of the broader and deeper implications of this report to the attention
of the Congress, members of the business community who are required
to comply with the securities laws, and lawyers, accountants, and
other professionals who assist the Commission in securing compliance
~~ili~l~s.
.
The basic securities laws, enacted almos~ 40 years ago, provide for a
fairly comprehensive pattern of disclosure and regulation. For almost
40 years the Commission has worked steadily at implementing the
laws and adapting -the emerging regulatory pattern to the needs of a
more sophisticated, more sensitive, and more involved investing
public. This report brings out areas in which both the basic law and
the implementing regulations should be strengthened.
The first thing I would point out is that the securities laws contain
exemptive provisions which permitted Penn Central and those involved in its financing and investments to operate free of several
(vn)
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important components of the regulatory and disclosure pattern which
the Congress and the Commission have established under the securities
laws.
The first of these exemptions frees companies regulated by the
Interstate Commerce Commission from registering securities sold to
the public with Securities and Exchange ,Commission. You introduced
legislation in December 1971 (H.R. 12128), wbjch would eliminate
the exemptions for ICC-regulated carriers under the Federal securities
laws. We have supported that legislation. It seems to me that in an
era where so many corporations engage in multiple activities, exemptive provisions which permit the regulated and the unregulated to
engage in the same kind of activities should be reexamined to assure
that no corporate entity, regardless of what its principal activity
may be, would, in any particular activity, be held to any lesser standards of scrutiny or disclosure than others.
Another exemption frees the sale of short-term corporate or "commercial" paper from registration requirements. The Securities Act
of 1933 exempts commercial paper if used for "current transactions"
and having a maturity "not exceeding 9 months." The Commission
in the past has given broad meanin~ to the "current transactions test."
Regardless of the maturity and the "current transaction" test, the
railroad company's paper was exempt from registration as 11
security issued by a common carrier with the approval of the ICC ns
provided in section 3(a)(6) of the Securities Act of 1933. The antifraud provisions of the 1933 act apply to the sale of securities exempt
from regulation, although commercial paper having a maturity lip
to 270 days is not a security for purposes of the Exchange Act of 1934.
The staff report unfolds a picture of commercial paper which was
continuously rolled over so as to serve the purpose of long-term financing and used not to finance commercinl transactions bu t to meet cash
requirements arising from physical improvements and operating
losses. Also, the report demonstrates scanty investigation of the
strength of the company, reliance on the management's verbnl
assurances about the financial condition and prospects of the company,
and little or no effort to transmit to buyers information about the
company and developments which threatened its solvency. When
Penn Central went into bankruptcy in mid-1970, American corpor[\,tions had some $40 billion of commercial paper outstanding. You will
remember that the shock waves set off by the $80 million loss in Penn
Central paper placed enormous strain on our banking system as more
than $2 billion in bank money went to help corporations payoff
maturing commercial paper. Only strong and prompt action by the
Federal Reserve Board prevented what could have been a liquidity
crisis disastrous to the health of the entire economy.
While the staff report identifies the Penn Central situation and its
impact on the commercial paper markets as one resulting primarily
from a lack of adequate disclosure concerning the issuer of the commercial paper and the dissemmation and digestion of that disclosure
by the appropriate segments of the invest.ing public, we also have
reviewed generally the regulatory framework within which commercial paper is issued. We believe that Congress should give
consideration to amending the exemptions for commercial paper in
order to provide more definite standards, for example, as to such
matters a.s the denominations in which it may be offered and sold, in
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order to prevent this type of unregistered security finding its way into
the hands of the investing public in ~eneral, rather than financial
institutions, as it appears Congress origmally intended.
The cornerstone of public confidence in our securities markets and
of the securities laws is full, accurate, and meaningful disclosure,
made on a timely, equal and public basis to all investors. The Commission's staff report shows a wide margin of failure on the part of
Penn Central in meeting this standard .. The report itself and, in
capsule form, its Introduction detail this failure.
When evaluating the disclosure lessons to be learned from the Penn
Central affair, it is important to keep in mind that although the
securities laws exempted Penn Central from filing registration statements, sale of the company's securities was subject to antifraud rules
and the company was required to file financial statements with the
Commission. However, this latter requirement could be satisfied by
financial statements based on ICC's accounting rules, which are
primarily designed for ratemaking purposes and which do not call
for the special requir.ements designed by the Commission to protect
investors..
.
As we review the disclosure history of Penn Central, we get a picture
of high euphoria and inflated prospects about the savings to be achieved
by the merger with the manifest difficulties ignored or overlooked.
When these difficulties emerged as painful realities, they were inadequately disclosed. The annual reports put out for 1968, 1969, and 1970
obscured the railroad's further movement into debt amid mounting
operating losses. Instead they emphasized that efficiencies, improvement in service, and new exciting revenue sources were just around
the corner. The Commission has not sought to control the content of
the annual reports sent out to stockholders. However, for most public
companies, it does control the form and content of the quarterly and
annual financial reports filed with the Commission. We have been
encouraging companies to include in the annual reports sent to shareholders the kinds of detailed breakdowns and supplementary information which we have required to be included in the reports submitted and filed with the Commission, because we think these breakdowns and supplementary data have a special value to investors. We
have been only partially successful and, accordingly, we have released
a proposal that, in filing their reports with the Commission, companies
be required to indicate the items of information which have not been
covered in the annual reports sent out to stockholders. We believe
this will simplify the task of financial services in bringing to public
attention the information filed with the Commission but not included
in reports and help close the information gap between reports mailed
to shareholders and reports filed with the Commission.
The staff report shows that as both the operating and liquidity
condition of Penn Central deteriorated, its management made increasingly strenuous efforts to make a bad situation look better by
maximizing reported income. An elaborate and ingenious series of steps
was concocted to create or accelerate income, frequently by rearranging holdings and disposing of assets, and to avoid or defer transactions which would require reporting of loss. Accounting personnel
testified that they were constantly under intense pressure from top
management to accrue revenue optimistically and underaccrue expenses, losses, and reserves, to realize gain by disposing of assets and
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to charge losses to a merger reserve which would not take them tl~rough
the income statement. Gains were reported on real estate transactions
in which the realization of benefits to the company depended on operating results far into the future and in which there was little if any real
change in the character or amount of assets owned by Penn Central.
In t.his connection, the Commission has already taken administrative
action to order correction of reported figures in the case of Penn Central's subsidiary, Great Southwest Corp.
The whole pattern of income management which emerges here is
made up of some practices which, standing alone, could perhaps be
justified as supported by generally accepted accounting practices, and
other practices which could be so supported with great difficulty, if at
all. But certainly the aggregate of these practices produced highly
misleading results. The accountin~ profession is in the course of
reorganizing and accelerating its ettorts to create more uniform accounting standards. A special committee of the AICPA is undertaking
a redefinition of accounting objectives. This report underlines the
urgency of those efforts. It is essential that the end result of applying
accounting principles be a realistic reflection of the true situation of
the company on which a rel)ort is prepared. Here, there was no adequate presentation of the fundamental reality that repQrted income
was not of a character to make a significant contribution to the
pressing debt maturities and liquidity needs of Penn Central, nor was
it of the sort that might reasonably be expected to be evidence of
continuing earning power.
The public was left unaware of the absence of cash flow and the
magnitude of the cash loss. Management implied in its public statements that the cash drain came from improving the road's facilities
when in fact it came from poor operations.
Effective December 31, 1970, the Commission.introduced a requirement to file a source and application of funds statement designed to
bring out an issuer's flow of cash and the source and use of cash resources. This applies to all reporting companies except those subject
to ICC and other governmental agency accounting regulations. The
report's findings emphasize the importance of requiring that all
companies make this kind of specific disclosure in order to alert investors to liquidity problems.
I have directed that the Commission's staff undertake a study of
other ways in which the liquidity position of a corportion can be
more realistically disclosed. At a minimum, it would seem that improved disclosure of pending debt maturities and contractual.commitments requiring cash outflows in the near future and the cash
resources available to meet them would be required so that the
financial viability of publicly traded corporations would be brought
out as clearly as their operating performance.
I would also urge the national stock exchanges to review their
listing standards with a view to requiring that reports to shareholders
also bring out the relationship between liquid resources, borrowing
power, and imminent obligations to establish public disclosure of the
continued financial viability of a listed corporation.
Despite the absence of cash earnings, Penn Central continued to
pay dividends at an annual rate of $56 million until November 1969.
The company had to pay high interest for the dividend money and
face hi!!h cash demands with no idea of where the needed cash would
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tion on the part of management to make full public disclosure of the
considerations and implications as well as the source of dividend
payments.
.
In its annual reports, Penn Central obscured the source of its income and losses. Railroad operating losses were combined with other
income sources until the underwriters forced a recasting of the figures
in the offering circular. To fully enlighten investors on the principal
sources of income and loss for a multiproduct company, in 1970 the
Commission adopted a rule requiring a breakdown of sales and earnings for each line of business producing 10 percent of revenues.
.
The staff report clearly brings out the value of the requirement to
file a registration statement. Penn Central, because it was under the
jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission, was not required
to register its public offerings with this Commission. It was required
to apply to the Interstate Commerce Commission for permission to
increase its debt obligations and ICC did find that the proposed increases in its debt were in the public interest but it had no e:A1)liCit
responsibility for investor protection. Because the civil liability provisions of the securities laws do apply to the sale of railroad securities,
despite the absence of a requirement that offerings be filed with, and
subject to review by the Securities and Exchange Commission, the
threat of civil liability made it necessary for underwriters and their
counsel to apply SEC disclosure standards to the offering circular to
be used in the sale of Penn Central secllrities. The staff report shows
how the scrutiny applied and disclosure required by underwriters
and lawyers made it impossible for Penn Central to offer the securities
of a. failing company to investors. It is. encouraging to note that Penn
Central management failed in its demand that the law firin acting for
the underwriter remove from the assignment a lawyer who was
particularly diligent in demanding full and unvarnished disclosure.
While the underWJ:iters and their counsel resisted the distribution of
an offering circular that did not contain. ,,,hat they believed to be ade:..
quate disclosure, the placing of the entire fOC1~lS of disclosure on the
offerin.g circular does not appear, tmder these circumstances, to have
been the most appropriate way to make public the rapidly deteriorat-·
ing finarlcial condition of the company. Some analysts were able to
put items of information together to arrive at a judgment that the
solvency of Penn Central was threatened. If Penn Central management
had met its obligation of disclosure, it would, by direct statements;
have been bringing out and putting together the factors which thes~
analysts used in arriving at that judgment. It might also be noted
that in order to evade this obligation, a Penn Central public relations
officer suggested that requests for information about the status of the
company might be dealt with by "saying that we are considered to be
in registration at this time and are not free to talk." Over the last year,
the Commission has emphasized strongly that the imminence of
a security offering does not relieve management of the obligation
to make prompt and independent disclosure of new material
developments.
The staff report shows how Penn Central, when unable to obtain
needed financing in this country, turned to foreign markets for funds.
This source of funds is an extremely important one, which we can lose
if we permit a credibility gap to develop with respect to disclosure
made by companies offering securities abroad. Consideration should be
•
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financial condition and performance of U.S. corporations whether
they are dealing in domestic or foreign markets.
The staff report examines the role of the directors. The responsibility of directors is primarily a matter of State corporate law. But
directors have a responsibility to see that their corporation and the
management they select obey the Federal securities laws.
It is difficult to see how this responsibility can be satisfactorily
discharged unless the directors themselves obtain from management
information which is adequate in both quantity and quality. To be
adequate, this information has to be both factual and judgmental.
It has to deal with the past, present, and future. This was brought out
very effectively by a new director, joining the Penn Central board in
May of 1969, in a memo to the chairman of the board pointing out
that lists of new equipment did not particularly help him discharge
his responsibilities as a director and spelling out the kind of information
about objectives and performance and about problems and plans for
overcoming them which he would need to do his job as a director.
Today's more sophisticated investor needs, perhaps in a broader and
more general way, the same kind of picture and he is entitled to it if
the disclosure process is to do as well in the future as it has done in
the p~st in maintaining general public confidence in our securities
markets. The Commission, taking a look at the future, has paid
increasing attention to the role, the qualifications, the responsibilities,
and the independence of corporate directors, which appear to be
called for. Last 'month the Commission released a statement endorsing the establishment of audit committees composed of independent directors. The staff report points up the critical importance
of the whole subject of the responsibility of directors, the greater
utilization of public and independent directors, the professiona.lization of their function, providing staff support for directors and
judging their performance not on tbe basis of hindsight but on the
basis of the reasonableness of their judgments in the circumstances
and at the time it was exercised.
i
The report also examiri.es the way three major banks handled their
obligation under the securities laws to assure that nonpublic information obtained in the course of commercial lending is not used by the
trust department in its investment decisions. These institutions recognized this obligation and set up procedures, with varying degrees of
adequacy, to meet it. The report points up the possibilities of conflicting
responsibilities where such inside information is available to operating
divisions of the institutions and the need for adequate procedures to
prevent misuse of such information where this situation exists.
Lastly, the report ~oes into the circumstances 'surrounding sales of
Penn Central securities by management officials during this period
in connection with the question whether sales by some individuals
occurred while they were privy to material ad verse inside information
concerning the company. If this occurred, it might involve violations
of existing law, and accordingly, I express no view at this time on the
question. In addition, the report's analysis of the activities of a private
investment fund composed primarily of principal corporate officials and
their financial advisers raises questions of possible conflicts of interest
and misues of inside information and suggests the need for consideration of additional controls in this area.

The report represents the culmination of a lengthy and exhaustive
inquiry by our staff. I hope it will be a catalyst for considering signifiC:1nt improvements and reforms in the securities field. In this letter
of tmD.smittal, I have tried to indicilte some recent improvements in
our rules which are relevant to the problems brought out by this report
and to suggest other measures that should be considered.
Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM J. CASEY, Ohail'man.
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INTRODUCTION
The bankruptcy of the Penn Oentral Transportation 00. on June
21, 1970 came as a surprise to much of the public, including many
Penn Oentral shareholders. Only 2~ years earlier the company had
been formed by the merger of the Pennsylvania and the New York
Oentral railroads to fanfares of optimism. The merged road was going
to be more efficient and was going to produce sizable earnings. In
addition, diversification into real estate development and other areas
was seen as the beginning of a profitable conglomerate growth. These
heady prospects sent the stock price soaring from approximately 20 in
the early 1960's, when the merger was first announced, to 84 in the
summer of 1968, 6 months after merger. The day after the filing for
reorganization the stock sold for 6}~. The loss to shareholders, bondholders, and other investors from the collapse of Penn Oentral is
measured in billions of dollars. Many of these investors were older
people who had invested in Penn Oentral because of its apparent
solidity and its long record of dividend payments. The Oommission's
investigation was conducted· to determine whether the events surrounding the collapse of this major corporate enterprise were associated
with violations of the Federal securities laws.
SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

The staff undertook a thorough and extensive investigation of Penn
Oentral, comprehending all aspects which seemed relevant to its
collapse. This report is a distillation of that investigation, concentrating on certain areas which the staff determined were most critical from
the viewpoint of the Oommission's responsibilities. The inquiry focused primarily on the events occurring between the
merger on February 1, 1968 and the bankruptcy. However, in some
instances, wh'ere the staff believed it was necessary for a full understanding of the facts, premerger conditions were also examined ..
The report is arran~ed in four major parts. Part I involves the
company's possible failure to disclose adverse information to the
investing public. Within this area, the staff examined the operational
and financial condition of the company and compared this with the
representations made by management. The staff also inquired into
many of the accounting practices of Penn Oentral to determine whether
they provided adequate and accurate disclosure. Examination was
made of the affairs of Great Southwest Oorp., to determine whether
adequate disclosure was made of the affairs of this important subsidiary. The role of the directors in overseeing the conduct of management and in insuring adequate disclosure was examined. The second
major area of investigation, Part II of the report, relates to possible
trading on nonpublic information by individuals and institutions.
Part III describes the role of Penn Oentral's commercial paper dealer
and a commercial paper rating service. The final area, Part IV,
involves an examination of a private investment club in which sev~ral
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Penn Central finn.ncinl officers were members and which raised issues
of possible misuse of position by these officers.
Nearly 200 witnesses were cnJled to testify and approximately
25,000 pages of testimony were taken.. Among the witnesses were most
of the major officers and directors of the corporation during the
relevant period. Voluminous documents were examined either on site
or by requesting that they be submitted to the Commission's offices.
Every officer or director who to the staff's knowledge had any significant trading was subpenaed and statements obtained through affidu,vits
or in the form of testimony. In connection with the trading inquiry
the roles of approximlltely 150 institutions were examined through
document submission or testimony. Asa result of this analysis, those
treated individually in this report were selected for special study.
ORGANIZA'l'ION OF PENN CENTRAL

Because the Penn Central organiza~ion went through several chang9s
and contained numerous subsidiaries, a brief note on the organization
and the names used in this report may be helpful. When the New
York Central and the Pennsylvania railroads merged on February 1,
1968 the resulting company was called the Pennsylvania-New York
Central Transportation Co. The name was then changed to the Penn
Central Co. On October 1, 1969 the name \\'as chan~£ed to the Penn
Central Transportation Co. upon the formation of a parent holding
company which t.ook the Penn Central Comp!wy name. For convenience, the n.ame Penn Centrn..l is often used in this report to refer to
the Penn Central complex generally. vVheri reference is mtlde specifically
to the entity containing the railroad in a cont,ext which might be
confusing, the name Transportation Co. is used. When reference is
made specifically to the holding company in a context where the
reference might be unclear, the entity will be described as the holding
company. The Transportation Co. owned 100 percent of the common
stock of Pennsylvania Co., an investment company, which is often
referred to in this report as Pennco.
'

SUMMARY
RAILROAD DIFJ!'ICUL'fIES: IVlERGER ~ND OPERATIONS PROBLEMS

(I-A)

Penn Oentral, despite attempts to convince the public to the contrary, was predominantly a railroad company and its future was tied
inexorably to these activities. Thus, before assessing the information
being disseminated to the public, it is essential to understand what
was occurring in the operations area in general and more particularly
the circumstances surrounding the merger itself.
The merger of the Pennsylvania and the New York Oentral railroads had been born out of the weakness of the two constituent parts.
Despite such an inauspicious beginning, however, and the obvious
dangers involved in such a situation, little thought appears to have
been given to the basic feasibility. In the premerger period management had conducted a study which purported to show sizable savings
through the elimination of duplicate facilities and in other areas. The
study, however, bore little relation to the consequences of merger d
the two roads. The merger involved more than was revealed in the
study; it involved complicated and costly rebuilding of two roads into
one. The resulting burden on the merged railroad would be twofold:
(1) ample funds would be needed for capital expenditures ; and (2)
operational problems could be expected. This presented, in reality, a
bleak picture because the roads had no cash for the expenditures and
no planning or ready skills commensuntte with the operations problems. Planning staffs were formed and consultants were hired but to
little avail. There was no adequate supervision or decisionmaking in
the planning process. Some departments, such as the accounting department, never even got to the meaningful planning stage. In the
crucial area of operations, a detailed plan was prepared but was then
abandoned just before the merger. Little or no training of employees
whose jobs would be affected was conducted.
In the postmerger period, a.s attempts were made to combine the
operations of the two roads, severe service problems materialized and
the losses on railroad operations increased at an astounding rate.
Management blamed the postmerger difficulties on elements beyond
their control including unions, the ICO, Government in general, the
necessity of continuing unprofitable passenger operations, high interest
rutes, inflation and the recession. Without denying that these matters
had an adverse impact on Penn Oentral, as they had on other companies and other railroads, they do not explain the postmerger plunge.
It appears that the collapse was a result of entering a complex and
costly merger without adequate planning and adequate financial and
management resources. Oonflicts among senior management officials
further complicated the problem.
(3)
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INCOME MANAGEMENT (I-B)

Absent a major restructuring of the railroad operations, the Clrift
into bankruptcy was inevitable. The only question was the timing-how
long the company could keep going. The answer lay in gren,t part in
Penn Oentral's ability to borrow money and otherwise finance the
continuing deficits from the railway business and the ability of the
company to generate earnings was a major feature which lenders would
consider. For some time prior to merger, management had ene;agecl in
efforts to inflate reported earnings and, as the earning;s nlummeted due
to merger-related problems, these efforts intensified. The devices utilized involved not only rail operations but even more importantly the
company's real estate and investment activities.
In summary, all possible avenues of increasing reported income
or avoiding actions which would reduce reported inc'ome were explored.
Stuart Saunders, chairman of the Penn Oentral board, established the
policy and looked to other members of tbe top management team to
imDlement it. AU were expected to watch for available opportunitie!=;,
within their own areas of expertise. The accounting department made
a substantial contribution by watching for devices whereby they
might stretch accounting principles to '- cover novel situations, emphasizing form over substance on a number of mn,jor transaction!=;.
Accountmg personnel were expected to select the accounting method.
that would provide a maximization of income in every possible
instance. This resulted at times in the taking of inconsistent positions.
In other cases top management brought Dressures on the accounting
department to accelerate or deln,y the recording of certain items in the
interes~ of improving currently reported earnings. While it was
recognIzed the benefit was generally only temnorary and would have
to be. ~ade up in the future, the hope was that by then the operational
condItIOns would be improved. At times the Dressures reached such a
point that management ran into resistn,nce from n,ccounting denartment personnel who were concerned with possible crimina] liability
ari~i~g out of the schemes which were being suggested .. And even. on
legItImate transactions, Penn Oentral was often forced, bv the Immediate pressures for income, to take actions because of "'the short
term advantages, although from fI, longer term viewpoint the action
was detrimental to the company. Reported income in these situations
was a reflection of weaknes8, not of strength. Also relevant, considering the financial condition of the comDany, was the noncash
generating nature of many of the earnings being recorded.
FINANCES

(1-0)

Although management was able to soften the reported losses by
methods -described above, they faced an enormous cash drain of
approximately half a billion dollars between the time of merger and
the time of the bankruptcy. This loss was an inescapable reality for
manag;ement.
Much of the loss was caused by the d.eficits from rn,il operations.
The Dayment of approximately $100 million in dividends in the postmerger period also contributed to the drain. The borrowings needed
to meet the cn,sh dr·ain required large interest payments in this neriod
mtes. When. the borrowings reached their peak, the
of high interest
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million a year. Cash was even needed to su})port Great Southwest,
a real estate development subsidiary which management claimed
was helping to support llhe railroad .
. The financial crIsis was known to management even at the time v-of the merger. Penn Central was forced into short term borrowings
because most of its assets were unsaleable, were mortgaged or were
otherwise restricted and Penn Centrnl was not an attractive vehicle
for long term financing. By the beginning of 1969 management
realized that Penn Central was approaching the limits of its borrowing
capacity and that a continuation of the cash drain would spell disaster.
The dl'ain never lessened.
The continuing cash drains created increasing difficulties for
management and o.n increasing need to conceal the true conditions.
Every additional borrowing created .greater restrictions through
l:>ledges of assets and restrictive provisions in the borrowing agreements, and as the need for borrowing increased, the necessity of
concealiI;l.g the real reasons for the borrowings became grenter. Toward
the end management was faced with a potential rdnoff of commercial
paper if the company'::> condition became public and with an inability
to raise. cash through public offerings where disclQsUl'e through
public offering circul3.l's would be required. Penn Central's last
financing was done at high interest rates in foreign markets where
the lenders were still willing to lend to a "name" company ..
PUBLIC O.FFERINGS

(I-D)

The only public offerings of securities were made in late 1969 and
early 1970 through Pennsylvania Co. (Pennco), an investment company subsidi3.l'Y of Penn Central. Pennco's principal assets were large
holdings of the stock of the Norfolk and Western and' the Wabash
railroads and the stock of the "diversification" subsidiaries including
Grent Southwest, Arvida and Buckeye Pipeline. Pennco had been
used earlier in 1969 to raise $35 million through a private placement
of collatero.l trust bonds. By late 1969 much of Pennco's most valuable
asset, the Norfolk and Western stock, was pledged and its large
holdings of Great Southwest stock which at one time had a high value
in terms of quoted market prices Was rapidly diminishing in value
because of a~vcrse developments in Great Southwest.
A $50 rpillion debenture offering was completed in December 1969.
This was easily sold because it was convertible into Norfolk and
Western stock. Within 2 months of the completion of that offering,
Penn Central began efforts to sell a $100 million debenture offering.
This 'offerin~ was never completed.
The offerm~ quickly encountered difficulties related to the overall
problems of Penn Central at that time. The offering in its originally
announced form contained warrants for the stock of Grent Southwest
Corp. and of Penn Centra.l Co., a holding company which had become
the parent of the railroa.d in October 1969. Management had hoped to
delay registration of warrants until they became exercisable in the
future. Penn Central had abandoned a planned public offering of
Great Southwest stock in late 1969 because of the disclosure that
would be required in a registration with the SEC. After doubts were
raised about whether registration could be delayed, the walTants were
Penn co offering circular was under ICC
dropped
from the offering.1:1The
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A more serious problem developed as counsel for the underwriters
began uncovering information about the railroad which indicated that
it was heading for bankruptcy. Although the underwriters were going
to be offering a security of Pennsylvania Co., which they thought
could survive a bankruptcy of the railroad, they were aware that conditions which might so adversely affect the railroad would be important
to potential investors in Penneo. They determined to obtain disclosure
of these facts in the offering circular. Management initially resisted
these efforts and a management official even attempted to have one of
the underwriters' lawyers removed from the underwriting because of
the questions he was raising as a result of the inquiry made into the
company's financinl condition.
Although the underwriters resisted these efforts and succeeded in
getting significant disclosures in the circulnrs, no steps were taken
to point out these disclosures in the public nnnouncements about
the offering or otherwise. Lnrge numbers of the circulars were distributed to broker-dealers and institutional investors and copies ''lere
sent to financial pUblications. The underwriters were aware, however,
that the offering would only be of interest to institutionnl investors
and the adverse information in the circulars did not become generally
circulated although some large institutional sellers in May 1970 had
access to and read the offering circular.
Although it was unlikely from the outset that the offering could be
completed, maJ;lagement was able to use its pendency as a part of its
facade of the continuing viability of the company. The abandonment
of the offering was not announced until May 28, 1970.
GREAT SOUTHWEST

(I-E)

Great Southwest, a real estate development subsidiary, played a
significant role in Penn Central's a,ffairs. Great Southwest was touted
as an example of the success of Penn Central's diversification program; Great Southwest's financial results contributed significantly to
Penn Central's reported earnings; and the Great Southwest stock
owned by Penn co was Pennco's major asset when valued at market
prices. Penn Central, through Pennco, had acquired control of Great
'Southwest and Macco Corp., which later became a subsidiary of Great
Southwest, in the early to mid-nineteen-sixties as a part of its diversification program. 1\1acco quickly became a major problem because of its
large cash drains which had to be met by cash advances from the
railroad.
At about the time of the merger of the railroads, Great Southwest
and lV1acco embarked on programs to drastically increase their reported earnings. The principal vehicle used was the "sale" of large
properties for very large reported "profits" to syndicates of investors
who were motivated to participate because of tax benefits. These
transactions involved only small downpayments and principal payments deferred to future years. Typically there was no obligation that
the investors continue making payments. These were essentially paper
( transactions which should not have been recorded as profit. These
transactions were effected in furtherance of the Penn Central program
of inflating reportable profits to offset losses in the railroad.
Senior Macco officials were under employment contracts which
provided they would be paid a percentage of the profits reported.
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Because of large profits being reported, IVlacco paid the officers hundreds of thousands of dollars in 1968. Penn Central management then
renegotiated th,e contracts which resulted in the officers receiving a
total of $7 million to sign new cont.racts.
The real estate transactions described above were largely paper
transactions and so the serious cash problem continued. In 1969 a
public offering of Great Southwest st,ock was prepared to raise cash.
The offering included a sale by Pennco of some bf its holding of Great
Southwest stock. Shortly before the offering was to be filed with the
SEC, it ,vas abandoned because of the disclosures which would have
been required in t.he prospectus. It was feared that the disclosures
would cause a sharp drop in the price of Great Southwest stock. This
would have very seriously a.ffected the value of Pennco's portfolio
and Pennco itself ,,"as about to be used as a financing vehicle for the
railroad.
By late 1969 Great Southwest was d,isintegrating. Changes in
accounting guidelines and tax rulings were preventing further large
tax oriented sales. The cash drain was worsening. In early 1970, Great
Southwest, like Penn Central turned to foreign financing and borrowed
approximately $40 million in Swiss francs. The nature of Great Southwest's earnings and the problems being encountered were never
disclosed to Great Southwest or Penn Central shareholders.
ROLE OF DIRECTORS

V~'

J M'1
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(I-F)

I

Pennsylvania Railroad and New York Central directors were
accustomed to a generally inactive role in company affairs. They
never changed their view of t.heir role. Both before and after the
merger thq relied on oral descriptions of company affairs. They failed
to perceive the comijleiItIes or-the merger or tilefactthat appropriate
groundwork and planning had not been done. After the merger they
claim to have been unaware of the magnitude of the fundamental
operational problems or the critical financial situation until near the
end. They did not. receive or request written budgets or cash flow
information which were essential to understanding the condition of
the company 01' the performance of management. Only in late 1969
did they begin requesting such information and even then it was not
made available in a form that was meaningful or useful.
On at least two occasions, the directors deliberately avoided con- ~
frontations with management on issues crit-ical to test-ing the integrity
of management and providing adequate disclosure to shareholders.
On ,one occasion, in the summer of1969, a law suit which claimed improper and unlawful conduct by David Bevan, chief financial officer
of Penn Central, in connection with Executive Jet Aviation (effectively a subsidiary of Penn Central) and Penphil Co. (a private investment club) was brought to the directors' attention. As they were
obligated to do, they authorized an investigation. When BevUlL
threatened to resign, however, they canceled the investigation even
though the charges appeared to be well founded and In.ter proved to
be essentially correct. Without restraint Bevan continued to engage
in questionable conduct including the diversion of $4 million to undisclosed Liechtenstein interests. He also continued as the sole and
important contact between Peml Central and the financial community
to whom he repeatedly misrepresented t.he company's financial con-
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dition. Even in the instance where a director was interested in inquiring into the affairs of a major subsidiary this initiative was not
favorably received by his fellow directors. If such an inquiry had been
made it would have uncovered the improprieties occurring in the
subsidiary and the concomitant need to provide full and adequate
disclosure of that entity's affairs. The directors permitted management
to operate without any effective review or control and they remained
uninformed throughout the whole period of important developments
and activities.
DISCLOSURE (I-G)

The picture \v-ithin Perm Central was bleak. The company's disclosure policy, however, is illustrated by a comment which other
members of Penn Central management apparently made on a number
of occasions-"Well, it looks like Saunders has his rose colored ghsses
on again." Stuart Saunders, Penn Central's chairman of the board,
set the disclosure policy and made it clear that the others were expected to comply. Professional analysts spoke frequently of the
"credibility gap" they discerned and of the difficulty cf getting adequate and accurate information from the company.
rhe railroad picture was always presented by management in optimistic terms. There was a stress on the hopes and promises of the
future, particularly those related to the merger, while the immediate
problems were ignored. When put in a position where the immediate
problems arising out of Penn Central's own limitations could not be
ignored Penn Central grudgingly admitted their existence but would
claim the situation had "turned the corner" and was on the upswing.
Yet there "Tas no real prospect of an effective turnaround. The basic
industry problems remained, as did the financial and management limitations of Penn Central itself.
Most shareholders measure success in terms of earnings. Losses from
railroad operations were running at the rate of $150 to $200 million
per year, a rate which clearly could not be sustained for long. However,
this figure was never presented to the shareholders and in other ways
as well, the drain from raih'oad operations was downplayed. The earning:;; contribution of nonrail activities was emphasized. No mention
was made, however, of the questionable accounting practices which
had been utilized in recording many of these earnings and of various
factors which seriously affected the quality of significant portions of
the remaining earnings. In effect, the earnings figures being given to
the public were not an accurate picture of the earning power of the
corporation. Indeed, until 1970, the year of bankruptcy, the company
on a consolidated basis was reporting profitable operations.
The immediate cause of the bankruptcy, and the most obvious reflection of the problems discussed earlier, was the cash drain and the
inability of Penn Central to obtain additional financing. Disclosure to
shareholders in these areas was marked primarily by silence, although
on those occasions when Penn Central did reveal what financings it
was doing, it stressed the flexibility and strength of its financing program rather than the desperation of the company's'financial condition.

l

SALES OF SECURITIES BY INSTITUTIONS

(II-A)

Many institutions held Penn Central stock, particularly as it
of 1968. Most of these
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institutional holdings "Tere sold over the next 2 years as the price of
the stock continued to decline.
The examination focused on several institutions where the timing
of the sales and the possible access to inside information raised
questions. These institutions were Chase Manhattan Bank, Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co., Continental Illinois Bank & Trust Co., Investors
:Mutual Fund, and Alleghany Corp.
As we conducted our inquiry in this area ,ve were faced with difficulties of proof. Regardless of such difficulties, it is important to note
that in the case of at least two of the banks it is clearly established,
that they had inside information at the bank at the time of the sales.
The banks deny, however, that this information was Imovm to those
making the decision to sell. This points up the real possibility of
conflicting responsibilities and the need for procedures to prevent
misuses of information reposed with a bank in a commercial banking
relationship.
.
Our inquiry also raised questions where Penn Central and banking
institutions shared common directors. One such director indicated
that at times in a meeting of a committee of the bank's board he was
called upon to speak about Penn Central in the presence of members
of the bank's trust department. Although in this case the director
stated that he provided no inside information, banks should not place
common directors in such a position where they might easily disclose
inside information.
INSIDER TRADING BY OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

(II-B)

From its extensive review of the trading of officers and directors of
Penn Central Co. which took place between the merger and the bankruptcy, the staff found that a number of high corporate officials had
made sizable sales during this period.
A detailed review was made of the transactions of 15 officers whose
trading was deemed to raise the most serious questions as to whether
it had been based on material inside information. The 15 officers, who
prior to bankruptcy had sold about 70 percent of the stock they
o\vned at the time of the merger, included officials of the finance and
operating departments. These officers had apparent access to inform ation concerning the state of Penn Central's affairs which was reaching
the public only with a serious amount of distortion. This section of
the report summarizes the staff's investigation of the trading of
these officers, examining the timing and extent of these sales, and the
reasons given for them by the officers.
As in other major companies, Penn Central had an elaborate option
system for its key employees. Many of these officers exercised their
options through the use of large bank loans. As this study shows, the
presence of such loans can clearly distort the purposes of the option
system by encouraging officers to sell when the market in the
company's stock declines, even though material undisclosed information may exist at the time.
COilBfERCIAL PAPER SALES: GOLDIIIAN, SACHS AND NATIONAL CREDIT
OFFICE (III A AND B)

As the company's financial condition deteriorated, management
relied more heavily on the sale of commerical DltDflr fl.S fl. mp.fl.TIS of
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financing the losses being incurred. The company was not using
commercial paper for short.-term borrowing which is the customary
use of commercial paper. Instead, conditions developed in a way
which required that the full amount of eommercial paper be continually rolled over as if it were long-t.erm financing.
Goldman, Sachs & Co. was the sole dealer in Penn Central's commercial paper and at its peak there was us much as $200 million of
paper outstanding. While some of the buyers of this commercial paper
were relatively sophisticH,ted institutional investors, others were not.
Only limited information was supplied to buyers of Penn Central
paper. Even when Goldman, Sachs began receiving warnings of
critical problems no additional. information and no warnings were
communicated to buyers. Goldmn,n, Sachs maintains it was merely a
dealer and not an underwriter and that it did not have duties of disclosure.
. The sale of Penn Central's commercial pal)eI: was greatly facilitated
by the receipt of a "prime" rating from the National Credit Office, the
only national rating service of commereiul paper. This rl1ting was
provided without adequate investigl1tion of the company's financinl
condition. It is clear thl1t NCO continued to provide the highest.
rating at a time when the facts did not support such a rating.
.
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PEN PHIL

(IV)

Beginning in 1962, Bevan and Charles Hodge, an investment
counselor to the Pennsylvania Railroad, formed a private investment
club, Penphil Co. Its members included several other Penn Central
financial department officers. The club made investments with funds
borrowed from Chemical Bank. The bank made these funds available
because Bevan was the chief financial officer of Penn Central and
because the railroad had a substantial banking relationship with
Chemical.
The investment club made investments in companies where the
club had relationships which made inside information accessible to the
club. From time to time, officers and directors of the comp::mies in
which investments were being mn,de were invited to join the club.

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
1968
January 15: Supreme Court decision authorizing merger.
February 1: Merger of Pennsylvania and New York Central railroad;;.
March 30: Announcement of mailing of 1967 annual report to shareholders. Press
release indicates merger proceeding smoother and more rapidly than anticipated.
:May 7: Annual shareholders meeting.
June 21: Final of a series of dmwdowns in early 1968 against the revolving credit.
This brings the total to $100 million.
.
July 3: Odell writes to Saunder;; expressing concern about IV1acco.
July: Butcher & Sherrerd releases report on Penn Central reducing 1968 earnings
estimate. Because of firm's relationships to Penn Central, causes sharp decline
in price of stock.
July 15: Press release announcing no adverse changes in the· company's affairs
to justify the recent market action.
July 17: Penn Central receives authority from ICC to sell commercial paper for
the first time. Authorization for $100 million.
Summer: Service problems developing.
September 5: Saunders speech to New York Suciety of Security Analystscritical response.
September 30: Washington Terminal Co. dividend-in-kind paid.
Octuber 9: Bevan memo reviewing critical cash situation and calling for cutback
in capital expenditures.
October 23: Third quarter earnings announcement. Consolidated earnings up.
Company-only figures not given.
November: Penn Central draws down a $iiO million Eurodollar loan.
December 11: ICC approval of $100 million revolving credit.
December 26: Year-end statement issued bv Saunders.
December 31: Madison Square Gard~n transaction consummated.
December: Sale of Bryant Ranch by Macco.
December: Sale of Six Flags Ovcr Gcorgia by Great Southwest.
December 31: Aequisition of the New Haven Railruad.
1969
January 7: Bevan seeks financial advice from former chairman of First Boston
Corp. and from consultant who was presideht of International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
.
January 23: Board approves plan to form holding company-announced to public.
January: Penn Central claims this b peak for service problems.
January: EJA withdraws application to acquire Johnson Flying Service.
January: Penn Central discussion;; with Peat, Marwick and ICC relating to
charging of mail handlers against the merger reserve.
January 30: Preliminary earnings for 1968 announced. Results show consolidated
carnings of $90.3 million, up from 1967, and a parent company loss. of $2.8
million, down from a profit of $11..'i milliun a year earlier.
February 1:3: Penn Central issucH release on results of diversified subsidiaries.
February: :Meeting with officers of First Nat-ional City Bank concerning increase
in revolving credit.
February 20: Saunders' "turning the corner" claim set forth in release.
March 1: Smucker replaced by Flannery in charge of operations.
March 19: ICC authorizes increa5e in commercial paper from $100 million to
$150 million.
April: Flannery objects to budget cutbacks. Cites danger of affecting service.
April 23: Penn Central announces lirst 'quarter consolidated earnings of $4.6
million, down from $13.4 million a year earlier. Parent lost $12.8 million compared to a profit of $1.0 million in 1968.
May 12: ICC approves increase in revolving credit agreement from $100 million
to $300 million, \Vith $50 million reserved to refund commercial paper.
I'll \
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June 4: Settlement of employment contracts with Great Southwest officers.
June: Sale of Six Flags Over Texas by Great Southwest.
June 13: Extraordinary joint finance-executive committee mecting to discuss
the situation.
June 25: Board discusses possibility of omitting dividend, but ultimately decides
to declare dividend with special meeting on August 27, to review payment.
July: $35 million private placement of Penn co debentures.
July 28: Second quarter earnings announced. Consolidated earnings at $21.9
million, down 7 ..5 percent. Railroad company lost $8.2 million versus year
earlier profit of $2 million.
August 27: Kunkel suit discussed at meeting of Penn Central board. Investigation
of EJA and Bevan approved. Bevan's subsequent threat of resignation causes
cancellation of investigation.
::;eptember 18: Bevan diverts $10 million of equipment loans to Leichtenstein
account of Goetz in connection with EJ A and other matters.
September 8-12: Bevan and Saunders discuss bleak financial condition and call
for cutbacks on capital expenditures.
September: Saunders orders halt of retirement of properties until accounting
authority received, thereby avoiding writeoffs against ordinary income.
September 23-24: Penn Central announces that Gorman named president, effective December 1. Saunders denies presidency offered to several others first.
September 24: O'Herron reads to board Bevan's statement on Kunkel, EJA and
Penphil.
September 25-26: Saunders testifies before congressional committee on passenger
legislation.
October 1: Holding company becomes effective.
October 20: Penn Central reports consolidated third quarter loss with 9-month
earnings down SUbstantially. Railroad lost $19.2 million.
October 29: ICC approves increase in authorization to sell commercial paper
from $150 million to $200 million.
October: Great Southwest offering called off because of disclosure problems.
November: Service deterioration noted.
November 7: Attorney representing Penn Central tclls ICC that since merger
company has failed to regain its competitiveness and remains financially shaky.
November 10: Odell invites all outside Penn Central directors to a dinner on
November 25, to discuss financial and management problems.
November 12: Saunders testifies before congressional committee on passenger
service losses in connection with pending legislation.
November 19: Saunders meets with Kirby in Alleghany offices re management
problems.
November 26: Odell moves for dismissal of Bevan and Saunders.
November 29: Board of directors votes to omit fourth quarter dividend.
November-December: Commercial paper dealer evidences concern about financial
condition of Penn Central.
December 1: Letter to shareholders concerning elimination of dividend.
December 1: Day's letter to Saunders suggesting better disclosure of railroad
losses.
December 1: Saunders speech at staff luncheon concerning critical nature of service situation.
December 15: Saunders makes impossible demands for increased revenues and
reduced cxpcnscs by yearend.
December 17: Penn co sells $50 million debenture offerings-proceeds passed up
to Transportation Co.
December: WriteoIT of long haul passenger facilities.
December: Discussions concerning sale of Great Southwest stock to Great
Southwest officers.
December-January: Bad winter weather. Later blamed for poor earnings.
December 31: Penn co accepts Great Southwest stock in exchange for previously
created debt.
1970
January 22: Meeting on possible foreign financing leads later to Swiss franc loan.
January 27: Bevan and O'Herron approach First National City Bank about
"bridge" loan in contemplation of $100 million Penn co offering. First National
City Bank asks for more security.
February: Discussions concerning $20 million Eurodollar offering 'through Penn
Central International.
.
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February 2: Initial contact with First Boston conerning Pennco $100 million
debenture offering.
February 4: Penn Central announces 1969 earnings of $4.4 million versus $86.9
million a year earlier; railroad lost $56.3 million versus $5.1 million loss.
February 5: Odell submits resignation letter to board.
.
February 6: Bevan et aI., meet with Gustave Levy and others from Goldman,
Sachs to review commercial paper situation.
February 12: Penn Central buys back $10 million in notes from Goldman, Sachs
. inventory.
February 13: ICC orders Alleghany to sell its Penn Central shares.
February: "Bridge" loan arranged with Chemieal Bank.
Mareh: Various evidences of concern with status of EJA.
March 12: "Comfort letter" from Bevan to Peat, Marwick re: (1) EJA; (2)
Madison Square Garden; (3) Lehigh Valley .
. March 12: Peat, Marwick signs opinion letter, qualified only for the failure by
Penn Central to provide for deferred taxes.
March 20: Counsel for underwriters questions possible major ·writeoff. Bevan
denies it, but appears evasive.
March 25: Penn co applies to ICC to sell $100 million debenture offering-announced in press release.
March: O'Herron tells commercial paper dealer first quarter losses will be
"terrible."
March 28: Bevan seeks removal of "troublesome" attorney from underwriting.
March 30: Penn Central files with ICC for discontinuance of 34 East-West longdistance passenger trains.
March 31:. Meeting at Sullivan & Cromwell .offices with senior officers of each of
comanagers of $100 million offering. Possible bankruptcy of Penn Central
discussed.
March 31: Wabash exchange transaction recorded.
April 6: Decision made to drop warrants from $100 million debenture offering.
April 14: O'Herron tells commercial paper dealer that first quarter losses will be
"staggering."
April 14: Fred Kirby resigns as Penn Central director.
April 22: Penn Central announces first quarter consolidated loss of $17.2 million
and Transportation Co. loss of $62.7 million.
April 27: Pennco $100 million preliminary offering circular.
April 28: Penn co announces proposed offering of $100 million debenture. Proceeds will be passed up .to the Transportation Co.
April 30: Penn Central representatives, led by Saunders, meet with Volpe of
DOT. Discuss possible assistance on equipment financing and passenger losses.
May 4: Due diligence meeting with underwriters-indications that initial interest
in issue is poor.
May 8: O'Herron speaks with Volpe. Tells him situation more critical than revealed
by management.
May 5: Gorman calls for special finance committee meeting. Objects to various
reporting practices.
.
May 10: Saunders announces austerity program until Railpax program adopted.
Capital spending cut.
May 12: Annual meeting.
May 13: Butcher & Sherrerd switches recommendation to "sell" after reviewing
first quarter carnings.
May 15: Standard & Poor's reduces Pennco rating from BBB to BB.
May 15: Dun & Bradstreet (NCO) gives Penn Central's commercial paper a
"Prime" rating.
.
May 16: Revised offering circular issued, including information on commercial
paper runoff. Underwriters indicate issue is expected to carry interest rate of
1O}~ percent.
May 19: Saunders discusses Government guaranteed loan with Kennedy of
Treasury.
May 19: Penn Central spokesman announces he knows of no reason for the
stock's decline.
May 21: Bevan meets with representatives of Chemical Bank, New York Trust·
and First National City Bank.
May 21: Penn Central notifies underwriters that it has decided not to go forward
with the offering.
.
May 21: Chemical Bank and First National City Bank representatives meet with
Bevan. Bevan tells them of decision to postpone debenture offering and seek
(iovp.rnmp.nt.lo!l.n.
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:l\'Iay 23: Penn Central hits new low amid conjecture about financial difficulties.
Butcher & Sherrerd who ~trongly recommended Penn Central in January is
rumored to have liquidated its holdings.
1V1a.\' 26: Bevan and others from Penn Central meet. with representatives of Chemical Bank, First National City Bank, and counsel for the banks involved in the
$000 million revolving credit agreement to discuss Government guaranteed
loan.
May 26-27: Broad tape and WSJ announcement on commercial paper runoff.
IVlay 27: Finance committee meeting. Saunders tells Penn Central board that the
debenture offering is being called· off, that further issues of commercial paper
will he halted and that subRtantial additional amounts of cash will be needed.
:i\'Iay 28: Bevan and others meet with the 58 revolving credit banks about current
statu» of Penn Central and negotiations with Government.
May 28: Postponement of Penn co debenture offering announced to public.
Alternative financing methods to be considered. .
June 1: National Credit Office withdraws "Prime" rating on Transportation Co.'s
commercial paper.
June 2: Announcement made that First National City Bank heads 73 banks
applying for Government guarantee of $200 million loan.
June 8: Bevan, Saunders, and Periman dismissed.
June 10: Administrative support ttnnounced for $200 milliori loan guarantee with
a possible total of $750 million.
June 19: Administration withdraws loan guarantee support.
June 21: Chapter 77 Bankruptcy reorganization filed.

I-A. RAILROAD DIFFICULTIES: MERGER AND OPERATING
PROBLEMS
PREMERGER PERIOD: HISTORY

The concept of realining the various eastern roads into a small
number of major systems to insure their continued economic viability,
dated back many years. The poor railway industry conditions of the
mid-fifties, howevei', gave the idea new impetus. It was under these
cir:cumstances that in 1957 James Symes, chairman of the Pennsylvapia Railroad (PRR) and Robert Young of the N ew York Central
Railroad (Central) first discussed a merger of these two roads. Alfred
Perlman, president of the Central, objected when the matter was
raised with him, particularly because his own view of a balanced
Eastern realinement was not consisten t with this merger.' He agreed
to further studies, but these were terminated when Young died a few
months later.
Subsequently, the Norfolk & Western (N. & W.), which was a very
strong road, became involved in plans to combine with certain smaller
eastern lines. This would involve expansion into areas where they
;'vould threaten some of Central's major markets. Perlman looked
around for another merger partner, and had his eye on the Baltimore
& Ohio (B. & 0.) and Chesapeake & Ohio (C. & 0.). This three-road
combination, he felt, would offer a balanced entity, able to effectively
compete in the markets it served. However, the B. & O. and C. & O.
decided to merge without the Central. It began to look like Central
would be left out in the cold in the major realinements then occurring,
,and faced with a strengthened group of competitors. When PRR again
ro.ised the T>ossibility of a merger with the Central and agreed to dispose of its interest in the N. & W., resolving one of Perlman's major
objections to the merger, talks between the PRR and the Central resumed.
The merger discussions were often rocky. Much emphasis was placed
on who would hold what management positions in the new company,
as various parties maneuvered for" good jobs for themselves and their
associates. The situation was further complicated by personality
conflicts and by the significant differences in philosophy and approach
of the two roads. Blunt discussions took place, with representatives
of each company expressing dissatisfaction \v-ith the management of
the other compauy. Each felt its own officers should hold certain key
positions. Ultimately, in compromise, it was decided that the PRR
would name the chairman, who would be the chief executive officer,
while the Central would name the president and chief operating officer.
Bqth Perlman and Symes, who had been focuses of controversy, would
be relegated to the position of vice-chairmen. After Stuart Saunders
succeeded Symes as chairman of the PRR, however, he agreed to the
naming of Perlman as president, in part because by this point there
was no other logical candidate available.
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PREMERGER PERIOD: :MERGER EXPECTATIONS

The formal application for approval of the merger was filed with the
ICC in March 1962 and this was followed by lengthy hearings over the
next 2 years. The thrust of the position presented by the two roitds
was clear. As stated by Symes in the merger hearings, the merger was
necessary "to preserve and strengthen these railroads in the public
interest and for the national defense, to arrest their physical deterioration of the last 15 years, and to avert possible bankruptcy." Perlman
warned that if the two were not allowed to merge "their ability to
compete * * * will continue to decline to the point of ineffectiveness."
Throughout their testimony, witnesses for the two roads stressed the
poor earnings record, the reSUlting difficulties in attracting capital,
and the detrimental effect of this on railroad operations and thus on
service. The precarious position of the two roads was alluded to again
and again.
Symes then described the solution to these problems. "In my opinion
there are no two railroads in the country in better position than
Pennsylvania and Central by reason of their location, duplicate facilities and services, and the similarity of traffic patterns to consolidate
their operations and at the same time substantially increase efficiency·
and provide an improvement in service at a lower cost." Extensive
testimony was given on how this would be accomplished through
improvements in routes, consolidation of facilities and equipment, and
other changes in physical operations. Projected merger savings of
$81 million per year were described. l A figure of $75 million total was
given for the required capital requirements, less disposals of $45
million, leaving a net cost of $30 million. Merger savings, it was stated,
would provide badly ne(;)ded capital.
The ICC in its opinions basically accepted these arguments. In the
final ICC opinion it was stated:
We believe that with the approval of this merger many problcms facing the
applicants will be rcsolvcd to a considerable degree. Applicants have shown that
their annual savings from the merger will exceed $80 million after about 8 years
* * *. These large operating savings will go far toward compensating for the
persistently low rates of return, and the increased earnings flowing from the merger
should motivate the unified company to accelerate investments in transportation
property and continually modernize plant and equipment. This in turn should enable the unified company to more fully develop and utilize the inherent advantages
of railroad transportation in the territory served and provide more and better
service, all to the ultimate-benefit of the public. (327 I.e.c. 475, 501-02)
I This was the figW"e following a shakedown period of several years during which lesser savings would be
available: An exhibit subntitted dwing the bearings shows the following sums (in ntillions):

Savings

Net savings

Years:
1. .......................................................... , ....... .
2.•.•................•.......••......•.•••.•..•..••••••.•....••••••.•
3 .....................•...........................•..................
4 .•••..•.....•.•.....••.•......•.•.......•.••.....•..•.......•...•...
5.•.•••........•...•..•....•.•.•.••....•.•••......•.•..........••••..
6.................................................•..................
7.••••...•..•.•....•..••..••.•••.•...•.•••••....•.•.•..•........•••.•

8...•................................................................

9•••••.•.•..•.•...•..•....•..•••••.....•..........•..........•••..•..

$6.7
26_ 6
51. 3
67.2
81.6
81. 6
81. 6
81.6
81.6

Note: The difference between the 2 figW"es represents costs of joint facilities and
protectiou agreements.

$3.4

14.0
33_ 7

43.4
68.8
74.1
77.9
78.4
81. 1
employ~e
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The opinion further stated:
We do not mean to imply that merger is the magic touchstone of success-too
many other elements !ue essential: re:;eareh, progressive technology, salesmanship,
alert management willing to face today's problem on a realistic basis, etc. But this
merger will enable the npplicants to more effectively handle the external pressures
with which they must daily contend in fulfilling a large part of the requirements of
the public convenience and necessity in transportation. The economies it makes
po:;sible can be converted iuto the' greater return needed by the applicants to
attract investment capital, to maintain and improve service e:;sential in commerce
and industry, to recaptlITe diverted traffic and to avoid further loss of traffic to
. other carriers. (327 I.C.C ..519)

The position of the two companies has been presented in some detail
in this section because of its disclosure implicatioQs. First, it illustrates
management's comprehension of the basic problems facing these
companies and its ability to describe them clearly when it was advantageous to do so. As conditions deteriorated in the postmerger period,
it might be noted, no comparable effort was made. Secondly, the
promised solutions led to high expectations on the part of the pUblic.
This was reinforced by frequent references in ana,lytical and research
material of the period. What was not made clear, however, was that,
while the problems were understood, the proposed solution had not
been thoroughly examined.
.
PREIIIERGER PERIOD: PLANNING

No consideration was given in connection with this merger to the
broad question of realinement of the Eastern roads or whether this was
the best merger for the two roads. They were, in effect, the leftovers, ?
after other combinations had been individually arranged. Furthermore, ."
little consideration appears to have been given to the question of
whether this particular merger would work at alL Certainly the com-I
bination of two already ailing and financially weak roads raisesques:/)
tions as to feasibility and in this situation the possibility also existed \
that the size and complexity of the merged company would preclude
manageability. Although this latter possibility was lightly dismissed
by both Perlman and Symes when raised in the merger hearings, the
intermanagemem squabbling already apparent at that time did not
bode well for the future.
The basic source document used during the merger hearings, which
purportedly reflected the economic jl1stification for the merger, was
a report which became known as the Patchell study. This was never
intended to be used as an actual operating plan but represented a
document assembled rather hastily by the staffs of the two roads for
the specific purpose of having some sort of "plan" to present to the
ICC. It dealt with such matters as which routes should be adopted,
how terminals and other facilities should be consolidated and other
matters of physical coordination and the projected savings related
thereto. The study had a theoretical, rather than a practical, orientation, claiming to show what the merged company would look like,
assuming that the very short past period used as the basis for the
projection accurately reflected the companies as they then existed.
As it developed, however, many of the assumptions on which this
rather simplistic study was based were unrealistic. In a recent assessment of the situation the ICC reported:
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The estimates, plans and predictions of railroad executives presented at t.he
hearings before the Commission in the early 1960's appears to bear little relation
to ~he. ~a~ings, costs, investments and operational changes which Penn Central
claIms ill Its reports to have actually realized. We realize that conditions change;
however, there appears so little correlation between the claims and the realities
as to seriously question whether a realistic merger plan ever existed .

.The conceptual wealmesses reflected in that report would, of course,
also be present in the origir al decision to merge, which· preceded the
submission of the report. It should be noted too that the Patchell
study was a critical document in the ICC's consideration as to the
feasibility and advisability of the merger.
By the time ICC's approval was obtained, two decisions had been
made which many people have suggested sealed the doom of the
company. Neither had been contemplated at the time of the original
proposal. First, in May 1964, the two roads reached an accord with
.labor, the Merger Protective Agreement, whereby they, in effect,
bought the cooperation of the unions, which had been opposing the
me!ger. The result of this agreem~n~ 'voul~ be to cause the company
·to meur costs far above those antICIpated ill the Patchell report and
thus limit the savings projected. The second factor was the decision
of the ICC to force the New Haven Railroad on the Penn Central,
adding still a third financially and operationally we!1k rO!1d to the
group.
The hearing examiner's initial report recommending approval of
the merger came down in 1965, with the ICC's decision issued on
April 16, 1966. The merger now appeared imminent.
Saunders has described the Penn Central as the most complex
merger in the history of the United States. Thorough planning was
obviously essential. It was reported to the PRR board in late 1965
that:

I

For us these are uncharted seas and all of these tasks demand a considerable
expenditure of time and forethought in anticipating problems t'o be encountered
in doing a job which had never been done before on anything approaching this
scale.
.

Yet from the beginning, it appears, this effort was doomed. The
problems' faced, most of which have been noted previously, were
overwhelming. The complexity and the dispersed nature of the
two roads made the task of combining their activities difficult under
the best of circumstances. And these were not the best of circumstances. The facilities and equipment of both roads were seriously
rundown. Major iI'fusions of capital were needed but the cash situation was critical and n0 such funds were available. And the conflicts
between the officers and staffs of the two companies which had first
surfaced at the highest levels of management were now appearing at
lower levels as \vell.
Shortly after announcement of the hearing examiner's initial report,
Saunders and Perlman called a top level staff meeting announcing they
had designated themselves as the merger steering committee, and that
:all merger plans to date, generally dating back several years, would
·.be scrapped and a fresh start made. A merger coordinator was named
Jor each company and intercompany committees were est!1blished in
the various function!11 areas, to work jointly in developing plans. The
-.theory, as reporte~ to the PRR board, was as follows:
;Q

The aim is not to fit one organization into the mold of the other, but to take what
h"Qt. nf """h. nr fnrmlll"t.p. Rnmp.t.hing np.w so that the merged comoanv will be
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superior to either of its components. To this end, the focus has been on the essential
functions performed by each department. Once it is decided just what is to be done,
the organizational structure best suited to the job will be adopted.

However, the sharp personality conflicts and fundamental differences
in philosophy were in many instances seriously interfering with the
planning effort. While the decision had been made to seek the "best
method" in all circumstances, among those with differing philosophies,
who was to decide what was the best method? As long as the two roadp
remained independent, one side was not in a position to impose its
decisions on the other and the problem was increased by the fact that
no one knew which "side" would hold various critical management positions after merger and would thus be in a position ultimately to
make the decision. Even as between Saunders and Perlman, the only
two officers named prior to merger, it was 1lllclear at that point how
the postmerger lines of power would operate. All in all, there was no
one able to take effective control and give direction to what was obviously a very difficult situation. And so, critical preparatory \vork
was not done. The later repercussions would be disastrous.
While the planning purportedly went as hoped in some areus,'in
others it definitely did not. Among the areas where there were serious
deficiencies were: (1) operations, encompassing the running of the
railroad itself; (2) marketing and sales; and (3) finance, which included accounting, financing and computer operations. Obviously,
these three activities would be at the heart of Penn Central. The
other activities would be peripheral.
Of all the functional departments, only the financial department
refused to cooperate in the overall effort of the merger-planning group.
The chief financial officers at both roads were strong personalities and
the attitude of the two departments was apparently that one side or
the other would survive in the merger and implement its own approach.
Since no one knew who the boss would be until after the merger,
basic problems were left unresolved. Some minimal effort was made
·within the financial departments to deal with the most obvious and
immediate merger problems, but there was no genuine planning. The
disagreements between the computer organizations were particularly
acute.
In the marketing area the problem was somewhat similar. While
they cooperated in the planning effort, there was a basic conflict in
the marketing philosophy of the two companies, with two rather
extreme positions represented, and the repercussions and uncertainties
related to this situation continued long after the merger was consummat.ed. Before the matter was resolved, almost the entire New York
Central marketing organization had left Penn Central.
The combination of operations of the two railroads was, of course,
the crux of the merger. As indicated earlier, the original Patchell
report was not an adequate base for actually implementing the
merger, and a group was assigned to work out an implementation
plan. One person from each road was put in charge and they had a
large full-time staff working on the combination. After extensive work,
this group prepared a six~lume--l!1aster operating report, which
they planned to present to Saunders ana.-PerlnraJl"ata meeting in
November 1967, shortly before the merger.
The assigned task of the group was to provide for an orderly stepby-step transition from a two-railroad facility into a one-railroad

I
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facility, and their report represented the culmination of 2}~ years of
effort. However, Perlman, apparently with support from Saunders,
w:mted rapid implementation of the merger so that merger savings
might be achieved us rapidly as possible, while the merger-planning
statr favored tL somewhat slower approach in order to ease the problems of tml1sition. Instructions were issued in early N ovem bel' to
revise the sequence of construction projects contemplated by the
muster operating plan to accelerate savings in the first 2 or 3 years.
Ann a few minutes before the plan was to be submitted at a meeting
on November 28, Perlman ordered all copies marked "Preliminary".
The marked copies were distributed at the meeting, then gathered
up, a.nd apparently permanently laid aside. As one individual closely
involved with the situation assessed it:
vVe were in the same situation as if we had planncd the invatiion of Europe
without having General Eisenhower named until D-Day . . . Here we have a
plan which hilS never been said, "This is it, do it this way." The man who was
going to run the railroad has not said, "This is what we're going to follow."

The future impact of this report can be judged by the fact that
Perlman at the time of his testimony before the SEC staff a.pparently
did not even recall its existence. Saunders recalled its existence, but
claims never to have seen it (although it is clear from the testimony
of others that he did). He indicn,ted that this area was Perlman's
responsibility as chief operating officer and that he knew there was a
plan and assumed Perlman was following it, a.lthough he never asked,
even after severe operating difficulties developed in the postmerger
period.
.
The master operating phm was merely a plan for implementation.
Little actual implementation was carried out in the premerger period,
either in the preparation of physical fn,cilities or in the education of
employees for the changes which would be brought about.
It was understood before the merger that there would be chaos if
employees ·were not adequately prepared when WI-day arrived, yet
minimal attention was directed to this problem. Some witnesses have
claimed such training prior to merger was impractical; others suggested
that more could have been done if more firm decisions had been made
in the operations area prior to merger, so that there was a clearer idea
of where the road was going and what had to be done.
Five years passed between formal application to the ICC and the
final merger. During this period few of the projects necessary to physically combine the two roads were carried out and thus on merger date
there were still basically two separate roads. To a considerable extent,
the reluctance to invest money in merger projects was understandable,
since the merger was not a certainty. Furthermore, money was scarce.
On the other hand, there is evidence that certain modernization projects, in particular, would have been carried out earlier, on their own
merits, as advantageous even if the merger did not ultimately go
through, if the management of one road had been able to impose its
decisions and philosophies on the other. Thus, even at the end there
were projects in dispute, with the final determination dependent on
who would be "boss" in the combined road.
.
POST-MERGER PERIOD: SERVICE PROBLElIIS

With the fundamental problems which originally led to the merger
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problems arising out of the merger itself. As suggested in the earlier
discussion, the merg-er was questionable in theory and poorly planned.
Now it was poorly Implemented and when things fell apart operationally, as they almost inevitably would, considering the circumstances,
management proved itself incapable of straightening them out. As a
result, the new company found itself faced with the double-barreled
disaster of substantial losses of business and extra Coosts.
In attempting to understand the operating situation, the staff took
·extensive testimony from Penn Central personnel. The picture that
emerges is one of confusion and chaos. Directly conflicting testimony
was recei ved on virtually every major point, strongly suggesting that
no one really grasped what was going on. The lack of planning and
the hostility personnel from the two roads felt towards each other interfered with the orderly flow of information, while major officers appeared
·to lack the capacity to assess the information that was being received.
The following discussion focuses on two major areas-the problems
which arose in the physical operation of the Penn Central in the period
.after merger, and the financial effects and implications of these
problems.
During the initial months following the February 1, 1968, merger,
things were in a state of confusion at headqullTters. Part of the top
management group was located in New York and part in Philadelphia.
Personal relationships were still in a fluid state and responsibilities
were not clearly delineated. There had been serious conflicts between
the two organizations during the premergcl' planning period and, with
scveral years to fester, there was no reason to anticipate that the
problems would be suddenly resolved because the companies were now
merged. Many management-level people, \"ho were unhappy at the
decisions being made and the people they would have to work with,
were leaving Penn Central, depleting the exccutive ranks.
Out in the field, for the first few months, physical integration of the
two roads was limited because necessary connections had not been
made. Thus, physically they were handled as two separate operations,
as before the merger. However, they did operate now under one name,
not retaining their separate identities in relationships with shippers
and other railroads. This caused initial problems and when, in the
summer of 1968, the first large-scale attempt was made to combine the
roads physically, major service problems, far beyond those anticipated
or planned for, developed. }'1anagement admits that at least by late
summer the situation had reached alarming proportions, and over the
ensuing months it got worse.
. Perhaps the best way to summarize this complex area is to quote
from documents prepared at the time by company personnel. One
officer, in a speech given to a group of shippers in March 1969, described
the situation as follows: 2
This period of transition from two railroads to one harmonious system has not
been easy. One of the reasons for our difficulty can be found in the size of the
plant itself. While our lines paralleled each other in a number of areas and we
shared many common points, the Pennsylvania and New York Central systems
were not complementary. Our separate yards did not have the individual capacity
to handle the combined business of the two railroads, and we have had to keep
several yards in operation until combined facilities can be built.3
2 It should he noted that both this document and the following one were prepared for the
public and thus carefnllY worded to minimize the 'unfavorable aspects.
3 According to-the ICC, one major SOurce of difficulty was that traffic from both roads
was in fact directed into one facility, which lacked the capacity to handle both.
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Our separate communications systems were not compatible and this complicated
some of the service problems created by the merger. This situation has been
aggravated by confusing routing symbols, particularly from off-line sources. For
example, a car routed Penn Central-Cincinnati that should have gone to the
former Central yard in, Cincinnati often has ended up in the old Peimsylvania
yard and frequently its waybill papers went astray as well. In addition, employees
of the former Pennsylvania were not familiar with the properties and procedures
of the former New York Central, and vice versa. A great deal of cross-pollination
had to take place in the process of finding the most efficient way to handle traffic.

An internal memorandum prepared about the same time and
intended for use by top-level management personnel as a basis for
response to numerous press inquiries about the road's "lousy" freight
service relates the following:
From the beginning of merger discussions it was recognized that it would be
necessary to continue parallel operations over the lines of the two former railroads until terminals could be integrated, connections constructed, and yards
expanded along principal routes. Before the merger was consummated, arrangements were made with our principal connecting carriers that blOCking of traffic
and interchange would continue as before merger, with gradual changes to be made
as construction and operational arrangements were completed to pcrmit integration on an orderly basis. For a while following merger, opcrations wcre maintained
in accordance with this plan, and deterioration set in only when there was a relaxation in the preclassification and delivery arrangements at major gateways, such
as St. Louis and Chicago. The problem was unintentionally compounded when
shippers be an to route their freight "PC" rather than via "PNYC(P)" or
"PNYC(N)9, thereby failing to direct their traffic to one or the other of the former
railroads.
.
The principal effect of these changes was to create congestion and confusion
at major gateways and to shift the classification functions of those terminals to
internal yards, thus spreading the congestion eastward. This initial disruption
triggered a number of collateral effects: It widened the margin for error by clerical
personnel who were unfamiliar with stations and consignees to which they were
routing traffic; it disrupted the cycling of locomotives and thereby produced
sporadic power shortages; it placed an unmanageable tracing demand upon a data
processing system already beset with the problems in incompatibility; 4 it caused
separation of cars from billing as emergency steps were taken to clear congested
yards; it prompted Short-hauling of Pcnn Central, thereby increasing the switching burden at interchange points with other eastern carriers-and as these adversities snowballed one after another the speed and reliability of our service deteriorated steadily.
'

As suggested by the paragraphs quoted above, the immediate
problems experienced by Penn Central could be traced in larg~part
to the inexperience and lack of training of its personnel. When
questioned about this, certain witnesses pointed out that new classification manuals, with revised routing" had been prepared for yard
employees in the premerger period. 6 It is clear that little else had been
done to meet problems of this nature. As the situation deteriorated,
efforts were made to step up training and education, but the decline'
continued. Eventually, with the passage of time and still more strenuous
educational efforts, some degree of control was obtained over the activities of yard and other field employees. However, internal documents
show that substantial residual effects of these problems remained
well into 1970.
Penn Central was also taking other steps to improve the chaotic
situation. A crash program was instituted to increase compatibility of
the two computer systems, so that the masses of misdirected cars
• As noted earlier the computer area was one where there had been strong conflicts in
the premerger period, serionsly limiting planning efforts.
• However, as one witness put it, if a yard clerk. who for 20 years had relied on his
memory to correctly direct cars, suddenly had to go through a manual for each Car that
came along, he would soon have cars backed up all the way from Indianapolis to Kansas
City.

~ould be located. 6 By mid-1969 there was apparently some improvement in this area. AJ)rogram to engage the assistance of connecting
lines and shippers in irecting traffic to the yards which Penn Central
had selected met with only very limited success. Former officers have
indicated to the staff that it was unrealistic for the company to have
expected shippe;s to uniformly follow their instructi?ns to. route
traffic as "PN"YC(P)" or "PNYC(N)." And there IS testImony
that some officers questioned, even before the merger, management's
easy assumption that they had enough clout with the connecting lines
to fOJ,'ce them to send traffic to the yard which Penn Central had
designated for that class of traffic, even though it might be cheaper or
more convenient for the connecting line to use the other local Penn
Central yard. In addition, just as the confusion and bottlenecks
caused snowballing effect within Penn Central, these factors may
have also been a contributing factor with the connecting lines whose
employees felt their carelessness would scarcely have an effect on the
massive congestion that already existed in Penn Central's yards.
The problems were not limited to the shortcomings of field personnel.
Despite the complexities involved, Perlman was operating on a very
informal, ad hoc basis in running the railroad and implementing the
merger. The Patchell plan was acknowledged to be unrealistic and
Perlman himself had scuttled the master operating plan. Route and
terminal selections which looked good on paper proved unfeasible in
actual practice. And so something else would be tried, and then something else again, in the search for suitable solutions. Throughout this
chaotic period, the merger acceleration program, which Saunders and
Perlman had favored, continued, yielding new changes before t4e old
ones had been adequately coped with.
Policy differences remained and the propensity of operating per'sonnel to criticize the practices of those from the "other road" increased as the situation deteriorated. Perlman and David Smucker,
executive vice president in charge of operations and a former PRR man,
clashed frequently. Ex-Central personnel were strongly critical of the
old PRR facilities, indicating they were completely out of date and
_ that significant infusions of capital would be necessary if the Penn
Central was ever to become a profitable road. The PRR group on the
other hand claimed that Perlman was more interested in building railroad yards than he was in running a railroad, and there was skepticism
~oncerning the savings.being claimed on some of these projects. One
focal area of dispute was the necessity of a new yard ill Columbus,
Ohio. This project was strongly supported by ex-Central employees
while the PRR personnel felt it was unnecessary or extravagant. It
became virtually a symbol in the continuing battle between the two
groups and at one point the conflicts reached such a pitch that Basil
Cole, Saunders' assistant, seeking an objective opinion, met to discuss
the plan with an ex-Central operating man who was now with another
road and thus felt to be somewhat removed from the battlelines.
In early 1969 Smucker was replaced as chief operating officer
because of the unsatisfactory service record of the new company. This
was dop.e at Perlman's insistence but with SauRders' agreement. What
Perlman did not know was that Saunders had also decided to replace
Perlman. Smucker testified that during this period Saunders told him:

a

• The compu ter problem was also linked to inexperienced personnel, which resulted in
el'rorB in 1npu t.
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I'll be rid of Perlman within ninety days; he's the worst enemy I've ever had
in my life; he's cost me untold millions of dollars; I didn't want him in the first
place and I'll get rid of him; you can have my word of it; I'll be rid of him in
ninety days.

However, Saunders could not accomplish this task. Penn Central's
condition by this point was well-recognized in the industry and
although he tried, Saunders could not get any suitable railroad executive to take the job as top operating executive.
lVlanagement has ind~cated on several occasions that the service
problems peaked in mid-January 1969 and that there was significant
improvement thereafter. Saunders was apPl1rently getting information
to this effect from his operl1ting and marketing people,7 11} though it was
of course in their own self-interest to make such claims. As Smucker
put it:
.
[Perlman} was characterizing the operation as being very poorly handled and
very badly done and at the moment I was no longer in charge of it, Mr. Perlman
was characterizing the operation as having been vastly improved and the subject
of compliments instead of complaints and this sort of thing.
.

Smucker, who was put on Saunders' staff after he was replaced as
operating head, indicated that Saunders would ask him if these
purported improvements were real and that Smucker would point
out that there were still significant problems.
It would appear from the testimony taken that there was perhaps
some success in overcoming the merger-related service problems after
early 1969, although it is unclel1r how much of this represented real
improvement and how much of it was simply an improvement in
weather conditions. 8 At any rate it is clear that the pace of improvement-was disappointing. One witness, who is currently a Penn Central
officer, but was with connecting roads in 1968 and 1969, recalled only
poor service throughout. Another officer, also new with the company,
held a series of meetings with large shippers in April 1970, to get their
comments on Penn Central's service. "We got an earful. We really
did," he reported.
In about January of 1969, Penn Central had undertaken a major
public relations prog~am aimed at shippers .. The reaso?- was_ obvious.
Penn Central was losmg vast amounts of busmess from Irate cust'omers
who were turning to other modes of tmnsportl1tion whenever possible.
To prevent further diversion, to reeapture lost business and to offset
criticall1rticles appearing in the press, Penn Central went on the offensive. This program included a series of press releases, noting improvements in facilities and equipment, I1nd a number of visits by high level
management with major shippers, in which the officers described what
was being done to improve service and beseeched the customer to give
Penn Central another chance. To some extent management apparently
succeeded in this recapture program, although it was recognized that
henceforth these customers would be very sensitive to inadequacies in
service and, thus, the road's task would be doubly difficult. This
doubtlessly meant increased costs.
Nonetheless, there remained numerous complaints from shippers and
from connecting lines, whose own customers were complairiing to·
them about Penn Central's inadequate service. When groups of
shippers or traffic men from other roads gathered, the discussions
7 Actually. according to notes taken in staff meetings he was getting information that
the situation was improving even during the mid-December to mid-January peak.
S Winter weather regularly caused service problems.
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would turn inevitably to Penn Central's poor service. And the company's complaint files were voluminous-although these files contained
only the '''Titten complaints, while most were oral. A number of the
letters were sarcastic. One writer indicated that fifteen years ago his
business had been located on the New Haven line and the service
was terrible. "We all know what happened to that railroad," 9 he
added. After a change in location to a spot on the Central line, service
had improved but now, with the merger, it was v,,'orse than it had ever
been on the New Haven and "I can only say that I hope your railroad
survives." Another shipper suggested that the company put some of
its dispatchers and car handlers into a boxcar headed for the west
coast with just enough food to last the scheduled trip, indicating that
they might well be more sympathetic to the shippers' problems upon
their eventual arrival at the intended destination. Some complaints
were more gentle, but still to the point. How could Penn Central hope
to compete with those providing far superior service? some asked.
One shipper noted that he had been sympathetic toward the road's
problems in the past and often turned the other cheek, but his customers were unfortunately not so understanding and forgiving about
the delays. Would management please consider the enclosed list of
past deficiencies? he asked. Another customer suggested that while
the road had explained his complaints of the prior winter away on the
the basis of winter weather, it was now summer and things were still
bad.
!vlanagement became quickly aware of the physical aspects of the
service problems. That information did not lUlNe to be generated
internally-complnints from the outside told the story. An understanding of economic aspects however developed more slowly. In the
first few months after merger, management had only a weak grasp of
major segments of its cost and revenue situat.ion. There was no prior
. history as a combined company to serve as a basis of comparison.
Managers were in some areas unfamiliar with major sections of their
operations, because of the addition of facilities of the other road, and
therefore were not in a position to effectively control costs. Techniques
which had formerly been used on the two roads for estimating revenues
presented difficulties when the two roads were combined, making for
distortions in the figures. While the calculations of actual revenues
were amended in light of these problems, the forecasts were not,
adding to the confusion. Reports from the field were being received
in two formats depending on whether it was former Central or former
PRR territory. Complaints by high level management about the
unreliability of the profit figures, particularly in 1968, were frequent.
These problems were compounded by disputes between the staffs of
the two roads as to the accounting system, which led to substantial
delays in getting a combined system instituted. The PRR system,
utilizing responsibility accounting, was ultimately adopted, but not
without considerable confusion. One official complained in an October
1968 memorandum:
It is unfortunate that we are enmeshed in all of the problems of unifying the
accounting at the same time as our need for cost control is so great. . . . [AI gap
between the way the railroad is operationally organized and the way it is being
accounted for leaves quite a few holes and quite an opportunity for pas~ing the
buck.
" It went biml<rnpt.
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'Perlman, who at the Central had used another accounting system,
-made no attempt to hide his dislike for the system adopted. This led
t,o complaints by him that he was not being given the information he
'needed to do his job effectively, a claim WhICh is disputed by other
·officers. He also indicated that he was disturbed and confused by the
fact that the earnings figures as they were distributed to the public,
did not agree in content with those which he was receiving internally.
About once a month Saunders held budget committee meetings
with his top operating and financial officials to discuss current results.
These were measured against established budgets or more frequently,
as the pressure of events rendered the budgets of limited value, against
a series of relatively short-term forecasts, concerning basically the
current quarter.
,
One participant described these meetings as consisting principally
of strongly worded exhortations to do better. As the initial postmerger
confusion settled and the situation was clarified, Saunders was highly
unhappy with company results, and demanded to know why. IVlany
of the problems appeared to lie with lower than anticipated revenues/a
which the marketing people attributed to poor service, a responsibility
of the operating department. The operating people would respond by
explaining the poor service on the basis of bad weather, lack of money
to maintain equipment, slow orders because of poor track, and so,forth,
and so forth.ll One witness summarized these budget committee
discussions:
Yciu could cut a record, and rather than have these meetings, just play this
record over again, all of which [problemSJ were real. The fact of the matter was
that the railroad was in a hell of a mess.

The financial situation continued to deteriorate. It was not merely
a question of profits. The cash situation was critical, and the railroad
losses were a drain. The exhortations grew stronger. The emphasis
was on what had to be done rather than what could be done. Saunders
demanded that operating officers cut costs, generally by a specific
amount or percentage, which he had arbitrarily selected. Often these
orders came very shortly before the end of a quarter, ">1th instructions to cut x dollars, for example, before the end of the quarter. 12
High level operating personnel indicated that these instructions
were generally completely unrealistic, especially in light of the
very high ratio of costs which were fixed over the short term 13 and
that in effect no attempt was made to comply with them fully, although
10 This is a particularly damaging feature In the railroad Industry with its high ratio
()f relatively fixed costs, since a high proporton of lost revenues work their way down to
the profit.
The master operating plan had contained projections of ton miles. based On certain
gross assumptions as to rates of growthb speCifically growth of 2.9 percent and '2.6 percent from 196G. Instead, Penn Central's ngure In 19G9 was 8 percent belOW 1966, accordlnt to ICC calculations.
The latter two items refiected n perennial lack of adequate maintenance aud repair
which had indeed by this pOint reached very serious proportions.
,
10 As will be discussed later, this is part of a broader pattern of ln~t minute attempt.~
'by management each quarter to find some way to report respectable earnings.
" No one denied the cost figures contained excessive items. The objections lay with tbe
nature of the crash program being instituted to cut costs. Paul Gorman, who was hired
prinCipally on the basis of his reputation for cost control. indicated that tbe bulk of
operating costs relate either to the labor factor or to repairs and maintenance, He felt
that there was little room for improvement in the maintenance area, since the equipment
and plant was already in poor conrlitlon. In the labor area efficiency was not good Rnd
there were many excess people on the payroll. However, under the labor agreements they
had tenure for life and there was no way of getting rid of them except by buying them off.
delaying the Impact of any financtal benefit.
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some cuts were made. 14 To have made the cuts ordered would have
destroyed service, they sta.ted. 15
Although the instructions to cut costs which were sent by the
operating personnel into the field indicated that they were not to let
such cuts. interfere \vith service, this was more easily said than done.
In November 1969, several memorandums appear in Penn Central's
files indica,ting t,hat service was deteriorating seriously and that
complaints were increasing. Problems cited included late arrivals of
trains, missed connections, cancellation of regular trains and switching
services, delays in yards, car shortages, shortage of power, yard
congestion, rnisclassification of cars, and other problems similar to
those which had plagued the company in the immediate postmerger
period. Some regional managers, it was noted in these memorandums,
were publicly attributing the deterioration in service to the severe
budget restrictions which had been ordered. Renewed instructions
were issued that while costs were to be trimmed, the managers were
not to let this interfere with service. Th.ere was concern expressed
that inadequate service could lead to further loss of customers, who
- '!"
could not this time be wooed back.
On December 1, 1969, Paul Gorman became the president of Penn
Central. Unable to find a railroad man to take over operatingresponsibility in what was obviously a failing situation, Saunders and the
directors finally went outside the industry. Gorman, a cost-control
expert who knew little about the railroad business when he arrived,
was appalled by and completely unprepared for the situation in which
he suddenly fonnd himself.
In the latter pllrt of December and early January there was severe
winter weather which the company blamed for a considerable part of
the very poor first quarter 1970 earnings. Again, the precise impact of
such a factor cannot be gauged. \Vhile it perhaps did have some impact,
a road operating in the Northeastern part of the United States which
cannot financiuJly withstand a poor winter is indeed in a precarious
position. Furthermore, it should be noted that unusually bad weather
was also used as an excuse the previous winter and that second quarter
1970 results were relatively no better than first quarter results. 16
Meanwhile, as the financial condition of Penn Central degenerated,
ihe rn,ilroad's capital expenditure program, which, because of financial
limitations, had been inadequate to maintain equipment and facilities
for many years, deteriorated still further. In mid-1969 orders went
out to see what capital programs riJready under construction could be
halted to conserve cash. l7 While a capital expenditure \:>udget for 1970
was prepared, it was not even sent to the Board because of lack of
funds. ls
"Gorman related his initiation at his first budget committee meeting, 2 weel{s after he
bad started with Penn Central. It was mid-December and Saunders ..... as ordering II
$20,000,000 Increase in revenues and $10,000,000 reduction In expenses before the end of
the quarter. Gorman, in amazement, asked him to repeat the statement, then announced
It was not realistic, btlt that he would look into the matter and see what he could dc>.
A few days later he reported back that he could cut $100,000 or so, but that was all there
would ue. In his testimony before the SEC sta/f, Saunders did not recall malting such statements and indicated that such orders wOtlld not be realistic, that there was "no way in
the world" that tl1is could be clone. However, there are several witnesses ..... ho do recall this
and other buclget committee Incidents cJeRrly.
.
"By this point even some of the directors were expressing concern that the extreme cost
cutting measures being contemplated would damage the road.
,. The term "relatively" is used since the first quarter is generally the poorest quarter
of the year becallsp. of seasonal factor~. .
"One immediate target suggested by the PRR people was the Columbus yard, but it was
virtually
finished by this time.
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The events described in this section are illustrative of the problems
that faced Penn Central. Here was the largest railroad in the United
States, faced with what Saunders described as "the most complex
merger in the history of tIlls country." The company had. three principal officers-Saunders, Perlman, and Bevan. Saunders had come
from the N. & W., one of the most profitable railroads in the country, to
head the PRR and later the Penn Central, with its multitudinous
problems. He was a lawyer by profession, not an operating man. His
special assistant characterized rus special talent as problem solving
but it is clear that he was unable to solve the biggest problem of them
all, the railroad itself. His expertise did not lie in this area and he was
unable to cope with such problems. His solutions lay with exhortations
and completely unrealistic demands, not of much aid to the fundamental problems facing tIlls falterin~ railroad. The second major officer
was Perlman, who was an operatmg man with a respected reputation.
He had salvaged several faltering roa.ds. However, rus ad hoc techniques and the very personal role he took in running the railroad
proved inappropriate for the sprawling complex that was Penn Central,
further contributing to the chaotic situation. Saunders' solution to this
"problem" was to search for a replacement for Perlman. But, with the
company's future so dismal, he could not find a topnotch operating
man who would take the job. The tlllrd major officer was David
Bevan, the chief financial officer, who had originally aspired to have
Saunders' role as chairman of the PRR, prior to the merger. He was
bypassed. Bevan had carved out rus own little empire, focused on
financing and diversification. His interests apparently lay principally
in diversification, and he was ready to starve the railroad which he.
felt was unprofitable and held no promise. In the meantime he was
off on frolics of his own, involving him personally in very questionable
situations. In his areas he kept the information very much to himself,
giving fuel to the claims of Saunders and Perlman that they were being
provided with inadequate financial information.
With these three individuals, all pulling in opposite directions,
it is not surprising that the outcome was chaos. Compounding the
confusion was the imposition in the operating hierarchy of two former
PRR officers in the positions immediately subordinate to Perlman.
Each had no confidence in the ability of the other. Under these circumstances, it was not surprising that Saunders, the consummate
optimist, faced with conflicting stories on the operating situation on
nearly every point, chose to believe the most favorable. Yet, even
Saunders seemed to recognize reality because, when faced by the SEC
staff with blatant examples of rus "overoptimism", he denied they
happened, pointing out that the position attributed to him was unreasonable and unrealistic. Yet, it is clear that they did happen and
that the same general attitudes were reflected in information being
disseminated'to the public.
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EARNINGS RECORD
INTRODUCTION

The basis for the merger, as indicated earlier, was the promise of
substantial operating savings from the combining of the two roads.
While it was recogn~ed ~h~t then:. would . ~e. some. ?ff~ettipg cost?
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the accompanying costs, was grossly underestimated. The result was
a sharp plunge in the reported resul ts from raihoad operations.
MERGER SAVINGS AND COSTS

In response to an item on the l\1erger Performance and Status
Report,19 requiring the company to report to the ICC the net effect
on revenues and net income of actions taken under the merger,
Penn Central repoI:ted that it was "difficult to identify and evaluate merger related' projects and activities separately from all other
projects and activities of this company." Nonetheless they did
make such calculations, showing savings of $22}~ million in 1968
and $52 million in 1969. These figures were well above those predicted for the postmerger period in either the Patchell report or the
master operating plan, fueling public statements that the merger
was progressing well. The company did not, of course, purport to be
opemting under either of these plans, but under an ad hoc, accelerated
schedule involving substantial extra costs. Furthermore, skepticism
has been expressed as to the accuracy of the figures, since the interpretation of what constitutes a merger saving appears to leave a great
·deal of room for discretion and varying interpretation.
While there were certain merger-related charges which did not
impact the income account-e.g., capital expenditures and costs
which Penn Central got permission from the ICC to charge against a
special reserve 2°-there were other items which did affect the current
income figures. According to company calculations, these totaled $75
million in 1968 and $15 million in 1969. Calculations of such costs
present the same problems of determination as do the savings figures,
and it is clear that it is not feasible to obtain definitive figures suitable
for public dissemination. Furthermore, it appears that Penn Central
calculated the figures on a different basis in each of the 2 years to show
t.he results which it desired to show. While it is clear that the effects
·of merger-related service problems caused the newly formed company
to incur very substantial costs which had not been anticipated in the
premerger period, only the 1968 figures attempted to take into account
this element. In 1968, Penn Central, seeking to explain away disappointing earnings figures on the basis of allegedly temporary factors,
included in its $75 million figure, $33 million in revenue losses due to
service impairment, $15 million in extra per diem costs 21 clue to yard
congestion, and $15 million in overtime labor costs in excess of normal
levels. While the problems continued in 1969, Penn Central's $15
million cost figure included no adjustment for the three service impairment items described above. By year-end 1969, Penn Central
was seeking a bright spot in the seemingly dreary railroad picture and
wanted to show net merger savings, so low cost figures were advantageous and these items were ignored. Thus, in 1968 the calculations
showed net merger costs of $52 million charged to the income statement, while 1969 showed net savings of $36 million. Clearly, there had
been no improvement on that scale.
,. Penn Central was required to submit such a report to the ICC annually for 5 years
nfter merger.
2U See discussion of m.erger reserve at p. 4~.
21 Per diem costs are charges which one railroad pays for the use of cars of another
railroad.
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THE ICC STUDY

In assessing the conditions leading up to the failure of Penn
Central, the staff of the ICC's Bureau of Accounts made a comparat.ive evaluation and study of the income pattern of Penn Central
and other large eastern roads, covering both the pl'emerger and
postmerger period. On the basis of this the Bureau concluded that
the decline in railway operating performance of Penn Central in the
postmerger period was the primary cause of the failure, attributing
this to a rapid decline in both market share and absolute lp.vels of
freight volume, at a time when other compamble roads were showing
increases. 22 A deterioration in operating ratios during this period,
it was indicated, probably also in part reflects the decline in busine:3s.
This decline, the ICC report stated, was almost certainly merger
related.
REPORTED EARNINGS

Penn Central's qua.rterly results from railway operations, as reported t.o the ICC/3 for the last premerger year and the post.merger
period aTe as follows: 24
[I n millions)
1967

1968

1969

1970

Operating revenue:
1st quarter ... _________ . _______________________ _
2d quarter ____________ . _______ . ___ .____________ _
3d quarter ______________________ . __ . ___________ _
4th quarter _. ________________________________ . __

$371
387
363
389

$382
392
372
370

$406
$403
418
455 _
398 _____________
430 _____________ _

AnnuaL ________ . ___ . _______________________ _

1.510

1.516

1.652 _____________ _

Operating expenses:
1st quarter ______________ . _____ . _______________ _
2d quarter ____________________________________ _
3d 'quarter _____________________________________ _
41h quarter ____________________________________ _

311
314
301
307

316
314
316
322

339
386
349 _____________
408 _
343
383 _____________ _

AnnuaL ____________________________________ _

1.233

1.268

1.414 _____________ _

(2.9)
7.1
(9.2)
(21. 9)

(10.1)
(65.8)
(7.5)
(45.0)
(14.8} _____________ _
1(35. 5} _____________ _

==========================

==============================

Net railway operating income:
1st quarter_____________________________________
(2.5)
2d quarter _ _______ ______ _________ ____ ____ ____ __
9.0
3d quarte'-_____________________________________
(0.1)
4th quarte'-____________________________________
11. 0
AnnuaL _____________________________________ ---1-7-.5-

--------------(27.0)
(67.8) _____________ _

Penn Central reported to the shareholders a loss 01 $9 mi.llion.
Note: Losses shown in parentheses.
Source: ICC form R. & E.
1

These figures, while important as a reflection of the st.eady deterioration in operating performance, do not reflect the full extent of
railroad losses, since the fixed charges are not induded, and these
involve very substantial amounts. An offering circular prepared for a
proposed Pennsylvania Co. debenture offering in April 1970, gave the
following Transportation Co. figures:
.. See exhibit IA-1 at end of section. This chart, ta1;en from ·tl1e ICC Report. shows
ordinary income, but the net operating Income closely parallels It .
. 2:1 As discussed later, the figures reported to. the ICC and to the public were not always
We~m~'
'.
"" Hesults include New Haven Railroad beginning Jan. 1,1969.
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\In millions)

Railway operating revenues _______________________________________ _
Railway operating expenses _______________________________________ _
Taxes, equipment, rents and other deductions _______________________ _
Loss before fixed charges _________________________________________ _
Fixed charges ____________________________________________________ _
Loss on railroad operations, _________________________________ _

1967

1968

$1,507
1,236

$1,514
1,268
293

272

1969'
$1. 652
1,387
335

85

(4 7)
95

(70)
123

(86)

(142)

(l93)

I

---

Source: Pennco: Preliminary offering circular-Apr. 27,1970.
Note: Losses shown in parentheses.

Figures prepared for internal management purposes and including
only 1968 and 1969, show the following;
\In millions\

Rail losses:
1st quarter ______________________________ . ___ . _______________________ • _____ _
2d quarter ______________________________ ._ .. __ .. ______ .____________________
3d quarter _____ .. ________ . ________ . ___ __ ________ ___ ___ ______ ______ __ __ __ ___
4th quarter___ __ _______ ___ ____ ___________________________ _____ ___ _____ ___ ___

1968

1969.

$27.8
20.9
42.2
54.4

$42. o·
44,2
59.6
45. 0

- - - - -190. 8
AnnuaL __________________________________________ .___________ ____ _____ __- - -145.3

The loss for the first quarter of 1970, calculated on the same basis,
was over $100 million.
SUMlIIARY

It appears that the underlying factor which sent Penn Central
into reorganization was the gigantic losses it hud to absorb on railroad operations. These losses reflected problems more deepseated than
simply those brought about by the nierger. There is, of course, no way
of knowing whether the PRR and Central would have ultimately
survived if there hiLd been no merger. 25 It is clear, h0'\'eve1', that in
contrast to the expected benefits of the merger, it had instead the
opposite effect, tmd that the immediate problems arising therefrom
were a critical factor in the collapse of Penn Central in mid-1970.
2G Perlman indicated he felt that the Central had the financial capacity to survive, absent
the merger.' Bevan teAtifierl that the merger probably accelerated the downfall of the PRR,
although he had reservations about the long term viability of the railroad at any rate.
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I-B. INCOME MANAGEMENT
THE 1\1AXIMIZATION POLICY

As suggested in tbelast section, by background and experience
'Saunders was ill-prepared to bandle the fundamental problems facing
the Pennsylvania Railroad and later the Penn Central. Exhortations,
without. substance, proved inadequate. Saunders' reaction was to
substitute improvement through accounting devices for the real
improvements which were essential. His policy, he ma.de clear to the
other officers, was that, despite the vast array of problems facing the
company, tbe earnings picture was to be presented in the best possible
ligbt. Basil Cole, a Penn Central vice president and special assistant
to Saunders in the 1967-70period, described tbe situation as follows:
. . . Relating that phrase [income maximization] to my experience working
for IVlr. Saunders, I think it means, it reflects, keeping the company on an even
keel during times of adversity. He was not prepared to see the earnings of the
company look any worse than they had to in days of declining business and increasing expenses, and when an opportunity occurred for producing income that
would keep the earnings of Penn Central on as level as possible a basis, he tended
to favor that course of action.

There was, of course, except possibly in 1965-66, nothing but periods
·of ad versity for Penn Central, with the situation steadily deteriorating
and no real prospect of a tmnaround.
Perhaps management had hopes of some future improvement, but
the shareholders and the public were entitled to be provided with
the picture as it existed at the time, minus the impact of the temporary
expedients being utilized to provide the illusion that tbe company
was on an even keel when it was not.
Just as Saunders was not an operating man, his background was
not in the financial area either. Therefore, wbile he established and
-encouraged the basic policy of maximizing the reported income, he
had to rely on others for ideas, which he \vould then pursue. It became
a group effort among the top echelons of management. As· Cole
·suggested:
Everyone thought it was their job. Certainly in the real estate area. . . Sam Hellenbrand would have thought it was his job. Ted Warner certainly
thought it was his job to do what could be done in the tax field.

Warner' also, he added, took over responsibility for searching tbe
company's multitude of subsidiaries for income opportunities for
the parent. William Cook, who was comptroller of Pennsylvania
Railroad and later Penn Central, explained that in recommending
one of his employees, Charles Hill, for a raise, he noted tbat Hill
was extremely creative and had added millions annually to tbe
Pennsylvania Railroad's reported net income. This comment was
made because it. was recognized that it would have a special appeal
to Saunders. Cook also indicated that many of the accounting devices
which might be used to increase earnings emanated from operating
people who were not meeting the goals whicb Saunders had established
{QQ\
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for them, and would come up with these pl'oposals as a defen:;:in·
measure. Saunders would be receptive to any such suggestion.
Various classes of devices fell within the maximi;>;ation progrnm, aU
directed toward improving, apparent enrnings.26 In many instances
they reflected the desperation of the circumstances facing Penn Central, and the importance att[Lched to immediate earnings, since the:
benefits were clenrly short term, with offsetting detriments of equal or
gren.ter scope in the future. One class of activity, sometimes referred to
as "canniba.lizing" the company's assets, involved the selling off of
anything salable, both for earnings and for cash flow purposes. While
this type of transaction hflI'dly reflects a healthy sittH1tion, it does increase reported earnings, especially if the compn.ny limits the transactions to those which can be executed at a profit. Another pmctice
involved the timing of certain items. Apparent improvements in reported earnings could be brought about by simply a.ccelerating the recording of revenues in a pa.rticular qnarter, while at the same time delnying the recording of expenses. This cOllld be, and was, done legitimately in some cases where reportable trtlnsactions themselves were
rushed through or delayed, but in many other instances snch action
simply reflected improper accounting practice. Another device employed by management was to stress the ordinary and recurring nat.ure
of various somewhat tlllusual income items, while seeking to label
somewhat tlllusmd expenses HS nonrecurringY The purpose ,,'as, of
course, to show the mn,ximnm possible basic or normal earning power. 2S
In all of these arrangements the imprint of what one witness described
as Saunders' "preoccupation with the appearances of income" is
clearly visible.
Pm:sSUTIES ON THE ACCOUNTING DEI'AHTJIEN'l' To ALLOW THE REI'OnTING'
OF HIGlIEH INco:\fE

It is clear from the testimony of various witnesses, for example,.
Cook, and Hill, tha.t the accounting department was under·
I pressure to do their part to assist manngement in reporting higher
j earnings. Hill, for example, testified as follows:

i Bevan,

I got the impression that you wm'e under a mandate to compute eal-nings
I. to Question.
the
extent possible, is that correct?
great~st

l

Answer. Unquestionably correct.
Question. T,hat mandate came from Saundel·S directly?
Answer. From Saunders directly.

He later indicated that there was a continuing effort on the part of
top management !'to create the most favorable income at all times by
t,he best favorable transactions".
.
The impact of such pressures wns predictable_ Wherever advantage
could be taken either of some imprecision inherent in the figures or
of some situation not specifically and prec.isely covered by the .lecounting literature, the effort was made to do so. In the former
. situation, where some imprecision was inherent in the figures, n.ecollntiug department personnel appear to have pushed things as far as Hwy

~

"" As will be discussed in II later section on disclosure, the actions Ilescribed here were
part of an overall pattern of masl,ing railroad operating losses.
"At thnes this was rellected in the fiuancial statements themselves and at times in
textual material contained in press releases and other iuformation disseminated to the
pulllic.
"" Generally, the value of a stock, at- least for long·term investment purposes, is depen,l·
ent on its f"ture earning power, and CUl'l'ent basic earnings levels arc the starting point"
for an assessment of future levels.
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·dared, although the staff has not attempted to measure the precise
impact. In the latter situution, where specific. accounting precedents
\vere laeking, several examples will be given below in which technicalit.ies of form were st.ressed and the substance of the transaction wns
ignored. In effect, concept.s established under generally accepted
accounting principles were st.retched to justify the treatment desi.red
to the point where their application under t.he circumstances of this
case may have been misleading.
Since the bankruptcy, Penn Central's prebankruptcy accounting
practices luwe been widely criticized. Saunders was obviously very
muc.h aware of. th~s a~d caIX!-e in. to testify with his defense prepared. I
Agalll and agam III hIS test.lmony he referred to "generally accepted :
.account.iug principles." The almost incredible number of times he '
used this phrase suggest.s that this had been his all-consuming standard
while he was running Penn Central, yet Cook suggested that it did
not seem to him that StLUuders was overly concerned with such prin('iples. Cook stated that "if the accountants would go along with
overstat.ing it [reported income], that would not bother him [Saunders]
.particularly either".
.
Init.ially, Saunders in his testimony sought to create the impression
that he was not an accountant and would almost blindly and without
question accept anything accounting personnel proposed. Obviously,
hewns not qualified to discuss what was and was not acceptable
nnder generally accepted accounting principles. However, while
neither the Penn Central accounting staff nor the accounting profession can escape responsibility for their contributions to the events
involved in this situation, it is clear that Saunders was not playing the
passive role he sought to project. Indeed, by the conclusion of his
t,esLimony, Saunders was characterizing Cook as "overly cautious
and highly straitlaced".29 Cole testified that:

I

. I think he [Saunders] felt many times that they [the accounting department]
were unimaginative and wanted to slavishly follow through on a project for the
sheer joy of making the ent,ries.

Considering the extent to which the accounting department was M
willing to go to satisfy Saunders' recognized desires for the maximum \1
possible reported income, the foregoing comments seem ironic.
However, as indicated earlier, there was a barrage of suggestions from
a variet.y of sources, and the accounting officers did resist certain of
these. Both Cook and Hill indicated that Saunders sought to make
his influence felt, and, even though they might ultimately prevail,
they were constantly being called upon to defend their actions to him.
Cook added that in' these matters it was always helpful to have some
outside support, for example, from the ICC accounting regulations or
professional accounting literature in fending off these demands. As
illust.rated in subsequent sections, at times even this was not sufficient
t.o convince Saunders, who then sought to apply his keen persuasive
powers on representatives of these outside sources. And all t.hiseffort
"ras being exerted to salvage the apparent earnings of a failing
company .
.. He added that, while he did not mind this in an accounting officer, he did not feel that
Cook's word was gospel or that be could not be questioned.
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CONFRONTATIONS

Typical of the intense pressures to which the accounting department
was subjected in the interest of reporting higher profits are those
described by Bevan in a diary which he kept in 1967 and 1968,
assertedly for his own protection. 30 While Bevan's credibility on some
subjects, as illustrated elsewhere in this report, is open to serious
question and while he may have had his own personal reasons for
keeping this permanent record of Saunders' improper activities at the
same time that he was concealing so many of his own, the entries arc
supported by the testimony of Cook, who was comptroller during
most of the period covered by the diary. The testimony of other
witnesses also support this document, although on occasion they
question the tone (rather than the substance) of some of the entries.
The most serious dispute between Saunders and the Penn Central
accounting staff which is reflected in the diary involves a period in
early November 1967. 31 Throughout the last half of 1967 it was
known that there was a significant inventory deficit and increltsed
reqUirements for reserves for injuries and for loss and damage. The
accounting staff delayed booking these costs at Saunders' request
. that they wait until the fourth quarter when it was anticipated that
earnings would be better. When earnings did not improve and Saunders
then objected to loading everything into the fourth quarter; Bevan
reported:

~

He [Saunders] said some people did not seem to realize we were going to merge
with the New York Central and whether or not we were underaccrued by several
millions of dollars at that time would never be known and would make no
difference.
I explained as far as inventory deficit was concerned this shortage basically
represented an understatement of earnings and had to be taken care of this year.
He then jumped on increased requirements for injuries to persons and loss and
damage. He stated these were estimates at best and there was no reason to eatch
this up in the 4th quarter. I explained tha.t we closed our books at the end of the
year and that we had to have our reserves as proper as we knew how at that time.
He then lost his temper and said I and nobody else would decide what we are
going to charge in this connection. I remained silent and we moved on to other
matters.

While Cook did not attend the meeting in question, one of his associates did and wrote a memorandum to Cook outlining the events of
the meeting. He reported:
Mr. Saunders felt that it was not necessary to go into the merger fully accrued
in these areas and he said that 1967 operating results did not have to reflect these·
adjustments unless he said so. He then said they should not.

In his own memorandum, Cook described the next event:
Late in the afternoon of November 7, Basil Cole came down to my office and
stated that in addition to the items discussed at the Budget meeting, iVIr. Saunders
wanted to see what could be done to avoid the booking of the $3 million inventory
deficit in the fourth quarter of 1\)67. I explained to IV1r. Cole that nothing could be
done--that the inventory was taken at the end of June and that the results had
been constantly reviewed by the auditors and other accounting personnel and
that this item would have to be booked in 1967. He took the position that he did
30 This diary has heen reproduced ill its entirety as exhibit IE-l. It will be quoted exten·
sively in subsequent parts of this chapter.
.
31 The diary ends in mid·1968 after Bevan lost responsibility over the accounting func·
tions in the merged company. Bevan claims that the reason why he was downgraded at
merger was beC'ause he would not play along with Saunders' schemes as described in the·
diary. Saunders claims It was because he had a constant problem with Bevan. finding It
difficult to get needed financial informa'tion from him and never knowing whether the·
information obtained was the truth or only a partial trnth.
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not see where it would hurt anything to let this go until some time next year after "
merger and I explained the position that we certify to in the annual financial .I"f'"
statements and that what he was suggesting was the same type of thing that
occurred at Yale Express and Westec which was a criminal offense and that I
would not be a party to it.

In preparation for a possible battle, he also asked Charles Hill, who
was to later become his successor as Penn Central comptroller, to
prepare for him a memorandum outlining the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act relating to annual reports. The following provisions were quoted:
(1) The Commission is hereby authorized to require annual, periodic or special
reports from carriers * * * to prescribe the manner and form in which reports
shall be made, and to require from such carriers, specific and full, true, and correct answers to all questions upon which the Commission may deem information
to be necessary. * * *
(2) Said annual reports shall contain all the required information * * * and
shall be made under oath and filed with the Commission. * * *

*

*

*.

*

*

*

*

(7) (b) Any person who shall knowingly and wilfully make, cause to be made, or
participate in the making of any false entry in any annual or other report required
under this section to be filed * * * or shall knowingly or wilfully file with the
Commission any false report or other document, shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and shall be subject" upon conviction in any court of the United
Statcs of competent jurisdiction, to a fine of not more than five thousand dollars
or imprisonment for not 11Iore than two years, or both such fine and imprisonment: * * * (Interstate Commerce Act, Part I-Scction 20)

L--'

His continuing concern about the criminal implications is obvious
in the final paragraph.
This information apparently proved useful, because Cook reported
that 2 days later Cole was down again:
Cole made some further remarks about Mr. Saunders' desire to improve the
fourth quarter results, particularly in the railroad, despite the fact that he thinks
that revenues will be lower and operating costs higher than previously forecast
and that he, :Mr. Saunders, and Cole see nothing particularly wrong with underaccruing various items at this point in time which could conceivably be caught
up some time in the future.

L.--

Cook was again forced to point out to Cole that they had to certify
the correctness of the financial statements "and that any deliberate
understatement of expenses in the manner suggested was a criminal
offense." Further emphasizing Cook's great concern are two Wall
Street Journal articles, dated November 9 and November 10, 1967,
which he sent to Bevan. These articles deal with the Westec situation,
then before the civil cOlirts, and the passages marked referred to the
overstatement of that company's earnings. It was obviously clear to
the PRR accounting department what their own top management
was trying to accomplish!
It was a period of tension within the accounting department. Cook
went to see Bevan, who was his superior at the time, indicating that
he was indignant and outraged and would resign if forced to do what
was being suggested. Bevan indicates that Cook told him that he would
fully support any statement by Bevan that "month after month we /--'"
have been subjected to improper and undo [sic] influence as to accounting."32 Meanwhile, Saunders called Bevan and asked him not to prepare
any letters or memoranda about the accounting questions he had
raised at the November 6 meeting. He said he wanted to sit down ",ith

I

:l!! Cook did not recall this particular discussion, but indicated that it was consistent with
his feelings at the time.
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Cook and Bevan to discuss the questions, stressing that. everything
possible had to be done to improve fourth-quarter earnings. Bevan
speculated that one of the other officers had warned Saunders after
the November 6 meeting that he was )Jutting himself into an untenable
position, and that, accordingly, Saunders did not waI1-t any permanent
record made of this.
Cook and Bevan both agree that the accounting changes which
Saunders was demanding were not carried through. The staff has not
examined the voluminous underlying accounting records in question
and cannot directly take issue with this position. It might be noted,
however, that in connection with the 1968 audit, which was the first
audit for the Penn Central (and the Pennsylvania Railroad 33), ·very
substantial retroactive increases were made in these reserve accounts.
It should also be. noted that, consistent with Penn Central's everpresent policy of reporting- the maximum income possible, these.major
increases were offset by dIrect charges to retained income, rather than
against the current income account.
.
Saunders claims not to recall any of the incidents in question SUl'rounding the November budget meeting, although he generally denies
the implication of the Bevan diary entry, quoted above, that he was
trying to bury certain expenses until aIter the merger. Cole denies any
independent recollection of the budget meeting but did seek to interpret
notes that he took there which indicate "STS said, 'Why hit the fourth
quarter with all these catchups. It won't make any difference after we
merge.' " Since Cole was obviously directly involved in the events too,
it is perhaps not surprising that he jumped to Saunders' defense, when
questioned about these items. While it. seems clear that what Saunders
was trying to do was to get the accounting department to agree to
"doctor" the books, the core of Cole's position seemed to be simply
that Saunders would not do anything improper or deceptive. Initially
Cole tried to avoid the obvious explanation of Saunders' comment by
suggesting there was something in the merger and combining the books
of the two roads which justified what Saunders was advocating. However, he could not suggest what that was or that he had any basis for
that belief. While he admitted that Bevan's diary and his own notes
were obviously referring to the same event, he claimed they were interpreting it differently. However, he could not explain his own interpretation. He next claimed he knew nothing about accounting,34 although
his own testimony showed he knew more than he was admitting. He
suggested then it might be unnecessary or improper to accrue this item,
even though the accounting department had said it was required. He
even got to the point where he said that while he understood now that,
if such an expense was not charged, income would be higher, he was not
sure that he understood it then. That this very elementary concept
would not be understood by an individual in Cole's position is very
difficult to accept.
With respect to the events following the budget committee meeting,
Sauaders did not recall, but could not deny, the call to Bevan asking
him not to reduce to writing the events of the meeting. His position as
to the Cook-Cole meetings suggests that Cole was off on some frolic of
his own, and that Saunders knew nothing about them. Cole on the
"" The PennsylvanitJ. Railroad had not had audited financial s.tatements prior to that time .
.. Cole is an attorney and is currently Penn Central's vice president-legal administration. During the time under discussion his title was assistant vice president, administration,
nY'On

'h .. _,.. ........... + .. ~ A; ......... +l ..... +,.. C .. ., ..... A ... _"
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other hand dismisses the Cook meetings lightly, saying he does not
deny they occurred and thinks they probably did, but that the tone is
wrong, that if there had been a serious confrontation of the type described he would recall it. He attributes Cook's memoranda to the fact
that someone (obviously referring to Bevan) had conditioned Cook's
mind.
Actually, the events of the November period appear to be the culmination of a year of controversy. On March 22, 1967 Cook had written
a memorandum marked "personal and confidential" to Bevan, objecting .to "schemes being discussed to manipulate first-quarter earnings"
and adding that "I think to enter into any of them would be a very
serious mistake and would invite disaster. I do not condone them
nor will I participate in them." The three schemes noted in particular
in that memorandum were(1) The reporting of earnings on real estate sales on the basis of
date of agreement rather than date of settlement;
(2) The cutting off of material transactions prior to the normal
cu t off period;
(3) The spreading of storm costs throughout the year, rather
than recording them in the period when they occurred.
Cook's memorandum went on to emphasize his point by indicating
that this would invite "disaster from the ICC as well as severe criticism from the analysts and the public accounting fraternity," going
on to document his arguments with provisions from the ICC regulations as well as accounting literature. The constant pressure being' exerted by top management is illustrated by the fact that, a few months
later, near the end of the next reporting quarter, Cook again had to l
repeat his objections in response to further suggestions that the book- I,
ing of real estate sales be carried through on an accelerated basis. Cook ~
was also disturbed by a suggestion made almost simultaneously by
the vice president of coal and oil that the revenues that quarter be
arbitrarily increased by certain amounts then in dispute between the
Penns:r.lvania Railroad and another road, although there'was a strong
possibIlity they would have to be deleted some time in the future,
. stating that "as far as I am concerned this is placing a worthless asset
on the books and creating imaginary income."
An interesting comment was made by Cook in connection with the
March memorandum. He pointed out that the Pennsylvania Railroad
would have in that quarter very significant "credits and other unusual income items," including sales of real estate and securities and
prior year adjustments, and he suggested that the policies being proposed might well place in jeopardy these other items as well. And this
was not the only situation where such a consideration entered into
discussions on the proper accounting treatment for a particular item.
In effect, management was being warned that if it got too greedy, the
whole house of cards might collapse.
THE "SPONGY" AREAS

Certain areas proved particularly troublesome to the accounting
department because of the problems they presented in withstanding
top management pressure. These generally involved areas which Hill
described as "spongy." These were accounts where the final definitive
figures would not be available until some time in the future, and thus
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involved some element of judgment in recording them currently.
The temptations in times of declining income ",ere obvious and there
were numerous suggestions that the company take advantage of the
imprecision inherent in these figures, pending some improvement in
operating results. Basically, this would be used as an income equalizing
device. Saunders, perhaps sensing this was a toe-hold in his battle
"Vith accounting personnel who would be unable to confront him with
11ard facts and absolutes,35 raised these matters at virtually every
udget meeting. In effect, he was seeking to substitute his judgment,
always on the side of higher earnings, for theirs. Nonetheless, as Hill
put it, while there was some uncertainty inherent in these "spongy"
areas, the flexibility was inherent in the accounting and not in the
executive direction of the company. It was not merely a question of
arbitrary judgment but of fact, and these items were subject to preestablished procedures of calculation. Thev could not properly be
nsed to meet the needs of the moment, and there is evidence, both
in the Bevan diary and in testimony, of resistance to Saunders'
demands.
One problem area of this nature has already been mentioned-.that
slll'rounding various types of reserves. This was not merely a late-1967
problem but one which recurred again and again, both before and
a,fter merger. One witness noted that the concern of top management
always seemed to be that these accounts reflected overprovision,
thereby understating income, and that equal concern was not directed
to the possibility of underprovision. Saunders' version, on the other
hand, is that he was involved in "a couple of discussions from time
to time about the size of our reserve for loss and damages and casualties" characterizing them as discussions on the appropriate level of
reserves, whether they were too low or too high. He added, almost
as an aside, that in a number of instances they were too small and had
to be increased.
Another of these "spongy" areas on which Saunders concentrated
involved freight revenues. The final revenue figures were not known
for several months after the close of an accounting period 36 and
certain elements would be handled temporarily through the clearing
account. As indicated earlier, revenues regularly failed to meet
Saunders' targets. Bevan recorded one incident in late August 1967
When Saunders indicated to him that the third quarter revenue
forecasts were very poor and that an additional $5 million of revenues
had to be found. Bevan reported in his diary that "[allthough he did
not come out and sn,y so * * * the implication was clear that he
'expected me to get this out of the clearing account regardless * * * ."
He also reported that another employee had been approached separately by Saunders on the matter. Bevan's description was as follows:

~

f

I asked Sass what that had to do with him since he has nothing to do with
accounting but merely participates in forecasting. He said it was not clear to him.
He did not have a chance to ask any questions as S.T.S. was talking at him but
there seemed to bc an implied suggestion that if revenues were not there ,we
should mortgage our future and put $5 million in anyway.

Cook recalled the Sass incident because, he related, everyone
thought it was hilarious and used to kid Sass about where he was
.. This bad the further advantage of making It more difficult for outsiders (e.g., the ICC
and the auditors) to uncover and,question.
"" Hill otestified that the area of elasticity was perhaps $2 to $3 million and that even
within that range, it was not arbitrary bnt based 011 various available data.
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going to find $5 million. Cook did agree that what So,unders apparently
had in mind was taking it out of the clearing account and putting it
back by understating future revenues, indicating that this was the
only way to interpret the request.
Hill also testified that Saunders at least quarterly made demands
for additional revenue. When asked how Saunders expected him to
find it, he answered, "I have no idea, frankly. I assume by adjusting
the boole" He indicated that Saunders constantly and legitimately
. raised the issue with him that he, Hill, could not with absolute certainty
document the revenue within 1, 2, maybe even 5 percent. Hill understood that Saunders by these comments was trying to tell Hill to
increase the revenues. However, Hill testified that the 1 to 2 percent
elasticity inherent in the figures could not be used legitimately to
manipulate revenues within that 1 to 2 percent range.
Saunders describes these conversations as merely reflecting his
concern that all revenues which could legitimately be recorded that
,quarter be recorded and that the accounting people went out and made
'sure they picked up everything possible. While it is clear that the
types of effort he described were taking place, the situations described
by others appear to extend well beyond Saunders' appraisal of them.
The operating people, who were under fire for performing poorly,
were making their own revenue calculations and coming up with
more favorable figures than those of the accounting people, thus fueling
Saunders' desire for more income. Sa,unders admitted he recognized
the bias in the operating department figures, indicating that that was
the reason why he inevitably accepted without question the accountin:g
figures. However, Hill describes one o,ccllsion in late 1969 which refutes
this claim. The executive vice president for marketing gave Saunders
a memorandum charging that the financial department figures were
understating revenues by several million dollars:
Answer. Saunders confronted me with the memorandum and requested that I
adjust to that level. We could not adjust to it. We had what we regarded as
factual data. It went beyond the information available to the Vice-President of
Marketing.
Question. Did he [Saunders] tell you that he was going to be the one to make that
decision and not you?
Answer. That substance of words crept into the conversations but without result.
'Question. How did you withstand that pressure, then?
Answer. By simply not making the changes in the account.37

This situation is illustrative of the environment in which the accounting department was forced to fllnction. 38 Considering the nature and
source of these pressures, it is not unreasonable to believe that such
pressures had a significant impact on the recording of varioLls items,
encouraging the staff to push things as far as they felt they could
hope to get away with.
'
Per diem charges 39 were another situation where full charges would
not be known for some time and accruals were necessary. Bevan's
diary describes two situations, one in mid-1967 and one in mid-1968,
in which he claims that Saunders advocated deliberately understating
per diem charges to increase income. In the second situation Bevan
31 Saunders and Cole recall the meeting, but deny it went as far as Hill indicates.
"" Saunders offered the same incident as an example of how he always followed account-

jJl!t department policies.
/

,

__ 3D These are 'the charges which one railroad mnst pay for using the cars of another
railroad.

I
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indicates that, when Hill told Saunders it was probably already underaccrued, Saunders said that did not matter, "[ilt had been underaccrued before and it was not necessary to become a 'Christian' all
at once." While Hill did not recall the incidents, he indicated, however,
that they would be characteristic of the situation. Notes which Cole
took at the budget meeting described also appear to support Bevan's
comment.
Per diem costs were very high in 1967-69, a matter which concerned
Saunders greatly. Operating people, in defense of their poor performance, would indicate that they thought per diem charges were
being over-n,ccrued by the accounting department and would come up
with their own supporting figures. Cook testified that Saunders never
directly told him to under-accrue the per diem account but it was
suggested at budget committee meetings and Saunders was a party to
the' discussions. And Hill recalled that accounting personnel were
being challenged at virtually every bud~et meeting that they were
overproviding for per diem costs and bemg directed by Saunders to
reevaluate the figures. Hill indicated that, indeed, they felt they were
just barely at the correct level with a struggle to keep fully accrued.
Cook characterized it as being a matter of Saunders believing his
operating people (who were offering higher profits) rather than his
accounting people. 40 Hill and Cole indicated that Saunders had a
tendency to want to wait on these unfavorable items, until "we have
a better feel" (that is, when operating conditions improved).
THE MERGER RESERVE

Another subject of controversy and pressure involved the merger
reserve. In line with his past proclivities to advocate a.ccounting
treatments which would avoid charges against current income,
saunders took the position that aU types of costs which could be
considered merger-related should be charged off against a reserve
established for that pm'poseY Once again, while this would not result.
in any real savings, it would enable Penn Central to report higher
earnings than if it was forced to treat these items as current expenses
as they were incurred. In contrast to costs, merger savings would be
U allowed to flow through to increase reported earnings:
Before it could establish the reserve, Penn Central had to obt.ain
ICC approval. Saunders was told by his staff that an all-inclusive,
broad proposal had no possible chance of gett.ing the required approval
and, accordingly, such a proposal was never submitted. Indeed, Cook
told him thn,t even a much narrower plan the company was preparing
would probably be turned down by the ICC's Bureau of Accounts
and would ho.ve to be taken up with the Commission. Indicative of
Saunders' keen interest in income maximization was the fact that
upon being informed of this and before the accounting people dis-

t
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.0 Saunders testified he always accepted his accounting department's judgment without
question and wben the staff pointed out that tbere was testimony from others which
contradicted this, he characterized these inCidents as discussions wbere he sought to
understand wbat was going on.
n Saunders ':llso took the posl tlon that the reserve should be established by a direct
charge to retained earnings. Wbile it was ultimately handled as an extraordinary ·charge
ir. the 196; income statement, it would appear tbat as a practical matter this change is of
li ttle significance.
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ellssed the matter with the ICC staff, Saunders himself took Cook
down to discuss the matter privately with William Tucker, Chairman
of the ICC.42 No one was present from the Bureau of Accounts,
although 'fucker did eventually call in another Commissioner, John
Bush, who had an accounting background. After some discussion it
was decided to handle it through a normal presentation to the Bureau
of Accounts. A meeting was held later with Mathew Paolo, Director
of the Bureau, although the Pennsylvania Railroad did not inform
him of their earlier meeting with .the ICC chairman. After getting a
staff denial on most of the request, the company then appealed
t.hrough regular channels. When Cook came down for the appeal
proceeding, Tucker, who was not one of the three Commissioners
hearing the appeal, asked Cook to stop by afterwards and tell him
how ii went. Cook indicated to hiin. that he thought it was favorably
received. He got the impression that Tucker also was sympathetic to
t.he road's position. Shortly afterwards, Pennsylvania Railroad was
notified it had received virtually full approval of their request at the
Commission level.
Upon approval, a $275 million pool had been created against
which currently incurred expenses could be charged. 43 The t.emptat.ions for misuse this would present to a profit starved company were
recognized by both the ICC staff and by Peat, :Marwiek, Mitchell &
Co. (Penn Central's auditors) at the time the account was established.
It. was agreed it would have t.o be closely audited. 44
As anticipated, almost immediately after the merger Saunders began
to make suggestions that the use of the reserves be expanded. Saunders
denies a statement in Bevan's diary of April 22, 1968 t.hat Saunders

(

'" Saunders did not specifically recall the incident, but 'agreed that It happened. His
explanation of why Penn Central started at the top, so to speak, is as follows:
.
"A. This was something new for the Commission mainly as to whether there Is any
possibility of getting this done and they submitted papers to the Bureau of 4,ccounts and
If they don't go along, you have !fot a right to appeal It, that is what they said.
"Q. Why didn't you do that lD the first place, why didn't you go right to the Bureau of
Accounts?
"A. We wanted to find out If we had any chance of getting this thing.
"Q. Couldn't he have told you that, couldn't !lfr. PaoJo have told you that?
"A. Told us what?
"Q. Whether you had a chance of getting it through. or not?
"A. It's just 1I1<e a court proceeding, you can submit something to the Federal judge or
court of first jurisdiction if you don't like their decision.
"Q. You don't start with the Supreme Court and ask them their views before you go
down to the trial court, do you?
"A. Well-"Q. That i8 what you did, isn't it?
'·A. No. this is not a court.
"Q. You used the analogy.
·'A. Bl1t )"ol1'ye got a rigbt to appeal.
"Q. fint 1'011 don't go to the Chief Justice first.
'''A. 'WE'Il: U's not unCommQn to discuss matters of this sort with the Commissioners.
"c/.. YOll clid it on a nl1mber of occaHions, didn't YOI1?
"A. We!l. on certain occasions, yes."
!3 The r('.se,·ve had been established at a level which proved to be far in eKcess of the amoUllt of charges
ButhoriwrJ.\mder the agreement permittin~ its establishment. While this is contrary to the pattern exhibited
with the. r.gerHS discussed earlier, it should be noted that these earlier charges would have been a!,ainst
ordinary income, while the one-shot establishment of the merger reserve was treated as an extraordinarY
i~m.
.
; "Peat, i\larwiek, for example, in an internal memorandum dated January, 1068 noted:
"It .cems to I1S that the critical pnints will he reac.hed in determining the Brtual amounts to he charged
"~ainst th'.' resen"e. since the establishment of the reserves has been base.d on mther broad estimates at
l,..s(. Chark·)' Hill 'reeognizes that he will he under pressw'e to usc up whatever reserve is created and,
knowing him. I anl sure he will find n way to rationalize many borderlinr expenditures."
A1l01,h p r lll~lnr1iTLIld111ll rlurin~ this period cont~ined a nUlnhcl' of guidelines and concluded:
HWhilf:", t.hl~ C<'Jt"f'I!Oilll! admitterl.ly oro rather stringent., they would serve as the basiS for r(Jstraine(~ discussion and w"uId bring n.hf')ut the nel'eSS!lry reorientation in thinking to prl'vent the reserve il"Om bemg used
as an earnings stabilizer in future years."
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had been told at a budget meeting that Penn Central "could not hope
to get a\vay with" charging extra people against the account because
it would be closely audited, and that he had tried to insist that all
that Peat, Marwick and the ICC could do (if they learned of it) was
to criticize the company, which did not bother him. Bevan was sufficiently concerned n:bout the implications of this and other similar
suggestions that in spite of the fact he no longer had accounting responsibility he discussed the matter with Edward Hanley, one of
Penn Central's directors, in the summer of 1968. Hanley then met
with Walter Hanson, senior partner of Peat, Marwick, in New York.
Hanson assured him the account would be watched closely.
When the substance of Bevan's diary entry of April 22 was presented
to Hill and to Cole they objected to the use of the term "get away
with" but recalled that Saunders had on oecasion macle comments of
similar import. Hill recounted that over the postmerger period, as
earnings worsened, Saunders increasingly focused attention on what
Hill described as an "expanded use concept" of the merger reserve,
indicating a feeling that "in a generalsense, the merger reserve ought
to be a means of sheltering any unusual costs growing out of the
merger." Hill further indicated that Saunders apparently looked
upon the reserve as simply a bookkeeping device, and "at one time
or another would have solicited a charge to the fullest extent of the
reserve 2rovision without regard to the nature of the agTeement [with
the ICC]." Saunders \Vt1S clearly attempting to return to his origi1ll11
concept which he had been told could not generate ICC approval. In
addition, Hill also stated that Saunders was constantly concerned
that maximum use was not being made of the merger reserve and that
he "was insistent in his own mind that we were not charging adequately to the reserve" so that Hill was constantly having to check
the reserve to make sure that some legitimate cost was not getting by.
Hill claims that no charges except those permitted under the conditions established by the ICC were made against the merger reserve,
to the best knowledge of the accounting department. However,' there
were two situations where Penn Central returned to the ICC for expansion of authority. In one of these instances again, Saunders was
directly involved, seeking to make his influence felt to obtain desired
goals. This case involved a group of mail and baggage handlers and a
$4.7 million charge. Initial indications were that both Peat, Marwick
and the ICC staff were opposed to permitting this charge against the
reserve. After meeting with Saunders, Hanson (of Peat, lVlarwick)
apparently changed his mind, agreeing to abide by the ICC decision.
And again Penn Central went directly to the ICC chairman. Hill,
who had taken over from Cook as comptroller, and Tucker, who had
left his position as chairman of the ICC to become a Penn Central
vice president, met with Mrs. Virginia Mae Brown, the then current
chairman. Once again, Penn Central .succeeded in obtaining the
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decision it wanted at the Commission leve1. 45 However, the SEC staff
believes that $4.7 million charge did not come within the original
"merger reserve" criteria and should have been reflected as a period
expense during the year ended December 31, 1968. (See further
discussion at page 67.)
OTHER DEVICES TO INCREASE RAILROAD EARNINGS

J\!Ianagement's attempts to improve railway earnings through exhortation were described previously, as was the unfortunate practice
of skimping on maintenance to save current expenses (and cash). The
suggestions for increasing revenues through use of the suspense account
and for reducing expenses through delays in the booking of per diem
charges, inventory losses, increases in reserves for damages, personal
injuries and the like, has been noted, as has the plan to charge current
costs against a reserve instead of against current operations. All of
these actions were directed toward increasing reported earnings.
The last section was devoted principally to those situations where
the accounting department was under pressure to do things which it
was resisting. However, it agreed to and sometimes initiated schemeS
involved in other parts of the earnings management program.
Under railroad accounting, certain facilities are not depreciated
but their costs (less scrap value) are charged to ordinary income when J
abandoned. It Wf1S up to Saunders to determine when 11 facility was
considered abandoned, which gave him effective discretion to control
expenses of this nature. He took n,dva.ntage of this situation. In
September 1969 Saunders issued instructions that, while he had approved the preliminary forms necessary for ret,irement of certain
properties, none were to be made effective "until accounting authority
is received which will avoid these losses from being charged to ordinary
operations." Plans were underway for a :Master Abandonment Program
whereby at some point in the future, ICC authority would be sought
to. establish a reserve against which both past and future writeoffs
could be made. In the meantima, the abandonments would pile Up.46

I

.. Another example of Saunders' keen interest in keeping every somewhat unusual expense item out of
the calculation of ord!nary income and his willingness to take steps personally to 1)ling it about is a 1964
situation involvin~ certain damage to equipment caused by heavy snowstorms that winter. Saunders
wantcd to charge it·directly to retained earnings. He put a great dea! of pressure on the accounting department, and when they resisted, he !nsisted that they take the matter to the ICC for approval. The Bureau of
Accounts tWlled them down. Saunders then met with Walter Hanson of Peat, Marwick to seek his support,
but Hanson, after some research, indicated that he was unable to c;l.o so. Saunders wrote back to Hanson
stating his basic position:
.
~
"'( am convinced that the business community benefits from financial reportingfll"actices which are consistent in principle and which meet broad tests of acceptability. At the same time, it is highly important
that investors and financial people obtain a cOlTect picture of the effectiveness of management in conducting
corporate affairs. It seems to me that the short-tenn disturbance to earnings produced by such events as the
January snowstorm leads to misjudgment in evaluating ow' direction. The accounting profeSSion and the
business world would do well to look to a better solution to the problem of reporting peliod income."
This statement reflects the clearly "even keel" attitude.
A few months later, Sawlders was still complaining about the situation asking Bevan "What are we doin~
to get the Commission to adopt a more realistic attitude in this regard?" Bevan in a reply memorandum.
stated:
"Practically every well-known accounting firm in the country is strongly in favor of putting, with very
few exceptions, all charges through the current Income Account. We believe that as time goes on their infiuence in this respect on the ICC's position will be such that it will become increasingly dHIicult to get permission to charge various items to Retained Income. Furtherwore, each year a greater percentage of the rai Iroads of the country are having their books audited by C.P.A.'s who, in turn, will insist on this approach with
the various raih'oads involved. Under the circumstances those roads that wish to handle numerous items
through Retained Income are going to find themselves very much in the minority and very much in an
almost untenable position.
"These are the facts of life as we see the situation at the present time."
Cook testified that the P R R did obtain permission to charge these storm-related costs over the full 1964
year and that it was his impression that this was because of Saunders' intervention, but this matter is'
unclear.
.. One witness testified that from his trips around tbe system shortly alter merger, it appeared that PRR
1.I.ad a lo~ ofun~ed track, which it was apparently uot taking out of service becanse it did not want to incur'
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Also in 1969 Penn Central established a reserve for "Loss on Investment in Long-Haul Passenger Facilities" of $126 million. The ICC
disallowed the item for ICC reporting purposes, but the company
included it in its reports to the public. The basis for ICC disapproval
was that the properties were still in use and had not been abandoned.
The company, on the other hand, claimed that there was a permanent
impairment in value and wrote it off anyway.47 This had the earnings
advantage of lowering depreciation costs now and in future years (most
of this ,property was depreciable).48 And the reserve, labeled as an
extraordinary item in the 1969 income statement, would be construed _as such by the investment community, and thus its effect on
reported income in 1969 would be discounted.
In this last situation, perhaps more disturbing than the transaction
, itself is the inconsistency with the prior item. Here, property still in
I\h
use was nonetheless written off in order to save on current expenses,
~,
whereas in the last instance, property which was effectively abandoned
was not written off, again to save on current expenses. The influence
of the maximization policy is clear.
In 1969 PeuD. Central had another problem. It had been forced to
absorb the New Haven Railroad. The New Haven had lost $22 million in 1968 and had a consistent pattern of unprofitable opern,tions,
which Penn Central could ill afford to report considering its own disastrous performance. 49 Saunders suggested a reserve for operating
losses be established, but wus told that this was clearly impossible
under generally accepted accounting principles. However, a treatment
wns found that reduced the earnings impact, at least over the short
term. The state of New Haven's equipment was very poor, it was
claimed, and it had to be rehabilitated. On this basis, a very high proportion of the total maintenance cost attributable to the road in 1969
. lk was written off against a liability for rehabilitation cost 50 established
\./Ij as sort of negative goodwill in connection with the purchase of the
New Haven properties. 51 As a result total maintenance costs in 1969
were very significantly lower than they had been in the prior year.
~~ \I Peat, Marwick, after initial objection to Penn Central's claim, finally
,:~ ~ relented and accepted the company's position. On the other hand, for
purposes of reporting to the ICC, the company was forced to treat
$22 million of these charges as ordinary maintenance, not rehabilitation, and charge them against ordinary income. The result was a $22
million difference in the profit figures reported to the ICC and to the
public in 1969 .

~

I

., The files 01 Peat, Marwick, discussing 1969 accounting problems, carry the following notation concerning
this item:
"Two conflicting theories 01 accounting may be advanced with respect to the long-haul passenger servjce
situation, On the one hand, there is ample precedent lor writing down assets to their net realizable value;
on the other hand, an argument can be made that to continue long-haul passenger service cruTies with it
the obligation that the tme costs of pl'Ovicling that servjce is rendered, We can see merits to both arguments,
and, therefore believe we must rcspect Penn Central's position."
" The financial statements did carry a footnote reporting the difference between the treatment in the
shareholder report and the ICC report, and the lact that the Item had a $4,5 million impact on depreciation
in In69.
" Hill testified that on the strncturing of the New Haven transaction "I know I did a lot of head-scratching, trying to figure out a means to achieve the obie.ctivcs that seem evjdent in Interstate Commerce Commission with the least possible burden on the Transportation Co,"
Cole's budget meeting minutes indicate that at one meeting the suggestion was thrown out that the
New Haven be llSSigned to the employees' pension fundi While this was not ultimately done, the idea was
that the equity c~uld bc given away, while Penn Central continued to operate the road. This way it wonld
not have to be included in Penn Central's rcsults,
.
.. It was contemplated that when the $40 million sum thus reserved was exhausted further such expense
mi~ht, then be capitaliied,
' .
61 When Penn Centml's comptroller was asked if anyone in Penn Central ever expressed the opinion
that this was nothin~ more than a reserve for [nture 10sse,s he replied that "there was a great deal of cynicism
..................... " ........1.. +h.., ... rlirt nnt 1111rllJo'~tQnrt thp ~1'f"nl1nt.inl7 nrinr.inlp. involvp.o • • *"
.
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Another consistently unprofitable railroad property was Lehigh
Valley Railroad Co., a 97.3-percent owned subsidiary of Penn Central.
Losses in 1968 and 1969 were $5-$6 million per year. However, despite
the very high percentage of ownership, Lehigh Valley'S results were not
included in the consolidated statements, thereby permitting the parent
to report a higher net income. The just.ification claimed was a fiction
that the Lehigh Valley was being held only on a temporary basis. 52

N ONRAILROAD

OPERATIONS

The emphasis thus far has been on railroad activities. However, in
the quest for income to meet management's earnings goals, nonrailway
areas, particularly those related to real estate and investment activities,
presented even greater opportunities.
The Penn Central complex includes over 170 sepai-ate companies. 53
The key entity is Penn Central Transportation Co. which has direct
responsibility for operating the railroad, and also holds securities in
various railroad and nonrailroad subsidiaries. The bulk of the nonrailroad assets are held through the Pennsylvania Co. (Pennco), a
100-percent owned subsidiary of the Transportation Co., which functions principally as a holding company for the various investments it
controls. Both Pennco and the Transportation Co., have numerous
subsidiaries involved in railroading, real estate, and other endeavors.
Above the Transportation Co. on the organiza.tion chart is Penn
Central Co., a parent holding company formed on October 1, 1969. 54
This company is basically a shell with virtually its sole asset being
100-percent of the stock of the Transportation Co. In requesting shareholder approval of this change in organization management told the
shareholders that the holding company device was being adopted to
simplify the diversification process and to reflect the importance of
nomailroad operations, getting away from the image of Penn Central
as a railroad company. Basically, what was occurring was that the
railroad's record was so dismal and its future so unappealing that t.he
company wanted the public to forget it was a railroad. However, as
indicated earlier, the dominant feature in the earnings picture of the
Penn Central system was the very substantial losses being generated
by the railroad system.
In assessing the impact of nonrail activities on Penn Central's
income statements, two sets of figures should be considered. One
consists of consolidated figures, those of Penn Central and its majority
owned subsidiaries. The other represents figures of the principal
operating entity 55 on an unconsolidated basis, hereinafter referred to
as "compa.ny-only" or "Transportation Co."
The impact of the drain from railroad activities and the importance
of nonrailway activities to the Penn Central organization is shown by
the following table:
" See further discussion on page '64.
" A simplified chart, showing the major companies relevant to the discussions ill this report, is included
as exhibit IB-2.
M Up until this date what is now the Transportation Co. was the top entity and carried the uame Penu
Central Co.
II The Trausportation Co. and its predecessors.
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(I n millions(

1966
Company, only:
Earnings (loss) from ordinary operations. __ • ___ .. __
Represented by:
Profit (loss) on railway operations. __ ._________
Profit from nonrailway activities______________
Consolidated:
Earnings from ordinary operations_. ______ .________
Represented by:
Profit (loss) on railway operations____·_____ .___
Profit from nonrailway activities__ ____________

1967

1968

1969

$85.1

$9.1

($5.2)

($56.3)

3.4
81. 7

(85.7)
94.8

(142.3)
137. I

(193.2)
136.9

147.4

68.5

3.4
144.0

(85.7)
154.2

87.8
(142.3)
230.1

4.4
(193.2)
197.6

. Source: Pennco 1970 offering circular.

Some of the income from nonrailway operations 50 represented the
results of routine activities but other portions clearly reflect the results of the maximization policy and Saunders' desire to conceal the
earnings slide.
In the company-only statements, substantial income was derived
fromrental properties, principally New York real estate formerly held
by the New York Central, from dividends and interest received from
consolidated subsidiaries, from dividends and interest on other investments, from gains on sales of property and from tax allocation ~gree
ments negotiated with subsidiaries who benefit.ed tax-wise from the
railroad's losses. Because Penn Central had the power to control the
timing of gains on sales of investments and properties, and dividends
Jfrom controlled companies, these categories offered particularly attraebttive opportunities for programing reported earnings.
In the consolidated statements the major categories of nonrail income, without elimination of minority interest and without deduction
of interest expense, were as follows:
CONSOLIDATED EARNINGS
(In millions)

Pipeline, neL ____________ ..... _____________ .. ___ .. _
Real estate rents, neL _______________________ ._____ __
Real estate sales:
Sales__________________________________________
Costs __________________ ._ ________ ______________

1966

1967

1968

1969

$13.8
26.7

$15.4
27.4

$16.6
24.5

$15.5
22.2

61.4
45.2

113.4
76.9

175.8
104.8

186.4
104,0

NeL __________________________________________ ---1-6.--:-2---3-6--:.5----7-1.-0-----:-8-2.4
Dividend and interest on investments _______________ .__
40.1
34.8
46.2
39.1
Net gain on sale of investments_._____________________
11.1
16.8
53.6
25.4
10tal ________________ • ____________ • ______ •• __ ---l0-7.-9---1-30-.9---2-1-1.-9---1-8-4.6
Source: Assembled from information in 1970 Pennco offering circular.

In the mid-1960's PRR, knowing that it was going to be required
by the ICC to dispose of its very substantial interests in the securities
of the N & Wand the Wabash Railroad, and dissatisfied with the
results of its own railroad operations, embarked on a major diversification program. Pursuant to this program by 1965 it had acquired,
through Penneo, controlling interests in Buckeye Pipeline Corp. and
in three real estate development companies, Great Southwest Corp.,
.. Certain railway-related activities of companies other than the Transportation Co. are included in
the nonrailway figures.
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Macco Corp., and .Arvida Corp. Great Southwest acquired Macco
from Pennco in 1969. The latt.er three companies greatly expanded the
scope of Penn Central's real est.ate activities, as reflected in the consolidated statements. The Great Southwest-Maceo operation proved
a particularly useful device in the maximization program.
REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES

There was tremendous pressure on those responsible for the company's real estate activities t.o generate additional income. Whatever
could be done within the Transportation Company and its railroad
relat.ed subsidiaries to generate additional income and cash flow from
disposition of property holdings was done. A gren.t variety of avenues,
involving a· multitude of properties, was explored, although many of
the proposed transactions were never consummated. At any rate,
revenue potential in this area was limitedY
The real focus, however, came not in the parent but in Great
Southwest-Macco. These operations are examined in considerable
d'etail in a later portion of this report. Suffice it to say at this point
that there were pressures exerted by Penn Central management
which resulted in changes in the scope and methods of operations of
these subsidiaries and provided a very sharp increase in income in
1967-69. Such changes so overextended Great Southwest that it H
nearly collapsod in 1970 and has survived only on the basis of a "
massive retrenchment in operfl.tions.
A considerable portion of the Great SO\lthwest-l\1acco earnings was
attributable to a limited number of very large transa.ctions. Two·
trmisactions contributed approximately $15.1 million to Penn Central's consolidated net earnings for the fourth quarter of 1968. 58 These
purported sales, t.he Six Flags Over Georgia and Bryant Ranch transactions described in more detail later, involved premature recognitions
of income and little immediate cash benefit to Great Southwest. In
1969 there was another similar transaction, involving the purported
sale of Six Flags Over Texas (also discussed lat~r), which resulted in an
increase to Penn Central's .consolidated net earnings of appro}"'imately
$24.4 million. The following sched,lle sets forth the estimated incremental effect of these three transactions on the financial statements of
Great Southwest and Penn Central, respectively. It should be noted
that the effect on Penn Central differs due to: (1) tho inclusion of
Great Southwest in the consolidated Federal income tax return of
Penn Central; (2) the absenc3 of taxes payable by Penn Contral due to
its tax losses and carryovers and the absence of deferred tax provisions; and (3) the minority interest in Great Southwest. The
$13,401,576 and $18,358,003 figures represented approximately 67 and
53 percent of Great Southwest's reported c.onsolidatad net incomo for
the years ended December 31, 1968 and 1969, respactively:
" The fact that many of the properties were heavily mortgaged fw·ther complicated the situation.
'
"The company-only statements of the Transportation Company were not affected, except to the extent
of the increase. if any. in tax allocation agreement payments as n result of these transactions.
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Approximate in-

crease to Con-

1968:
Six Flags Over Georgia _____________________________________________ _
Bryant Ranch (less deferred portion) _________________________________ _

.1969:
Six Flags Over Texas________________________________________________
.Bryant Ranch (deferred portion)_ ___ _____ ____________ _________________

Increase to net
income (after tax
provision) of GSC

solidated net
income (no tax
eHoct) of Penn
Central

$4,813,400
8,588,176

$6,370,000
8,730,000

13,401,576

15,100,000

17,530,170
827,833

22,910,000
1,490,000

------------------18,358,003
24,400,000

As a result of administrative proceedings' commenced by the
Commission on December 8, 1971, and as announced by the Commission on June 6, 1972, Great Southwest has agreed to file amendments
to its Form lO-K annual reports for the years ended December 31, 1968
and 1969 which will exclude profits from the above three purported
sales, i.e., Six Flags Over Georgia, Bryant Ranch, and Six Flags Over
Texas. In substance, the Six Flags Over Georgia and Six Flags Over
Texas transactions are to be treated as joint ventures with the purported purchasers, and the Bryant Ranch transaction is to be treated
as an incompleted sale where income will be recognized only after all
costs relating thereto have been recovered by Great Southwest. 59
A sale in 1969, involving the Rancho California property, resulted
in the booking of a large profit in the third quarter. Unlike the others,
this was a cash sale and has not been challenged from an accoun ting
standpoint. However, it cannot be considered, either in size or in type,
as a routine Great Southwest transaction, a fact which has disclosure
implications.
These real estate transactions, both in Great Southwest and in
other sections of the Penn Central organization, played an important
role in management's attempts to control quarterly earnings. Saunders'
calls to the Great Southwest's management shortly before the end of
each quarter, seeking income for Penn Central, were an integrn.l part
of his operating routine. On transactions within the parent company
itself there were frequent pressures from top management to force
transactions through before the close of a quarter for income statement
purposes. Usually these related to accelerating the closing_ However,
on at least one occasion Bevan reported that Saunders had suggested
that a wash sale should be arranged to get the profit if a transaction
could not be pushed through before the end of the quarter. 60 In
contrast, the next quarter, when income was again below expectations,
Saunders inquired of the comptroller as to whether there was a way to
avoid recording a loss on the sale of another building in that period. 51
Once again, management's propensity to control the earnings being
reported to the public by speeding up the profits and delay-ing the
losses and costs is clearly apparent_
.
.. See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 962g (19;2).
60 Bevan indicated that he had refused, and that at any rate it was never consummated as the potential
buyer was not interested .
.. Again he was told no, according to testimony.
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THE SEARCH FOR INVESTMENT INCOME

The same pattern is prevalent in the investments area. During this
period of time an intensive effort was underway to find additional
sources of cash and profit, and it appears that with a few exceptions
(i.e., the four "diversified companies" acquired in the diversification
program) virtually any company assets offering such be?-efits were
on the block if a buyer could be found at a reasonable pl'lce. Unfortunately, however, the opportunities were limited. The two roads had
been cannabilizing their assets for many years and the most saleable
items were gone. The N&W stock was being sold as rapidly as
possible, pursuant to an ICC order, described later in this section. This
was generating both cash and profits ($10.3 million in 1968 and $13.6
million in 1969) and would continue to do so until 1974 when the
supply would be exhausted. However, there were limitations on the
capacity of the market to absorb the stock and furthermore many of
the shares had been pledged or were for other reasons not readily
available for sale.
As will be discussed in a subsequent section, attempts were made in
the last half of 1969 to dispose of part of Pennco's holdings of Great
Southwest and substantial profits would have been generated thereb:r,
but these plans fell through, largely because of disclosure pr?blems.
Most of the other investments of Pennco and the TransportatIOn Co.
were closely held and lacked marketability, and were often unattractive as well. Efforts were made to dispose of them but they were foe
the most part unsuccessful. For example, in mid-1969 the sale of one·
subsidiary was being considered, but since virtun,lly all of this sub-.
sidiary's operations were carried out on behalf of its parent, the.
Transportation Co., Peat, Marwick and Penn Central's own acconntants vetoed the trunsaction. Beco,lIse the subsidLl.ry's basic means of
support was, and would be, the obligation of the parent to use the
subsidiary's equipment, the sale would have resulted in no economic
advantage to· the Transportation Co. Thus, management was told,
it would be improper to record a "profit" on such a "sale" transaction.
While Penn Central was stymied in its efforts to sell sufficient assets
to bring income up to the desired standards, the income account was
buoyed by a series of paper transactions which reflected no real change
in the company's position. For example, the subsidiaries were examined closely for possible dividends, and a· series of "special dividends"
was ordered by the parent. These were designed to draw into the
parent's income statement any earnings which had been accumulating
over a period of years. Obviously, any such dividends did not accu~
rately reflect current earning power. Several such payments were
arranged in 1969, and dividends from consolidated subsidiaries increased by $25 million. The two largest items of increase were repre.
sented by a $14.5 million dividend from New York Central Trans.
port Co. and a $4.8 million dividend from StricK Holding Co. The
Strick transaction was basically noncash in nature. 62 In the case of
New York Central Transport, Penn Central in effect loaned its su'bsidiary $12 million to pay the dividend, since the subsidiary lacked t.lle
necessary funds, and after some accounting legerdemain, recorded the
"No cash payment was made. but debt owed by the parent to the subsidiary was reduced. And the earnings from wrncb Strick paid the dividend were represented by values assigned to warrants in a newly fonned
company which had acquired Strick's malor assets.

I
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items as income. 63 There were also other similar intercompany dividends. While these transactions would be eliminated upon consolidation, they did help the Transportation Co.'s results, and considering
that entity was where the major problem was buried, Penn Central
.apparently considered this better than nothing.
.
A device used extensively in 1.968 to increase income was the repurchase, in the o))en market at a deep discount, of bonds of various
companies in the Penn Central complex. The difference between the
price paid and the par value was then recorded as a profit. The company recorded a profit of $8.4 million in the Transportation Co. and
$9.8 million in the consolidated entity from this source in 1968, but
found it virtually exhausted when suggestions were made in 1969 that
this device be tapped again. 64 These transactions, particularly in light
of Penn Central's need to finance the purchases through additional
borrowing, apparently offered no real benefit to the company except
) the generating of paper earnings.
There were also a series of paper transactions involving in essence
substitutions of similar securities which resulted in significant amounts
being added to reported income in 1968 to 1970. Two such transactions
contributed a total of $32.7 million in 1968 to both consolidated and
company-only earnings. The first involved a dividend-in-kind from
Washington Terminal CO.,65 a 50-percent owned subsidiary. This dividend was in the form of the securities of a newly formed company
which Washington Terminal had received when it transferred to the
new company a one-half undivided interest in Union Station in Washington' D.C. Union Station had been Washington Terminal's principal
asset and an undivided one-half interest therein was the major asset of
the new company as well. Penn Central controlled after receipt of the
dividend, essentially the same underlying asset as it had had prior to
that time, but it recorded income of $11.7 million as a result. The
second transaction was in the form of an exchange of securities with
Madison Square Garden Corp. and contributed $21 million to reported 1968 results. 66 The Transportation Co. exchanged its interests
in two assets held jointly with Madison Square Garden Corp., and
which constituted the bulk of that corporation's assets, for shares in
Madison Square Garden Corp. itself. Again, following the consummation of the transaction Penn Central had basically the same interest
as before, packaged in a slightly different form, but took advantage of
the situation to record a large gain.'
Other transactions of this nature also occurred. 67 In 1964 the ICC
had issued an order requiring PRR and its affiliates to divest themselves of all of their extensive holdings of N&W stock by 1974. 68
In late 1965 PRR and Pennco entered into an agreement with the
N&W, whereby Pennco, which held all of the PRR system's
N&W shares, would exchange about one-third of these shares for
15-year N&W convertible debentures,69 with the exchange to be
" See further discussion of this item on page 60.
B< In 1967 and 1969 the Transportation Co. earned about $500,000 from this source, while consolidated
figures were 5700,000 and $1,700,000 respectively .
., See further discussion on page 62.
.
GO See further discussion on pago 57 .
.. See also discnssion concerning Wabash Railroad Co. stock on page 55.
" The PR R system at that point owned 2.4 million shares of N&W common, representing 32 percent of
the total, and a majority of its voting preferred shares. The reason for allowing a lO-year period was to
pennit an orderly dispOSition lind to provide certain tax advantages .
.. Pennco was to receive $104 million in 4'j~ percent debentures whieh were convertible only by holders
other than PRR.
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made in 10 installments. A gain of about $80 million was recorded on
PRR's consolidated books,1° but instead of taking the entire amount
into income that year, the company recorded it as deferred income.
The deferred income was then to be recognized on a periodic annual
basis over the life of the contract, 9~ years. 71 It might be noted that,
whereas in the Madison Square Garden and Washington Terminal
transactions it was contemplated that the securities received in
exchange would continue to be held as an investment, the N&W
debentures would, of necessity, be liquidated. Indeed, the securities
received in 1966-68 were sold in 1967 and 1968. There were no sales in
1969.

Penn Central took the position that its investment activities were
an integral part of its business and classified all income from this
source as ordinary income. Such a claim apparently lies at the root of
attempted justification of nondisclosure of many of the various transactions noted above. However, not only had the opportunities for
conventional sales become severely restricted, but it would be difficult to
sustain income of the type derived from such items as special dividends,
repurchases of company bonds, and paper transactions like Madison
Square Garden, and Washington TerminaP2 The contrast between
this and Penn Central's handling of what it considered to be unusual
merger related expenses should be noted. In its" presentation to the
ICC on behalf of Penn Central, Peat, Marwick pointed out that the
use of such a reserve would result in a more fair presentation of the
results of the merged company by removing the impact of certain
unusual expenses on the income statement. Furthermore, as to the
$75 million in merger-related costs which did impact the income
statement in 1968, management took pains to point out to the shareholders that they were temporary in nature. No similar effort was
made to clarify the nature of many of the investment transactions
which were generating reported income.
While Penn Central's search for income potential among its investments was broad-ranging, it exhibited a pronounced reluctance
toward writeoffs of investments. There was substantial evidence by
the end of 1969 of permanentimpairrnent in the value of the investments in Executive Jet Aviation Corp.; Madison Square Garden
Corp., and Lehigh Valley Railroad. However, formal recognition of
this fact would require charges against the income statement, charges
which Penn Central could ill afford to report.
Penn Central had invested $22 million in Executive Jet Aviation.
Most of this investment should have been written off in 1968 and 1969.
"" Because of prior intercompany sales, the profit on Penn co's books was smaller-only $59 million .
• 71 While this may appeal' inconsistent with the Penn Central policy of taking everything into profit
immediately and worrying about the future later, it might be noted that 1966 was an extraordinarily profitable year in tbe railroad industry, and thus there was not the pressure for additional earnings which was
present in subsequent years. Fwthermore, a gain of this size would certainly have been considered nonrecurring and discounted by the public, whereas the smaller amortized gains could perhaps pass unoticed.In this connection it might be noted that while in 1966 PRR made the decision to rellort the N&W exchange as an ordinary income item, i!} 1965 when it sold its interest in the Long Island Railroad at a substantial loss, it reported a "Provision for loss on sale of Long Island Railroad" as an extraordinary charge.
72 Perhaps another indication of management's propensity to use artificial devices to increase income is
.
this comment in early 1969 by Cole, in discussing plans to establish the holding company:
"I have taken a special interest in this project and have been trying to push it along, because I thought
I foresaw the prospect of being able to generate net income by Railroad or Pennsylvania Company declaring
dividends of low-book value assets which would then be taken in by the Parent at present market values',
as in the case of the Washington Terminal dividend and the Madison Square Garden transaction." Alas, l
have just learned that this is prohibited where the declBling corporation is more than 50 percent owned."
Management never did find any additional transactions similar to the transactions alluded to;and 1969
Investment income dropped accordingly.
"
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Unfortunately, disclosure of the fiasco surrounding this situ!;Ltion 73
would have been embarrassing to management, in addition to its detrimental effect on earnings, and so no \vritedown was taken. The market
value of the Madison Sq nare Garden shares had dropped by more than
50 percent between the time Penn Central's investment in the project
was in effect written up in connection with the previously described
exchange of securities in late 1968, and the close of 1969. 74 Again, the
investment was not written down. In the case of Lehigh Valley Railroad, as suggested earlier, that company should have been consolidated and not carried as an investment, but even as an investment, the
earnings and financial history of the company clearly called for a
writedown to realizable :values. 75
EARLY 1970-THE LAST GASP
When Gorman came to Penn Central in late 1969, and began to
familiarize himself with the company, he became concerned about an
earnings pattern he discerned. In connection with his testimony he
submitted a table of quarterly earnings results for 1969 and 1968,
which has been attached as exhibit IB-3. This table, prepared by a
Penn Central statistician early in 1970, presents in a readily comprehensible format not only the full loss on railroad operations, but also
a chart of "significant items," including many, although not all of the
items described in previous parts of this section-e.g., New Haven
capitalization, merger reserve charges, the Washington Terminal
dividend, the New York Central Transport dividend, the Madison
Square Garden exchange, the three Great Southwest transactions and
the profit on reacquisition of company bonds.
On the basis of the pattern exhibited, Gorman requested a special
meeting of the finance committee of the 'board, which met in early
May 1970. The minutes of that meeting record the proceedings as
follows:
.
The President then stated that he was deeply concerned about a number of
management practices, although there was no indication that they were illegal or
had not been approved by outside counsel and outside auditors.
' He did state, however, that he was disturbed by certain matters because in his
. view an item must not only be right but must look right to outside sources. He
stated that he had followed this code for over 40 years and did not intend to change
at this stage of his career and that he would like to discuss certain matters with
/ the Committee to determine whether the practices would be continued in the future. He emphasized that his action did not imply criticism of the Chairman of the
Board, the Chairman of the Finance Committee to the Finance Committee, but,
nevertheless, what he was talking about was practices which he belicved had
been followed for some time in the past.

While not all the practices related to reported earnings, it was clear
that this was the dominant theme. He specifically mentioned such
matters as the "declaration of dividends by subsidiaries on a hit or
miss basis to satisfy a current underrun", profits on transfers of investments between segments of the Penn Central organization, writeups of investments such as Madison Square Garden with the holdings
then locked in because of subsequent price declines, and unrealistic
budgets. He also questioned certain other practices which he felt did
not reflect a conservative approach to reporting earnings.
I
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See discussion on page 71.

"It has remained at lower leveissince that time:
76

See discussion on page 64.
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Apparently it was in substantial part events in the first quarter of
1970 which alarmed Gorman. As noted earlier, the first quarter was
perationallY a disaster, with $100 million in losses from railroad

~

operations. This was unfortunate because, with a crit~cal cash situ~
lOn, Penn Centro.l, through Pennco, was about to go mto the public
markets for financing. Some way had to be found to improve the apparent earnings picture if the issue was to succeed. Gorman objected
to the two major devices adopted, however, to accomplish the goal.
In connection with the channeling of the proceeds of the proposed
offering from Pennco to the Transportation Co., Pennco was to purchase from the Transportation Co. the stock of Clearfield Bituminous
Coal Corp., a 100 percent-owned subsidiary.76 The transfer was made
at net asset value, and a profit of $16.9 million was recorded on the
Transportation Co. books. Gorman indicated he questioned booking
paper profits such as this, even with full disclosur,e. He recognized
these intracompany sales would be wiped out in the consolidated statements but asked the question "why do we bother with those kind of
things?" The reason was clear-to dress up the Transportation Co.
figures.
That transaction was dwarfed, however, by the other one, which
involved not the Transportation Co. but the consolidated statements.
'Pennco owned virtually all of the common shares of Wabash Railroad
Co. and pursuant to an ICC order dated 1964 had agreed with the
N&W to exchange them .for N&W shares. The date of the exchange
was established as October 15, 1970. However, when it was recognized the first quarter profits would be very bad, hurried plans were
made to accelerate the exchange to March 31, 1970. As a result,
profits of $51 million were booked as ordinary income in that quarter. 77
Gorman, who was in the hospital at the time, knew nothing about it
until after the transaction was consummated and reported. He was
irritated and reported to the finance committee that if he had known
~bout it he would have dissented. This was a writeup of paper profits,
with a flow through to earnings but no cash benefit, he stated, reflecting
to the committee "a general feeling that where there is no cash involved why do you do things. And certainly we were in need of cash."
Furthermore, he was particularly distrubed by the fact that the acceleration had cost Penn Central $1.8 million in Wabash cash dividends,78 which he felt he could certainly have used to repair freight
cars which seriously needed repairing. It might be noted that Penn
Central management had made a number of other expensive concessions to N&W as well, to gain the income acceleration. 79
The impact of just these two transactions on reported earnings in
the first quarter of 1970 was as follows:
" The carrying ... alue on the Transportation Co. books was only $82,000.
" The gain on Pennco's books was $47 million.
78 This reflects the difference between the dividends which Pennco received from the N&W shares in
the interim period aud those it would have received had it held the Wabash stock.
;0 It appears that under the terms of an escrow agreement in connection with a $50 million debenture
ofI~ring of Pennco, flebenturo holder approval was required before the terms of the exchange agreement
could be amended. Such approval was not obtained.
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Company only
Reported loss ______ ~ _______________ ____ ____ __ __________________ _________
-$62.7
. Increase loss by'eliminating purported profits on:
Sale of Clearfield Bituminous CoaL___________________________________
-17.2
Exchange of Wabash RR.
______ ·__________________________________________________ _
Stock~

Total loss as adjusted (in millions) _________________________________ _

-79.9

Consolidated
-$17.2
-51. 0

-68.2

. It might be noted that there :"vere also other devices discussed by
Saunders and Bevan during the early 1970 pcriod whose effect would
have been to increase reported earnings_ The accounting department
suggested an upward revaluation of inventory, although this idea
was dropped on Gorman's objection. The possibility of allocating
part of the overhead and management costs of the Transportatipn
Company to the holding company and the subsidiaries was brought up.
Gorman said he had no objection but asked why now? Bevan instruyted Hill to check with other railroads on amounts being accrued
for 1970 wage increases, stating that it was important not to exceed
what was necessary in this respect. And the old possibilities of expensing off the winter's heavy snow removal cost over the entire year and
increasing use of the merger reserve were raised once again. Saunders
also asked the appropriate people to look at the reserves for injuries,
damages, and so forth, to see if a lower figure could be justified.
ACCOUNTING TREATMENT

The foregoing activities clearly Illustrate the course of conduct
being pursued by Penn Central's mana~ement. All manner of means
were being employed to make the sItuation appear better than
underlying circumstances warranted. Very significant portions of the
reported earnings of this cash-starved comI?an~ were· nOIl:cash in
nature. Moreover, the figures were replete WIth Income denved not
from routine, on-going investment and real estate activities but from
forced liquidations of assets employed in these activities in order to
meet the earnings and cash needs of the railroad. These assets were
not available in unlimited supply, a fact clear to manageinent long
before Penn Central's final collapse. And the pressures applied by
top management to alter cost and expense figures. to meet management's desires in all probability had an impact, of unknown extent,
on the reported figures.
.
AI ~! At a minimum, the course of conduct illustrated above called for
!U/
clear discl<!sur~ of ~he nature and effect of the I?olicies managemeI!-t
~ was follOWIng In this respect. Thus, under the CIrcumstances of this
case shareholders were entitled to be provided with the information
necessary to permit them to fully and fairly assess the quality of the
earnings being reported. Beyond this, however, it is clear that in a
a number of instances the recording of income or failure to record
deductions from income involved the stretching of generally accepted
accounting principles to the point where the total impression given
may have been highly misleading. A few of the most significant
situations are described in the following section.
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ACCOUNTING-MADISON SQUARE GARDEN CORPORATION

Background.-In connection with the construction of the new
Madison Square Garden Center over Pennsylvania Station in New
York City the then Pennsylvania Railroad Co. (PRR) acquired a
25 percent stock interest in Madison Square Garden Center, Inc.
(Center). These shares were received as part of the lease arrangements
for air rights over the station and were carried on PRR's books at $l.
The other 75 percent stock interest in Center was owned by Madison
Square Garden Corp. (Garden). Center constructed the facility and
after it was completed in early 1968, all of the revenue-producing
activities and certain related assets of Garden, which had owned
and operated the old facility, were transferred to Center.
As part of, and in connection with the construction of the new
facility, a joint venture was entered into for construction and operation
of a 29-story office building above the easterly third of Pennsylvania
station in New Y or~ City. Participation in the venture was as follows:
Pennsylvania Terminal Real Estate Corp. (PTRE) 1___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Two Pennsylvania Plaza, Inc. 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _ _ __
Tishman Plaza, Inc_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Total______________________________________________________

Percent
55
25
20
100

,. A corporation IOO-percent owned by P R R directly or tlU"ough one of its wholly owned subsidiaries.
, A corporation IOO-percent owned by Garden.

Under the terms of the joint venture, in exchange for an increased
participation,80 PTRE undertook. to loan funds to cover costs of
construction in excess of the construction loan and PRR, which owned
all the stoek of PTRE, agreed to furnish funds to PTRE for such
purpose.
Just prior to December 31, 1968, the equity interests of Garden and
Penn Central in Center and in the joint venture are illustrated by the
. following chart:
"The agreement, as originally structmed, provided for a 25 percent interest to the PRR subsidiary and
75 percent to the Garden subsidiary. Because of di1ficulties in obtaining needed fina.ncing, this was later
renegotiated, with P R R receiving an increased participation in retwn for an agreement to provide financing.
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Pursuant to an agre('ment dated December 18, 1968 Gargen acquired as of December 31, 1968,81 Penn Central's interests in Center
and PTRE. In addition certain indebtedness owed Perm Central in
connection with the office building project was forgiven. In exchange,
Penn Central received 1,168,664 unregistered shares of Garden's
common stock and 100,000 shares of Garden's participating preferred
stock. Contingent upon approval of Garden's stockholders, it was
.agreed that the participating preferred would be exchanged for
1,151,000 shares of common. This approval was obtained on April 9,
1969 and the exchange made about 10 days later.82
In connection with the above, on December 18, 1968, Garden and
.Penn Central also entered into a stock purchase agreement whereby
:Penn Central agreed to purchase shares of Garden's common stock to
furnish the financing necessary to complete the office building. This
related directly to Penn Central's obligation under the joint venture
agreement, as mentioned previously, to furnish funds to PTRE for
tha,t purpose. 83
Analysis oj Ohanges in Equity Interest oj Penn Oentral, as a Result
oj the Exchange.-Penn Central indicated that the reason for the
transaction was as follows:
The purpose of Penn Central in agreeing to the purchase and proposed purchase
of Securities of the issuer was to concentrate and unify Penn Central's interests in
" This date was selected because of Penn Central's desire that the transaction be closed before the end
of the year.
" The interim step was necessary becanse Garden did not have the anthority to issue the full 2,300,000
shares in December 1968.
83 Penn Central agreed to purchase up to 180,538 shares at $11.078 per share. PTRE would reciu'est the
advance needed. Penn Central would then pW'chase from Gardeu the shares required to provide that sum
and Garden would advance the proceeds to PTRE.
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the new Madison Square Garden Center and t.he office building at Two Pennsylvania Plaza through the ownership of a substantial equity interest in Madison
Square which will be the beneficial owner and operator of those facilities. Thus,
Penn Central as owner of the underlying properties will continue to receive fixed
rentals from these facilities and will in addition have a significant single equity
interest in the profit from their operation. 84

Penn C<lntral realized no cash from the t.ransaction. It gave up a
controlling 55-percent interest in the Penn Plaza venture, a 25-percent
equity interest in Center and certain interest bearing indebtedness
related to the Penn Plaza project. In return Penn Central received a
23-percent interest in the outstanding stock of Garden, which was
increased soon thereafter to 25 percent through other purchases. 85
Garden at this point was essentially a holding company, whose major
assets consisted of its interests in Center and the Penn Plaza venture.
Penn Central retained its 25-percent interest in Center. Its interest in
the office project was reduced from 55 percent to about 20 percent and
it received a 25-percent interest in Garden's lesser subsidiaries,86 which
were all associated with the Garden project. Penn Central was not
relieved of its contractual agreement to advance additional funds for
the completion of the Penn Plaza venture and retained its rights to
receive long-term rentals under the main lease of the air rights to be
.paid by Center.
In terms of recordcd values on the books, Penn Central was giving
up assets which had a stated value of $4.7 million. It received shares
which had an equity value on the books of Garden at May 31, 1969
of $4.2 million. 87
Exchange' Arrangement Recorded as Gain by Penn Oentral.-Penn
Central reported a gain of $20,999,905 on this exchange as ordinary
income in the year 1968. This was compu ted as follows: 88
Received by Penn Central:
Shares of Garden common stock____________________________
Shares of Garden common stock which were represented by the
convertible preferred _________________________ c _ _ ____ _ _ __

1,168,664

Total _______________________________________________
Multiplied by per share market price of Garden stock_________

2,319,664
1$11.078

1, 151, 000

Total market value of shares received_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 25, 697, 238
Given up by Penn Central:
225 shares of Center _____________________________________
100 shares of PTRE _____________________________________ _
Indebtedness forgi ven ____________________________________ _

$1
100
4,697,232

Total given up ________________________________________ _

4,697,33:>

~

Net gain on exchange ___________________________________ 20,999,905
1 This was selected as the avcrage market value per share at the time of negotiations and was the figure
agreed to in the stock purchase agreement.

" Sow-ceo Item 4 of SChedule 13D, filed on Apr. I, 1969.
This increase was attributable mainly to purchases under the stock purchase agreement entered into

8'

in December 1968, which was previously described.
80 Because oC the early stage oC operations the cJntributioll to earrungs is difficult to asSess. However, of
total investments and advances to subsidiaries of $24,800,000 Gr,rden's books, S17,OOO,OOO was invested in

Center, $5,500.000 in tbe office project, find $1,300,000 in the IOBer suiJsidiaries. The other signitic~nt asset
on Garden's books was thc old Garden Cacility which has bcen clearcd and is currently being used as a
parking lot.
" This figure represents a 25-percent interest, rather than a 23-percent interest in these assets.
"As abstracted CrOID accounting work paper included in the tiles oC Poat, Marwick.
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The impact on the 1968 financial statements was as follows:

Earnings (loss) from ordinary operations I..................................
Earnings (loss) absent recognition of gain......... ••.•..•.••••....•... ..•.•
Per share difference:
As reported .••••. :. ... ..•••••.•••.•••.... .•.... ... ......... .......•
Absent recognition of gain............................................
Difference ••••••••••••. '.' ••••• •••••••••• •••••••• •••••••••• •••••••

Consolidated

Company·only

$87,789,000.00
66,789,095.00

($5, 155,000)
(26, 154,905)

3.80 ••••..•••••..•...".
2.89 •.•.•............•

------------------. 91 .•.•.....••••.••••

1 Figures are 1968 figures as restated in the 1969 annual report to shareholders. The 1968 report to shareholders had
reported a profit of $90,300,000 on a consolidated basis and a loss of $2,800,000 for the Transportation Co. onlv.

This transaction accounted for slightly less than half of the net gain
on sale of investments in the consolidated income statement and 60
percent of the net gain on sale of property and investments in the
company-only statements.
Conclusion.--Serious questions are raised as to the recognition of
gain on this transaction, since, in ~ubstance, this transaction reflected
merely the substitution of an inve~tment in one form for ess~ntially
the same investment in another form.
ACCOUNTING--TRUCKING COMPANY DIVIDENDS

Baclcground.--Prior to the year 1969, as part of a plan to simplify
the corporate structure of Penn Central, it was contemplated that
certain tn;(;king compa.nies would be mergod. It was considered fit
that time that the New York C!:llltral Transport Co., Penntruck Co.,.
Inc., and Merchants Trucking Co. would merge into Pennsylvania
Truck Lines Inc. 89
An internal memorandum prepared by Penn Central's tax deportment propcsed that a significant amount of tiLl retained earnings of
the nonsurviving corporations be paid out as a dividend prior t.o
merger. The memomndum stated that the reason for the proposal
was to create an annual savings of some $60,000 in various State income and franchise taxes. As purt of the proposal it was suggested
that the amounts representing the dividends paid out be immediately
loan:ld back to the paying corpora tions S0 that no actual transfer of
cash or other assets would be involved. These loans would bear
interest and be subordinated to th( rights of creditors requiring that
protection. The proposal as set forth by the tax department recommended the proposal subject to the absence of any objections from
the operations and financial sections of management. It appears,
however, that there were "financial objections" to the proposal as
set forth by the tax department. On March 4, 1969, Cole nclvised
Saunders:
Our financial people have been shying away from this however, because there
is not sufficient cash to pay the dividend and they say that to execute it as a single
transaction on an intracorporate "bookkeeping" basis might be regarded as a
manipulation which would be misleading as to actual results. gO An acceptable
alternative might be to take the dividends on a gradual basis over a period of time.
" New York Central Transport, Pannsylvania Truck Lines, and American Contract Co. were 100 per·
cent owned subsidiaries of the Transportation Company. Penntruck and Merchants Trucking were 100
percent owned subsidialies of American Contract .
•• Hill testified that some people within Penn Central thought that maybe "you could just make marks
in a book" that would effact the dividend. but that he objected to taking the dividend income "nnless
something of value flowed betweon the parties."
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Special Dividend Income Recorded by the Transportation Company,
in 1969.-New York Central Transport Co. declared the fol1owu~g'
dividends payable to the transportation company: 91
.";';'
Apr. 15, 1969 ________________________________________________ $6,000,.000,
July 15, 1969 ________________________________________________ 6,000,000
Dec. 31, 1969 ________________________________________________ 2,500,000'

Also in 1969, Merchants Trucking Co. and Penntruck C!J.,·
Inc. declared dividends of $300,000 and $1,700,000, respectively, to;
American Contract Co. This $2 million in dividends declared to Amer-.
ican Contract was the basis for the declaration of a dividend to the'
Transportation Company which included this amount.
. .
As to the two $6 million dividends outlined above, the Transportation Company instructed the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. to
charge its account and credit the account of New York Central Transport Co., whose account was also carried at that bank. Simultaneously,
New York Central Transport Co. instructed the :Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. to charge its account and credit the account of the
Transportation Company. The instructions were followed. At the time.;
Penn Central was allegedly loaning funds to New York Central Trans'"
port Co., Penn Central did not have the necessary funds in that bank",
to cover the amounts transferred.
.
While advances payable were substituted for equity belonging to
the sole shareholder, the end result, in effect did not give the 100l)ercent stockholder entity anything more than it had hefore. Indeed;
it was further provided that future dividend potential of the surviving'
.entity in the trucking company merger was to be reduced by the
amount of interest paid-at the prime rate-oIl the advances.
The form developed for the manner in which dividencls would flow
.upstream to the railroad was regarded by management in the first
instance as a manipulation. The interjection of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. was a fn.cade designed to provide illusionary evidence
of dividend payments by New York Central Transport of the Transportation Company and did not alter the substance of the transaction. 92
Certainly, the situation appears to bear close analogies to the content of Accounting Series Release No. 95, which deals with real estate
transactions:
In some of the transactions corning before us it appears from the attendant'
circumstances that the sale of property is a mere fiction designed to create the
illusion of profit.
Circumstances such as the following tend to raise a question as the propriety of
-the current recognition of profit:
6. Simultaneous sale and repurchase by the same or affiliated parties.
7. Concurrent loans to purchasers.

As noted above, the dividends to American Contract by Merchants
Trucking and Penn truck were passed on to the Transportation Co. as
well. The Transportation Co. advanced to the two subsidiaries the
$300,000 and $1,700,000 necessary to pay the dividends to American
Contract. In practical effect the transactions were the same as in the
case of New York Central Transport although the format difi'el'ed
!'lli/:,htly.
" New York Central Transport Co. reported net income of $2.686.884 and $4.202,098 for 1968 and 1969
respectively. Retained earnings, including 1969 results, amounted to $14,755,632 at December 31,1969 before,
giving efIect to the 1969 dividend.
"Indeed, Cole has testified that New York Central Transport is currently protesting tho transaction
and asking for cancellation of the d.bt incnned.
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Oonclusion.-The 1969 "company-only" ,(railroad) financial statements included the sum of $66,324,000 as dividend and interest
income. Of this amount, $63,838,000 was from dividends of which $14
million 93 discussed herein, or 22 percent, is included. The loss from
ordinary operations of $56,328,000, as shown in the 1969 op,erating
statement, was understated by this $14 million (25 percent of $56,
328,000).
In the opinion of the staff the appearance of dividend income in
these transactions is without substance and there is no support under
generally accepted accounting principles to include the results of these
transactions as dividend income on the "parent company only"
financial statements for the year 1969.
co.

ACCOUNTING-WASHINGTON TERMINAL

Background.-The Transportation Co. reported as dividend income
in the year ended December 31, 1968, the receipt of a dividend-in-kind
from a 50-percent owned company, the Washington Terminal Co.
(WTC). The dividend-in-kind consisted of stock representing 100percent ownership of a newly formed corporation holding an undivided
one-half interest in certain real property arid air rights relating to
Union Station, Washington, D.C., and its proposed development into
aN ational Visitor Center.
The voting control relationships of the respective entities as of
September 13; 1968, just before the declaration of the purported
dividend-in-kind by the Washington Terminal Co., were as follows:
Transportation Company
100%

~
The Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad Company (B&O)

I

50%

\

34.8%

65.2%

I

I

Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington Railroad
Company (PB&W)
I

50%

I

THE WASHINGTON TE~~INAL COMPANY (WTC)
Full ownership of "National Visitor Center Froperty"

"

N~w

York Central Transport Co ...... ______________________________________________ ._. __ $12, 000. 000

t;:~~l~~~~t b~~~~~:~_?~~~::~::::: ~~~~:~ :~~::: :::::: :::::::~::::::::::::~:~: ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~::
Total. _____ . _____ . _________________________________________________________ . _____ . __

1,

~gg: g~g

14, 000, 000
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On September 13, 1968, the board of directors of WTC adopted a
resolution with respect to the transfer of title to the National Visitor
Center property to the owners of WTC. It was the intent to convey
undivided one-half interests in the property to two companies to be
formed by WTC. The dividend-in-kind would then be accomplished
by conveying 100 percent of the common stock of one such company
to B&O and 100 percent of the common stock of the other company to
the Transportation Co. 9~ This was accomplished on or about September 30, 1968, when 100 percent of the stock of Terminal Realty Penn
Co. was transferred to the Transportation Co. as a dividend.
The deed by which WTC conveyed (to the newly formed corporatiori) the undivided one-half interest included the following reservation, among numerous others:
Subject to the continued right of use, possession, operation and maintenanco
of the Union Station Building, concourse concession areas and related area&
presently used for commercial operation by The Washington Terminal Co., its
lessees, concessionaires, licensees, passengers, officers, employees, contractors,
invitees, and visitors during the period of alteration and construction of the
Visitor Center parking facility and new passenger station contemplated by
Public Law 90-264 and until the taking of full occupancy by the United States
of America pursuant to a lease covering the property herein described.

The deed may ha,ve in form transferred legal title of the undivided
one-half interest t.o the newly formed corporation. However, the right
to control and use the property remained with WTC.
At the date of the declaration of the WTC dividend-in-kind, it was
anticipated that an agreement would be entered into between the U.S.
Government and the owners of the distributed property for the
development of such property into a National Visitor Center. On
December 18, 1968, such agreement was actually executed. The
December 18, 1968, agreement provided that the National Park
Service would lease the property for 25 years, after th'3 owners had
made significant alterations and improvements, expected to take 2 to
3 years. After the first year of the deferred 25-year-Iease term, the
Government had the option to acquire the altered and improved
property for a reducing amount declining to zero at the end of the
25 years.
Accounting Treatment.-The Transportation Co. recorded and reflected the dividend-in-kind as dividend income in the amount of
$11.7 million,95 the estimated fair value of its undivided one-half
interest.90 For the year ended December 31, 1968, this represented
approximately 13 percent of Penn Central's consolidated net income,
while elimination would increase the company-only loss from $2.8
million to $14.5 million.
Oond'~8ion.-We question the propriety of the recognition by the
Transportn,tion Co. of income in the amount of $11,700,000 in the
form of a dividend-in-kind from WTC since in substance the position
of the consolidated enterprise was unchanged with respect to the use,
possession, operation, and maintenance of the subject property.
Generally accepted account.ing principles do not permit recording a
transaction based on form when its substance is materially different.
The substance of the December 18,1968, agreement was a promise
" {;nrler" loase agreement. the Transportation Co. was entitled (.o "U income 01 PB&W.
U The amount W:LC) originally rpcf)rd.f~d as !;13.5 nlillioll but. waH adjllC)teri ht.el" in thE; Y~:.l1·.
"\vTC's not income lor the years fnded Dec. 31, 1967 and lU68 was approximalely $56,810 and
$1.401, respectively
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on the part of the U.S. Government to purchase certain property
after significant construction and alternations had been made to transform such property into a National Visitor Center. Recognition of
income under such circumstances was inappropriate until the seller
had substantially performed its obligations"
J

ACCOUNTING-LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD CO.

Background.-Prior to 1962 the then PRR, through subsidiaries,
owned 44.4 percent of the outstanding shares of Lehigh Valley Railroad Co. As a result of an exchange offer, PRR on February 28, 1963,
became t.he record or beneficial owner of 89.9 percent of the stock and
this was increased to 97.3 percent in 1964.
The Lehigh Valley'S position was considered in the PRR-N ew
York Central merger hearings before the ICC. The hearing examiner
found that the merger could be anticipated to have a detrimental
effect on Lehigh Valley and that specific protective provisions should
be provided. It would either have to find affiliation with the Norfolk
& Western (N&W) or Chesapeake & Ohio/Baltimore & Ohio (C&O/
B&O) systems or be merged into PRR. Until this matter was resolved'
PRR would be required to keep Lehigh Valley operational. The
following conditions were imposed by the ICC in its decision dated
April 6, 1966, approving the Penn Central merger:
1. Penn Central was required to propose negotiations and, if the offer were
accepted, to negotiate in good faith and otherwise use its best efforts to obtain a
plaee for Lehigh Valley in the C&O/B&O system.
2. After October 16, 1969, or upon the issuance of an ICC order denying the
Erie-Laekawanna petition for inclusion in the N&W system, Penn Central was
required to negotiate in good faith with the N&W with respect to the inelusion
of Lehigh Valley within the N&W system.
3. Unless otherwise relieved by the ICC, Penn Central had to retain its holdings
in Lehigh Valley and provide financial support to keep that road going for the
next 10 years. If at the end of that time, it has not been taken into the N&W
or the C&O/B&O systems, the Commission could, as part of the instant proceedings, require inclusion in the Penn Central system.

Neither the N&W nor the C&O/B&O had indicated any interest
in acquiring Penn Central's interest in Lehigh Valley either at that
time or subsequently.
Lehigh Valley was consistently a loss operation with total losses
in 1960-69 of over $40 million. In 1968 the net loss was $6 million,
while the 1969 figure was $5.2 million, before an extraordinary charge
of $1.2 million. 9i Meanwhile, Penn Central was required during 1968
and 1969 to advance substantial sums to that company to keep it
operational. Shortly after Penn Central filed for reorganization,
Lehigh Valley followed suit.
Accounting Tr·eatment.-Lehigh Vulley was carried as an investment
in Penn Central's consolidated financial statements in 1968 and 1969,
at the following values:
" The company has been unable, by a large margin, to even operate within its depreciation.
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CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENTS AT COST OR LESS

'Unconsolidated subsidiary:
·Lehigh Valley Railroad Co.:
SIock,1,475,579 shares__________________________________________________

1968

1969

$23.0

$23.0

~g~~~; niiiesa'lif advances::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: __________ ~: ~ _----------is.- 5
Total (in millions of dollars) ___________________________________________ _

1$27.1

$49.5

I The figures omit to slale $9,400,000 in advances 10 lehigh Valley, which in 1968 had been included in the asset category
of "Deferred charges and sundry assets", under Ihe caption "Accounts doubtful of collection." In.the 1969 statements
included comparalive 1968 figures this $9,400,000 was reclassified 10 the inveslment account.

w~ich

No dividends were paid in either year.us
Despite Penn Central's 97.3 percent ownership, Lehigh Valley was
not consolidated and accordingly its losses were not reflected in the
,consolidated results. The advantage to Penn Central was obvious, and
was consistent with that company's policy of maximizing earnings.
'The reports included a footnote e~plaining the principles of consolidation and noting that Lehigh Valley, "which the Commission has
required to be offered .£or inclusion in another system", had not been
consolidated. Information as to its net assets and net loss were cont'ained in another footnote.
Analysis.-Penn Central apparently relied on the requirement that
it offer Lehigh Valley to C&OjB&O and then N&W as the basis for
nonconsolidation, drawing its accounting support from the criteria
included in Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51. The pertinent
section of that bulletin reads as follows:
Consolidation policy:
2. The usual condition for a controlling financial interest is ownership of a
majority 'voting interest, and, therefore, as a general rule ownership by one
-company, directly or indirectly, of over 50 percent of the outstanding voting
shares of another company is a condition pointing toward consolidation. However, there are exceptions to this general rule. For example, a subsidiary should
not be consolidated where control is likely to be temporary; or where it does not
rest with the majority owners (as, for instance, where the subsidiary is in legal
reorganization or in bankruptcy).

In this instance, despite the merger conditions, it appears unlikely
that control would be temporary. There were no contacts between
Penn Central and C&OjB&O that related in any way to the acquisition of Lehigh Valley in the period from 1966-1969. It seems safe to
presume that if Penn Central had thought there was any possibility
,of interest on the part of C&OjB&O, it would have explored the matter 99 but C&OjB&O was involved in its own merger plans at the time,
plans which would clearly not have included Lehigh Valley .100 Furthermore, even absent the merger factor, the company was not attractive.
Both the senior vice-president and the chief counsel of C&O/B&O were
.emphatic in their testimony: at no time from 1965 to date would Lehigh Valley have had any strategic value to their road. Indeed, the
'C&O/B&O would have to be paid to take it, because of the obligations
.and liabilities involved. Its attitude toward that road was completely
negative .
•; No dividends had been paid since 1957 .
.. Not only was it required to do so under Ihe terms of tbe merger, but it would certainly have jumped at
·the chance to get rid of this subsidiary.
100 The Erie-Lackawanna Rmlroad offered in elIect the same benefits as the Lehigh Valley, and was
·considered more attractive. N&W, wbich was tbe potential merger partner of C&O/B&O, absorbrd Lbe
Erie-Lackawanna in early 1968.
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In response to a staff inquiry to the N&W regarding its possible
interest in Lehigh Valley, that road's vice president-finance replied:
To my knowledge, Penn Central never approached N&W management about
a possible sale of Penn Central's interest in Lehigh Valley. For its part, N&W
had no occasion to consider acquisition of Lehigh Valley in view of the mandatory
order of the ICC requiring inclusion in N&W of Erie-Lackawanna, which like
Lehigh Valley, affcirds access to the port of New York through Buffalo. ErieLackawanna was included in the N&W System on April 1, 1968.

Furthermore, Saunders himself testified that they wanted to' sell
Lehigh Va.Iley and could find no one to buy it:
Question. What was wrong with Lehigh Yalley?
.
Answer. It was killed by competitors. It was not really a good investment, I
don't think, but I shouldn't pass judgment on that, but Lehigh Valley has never
made any money. It may have way back in the Thirties, but in the last 20 years
Lehigh Valley hasn't made a cent.
Quest1·on. Well, why didn't y01t get rid of Ann Arbor or Lehigh?
Answer. We tried to get rid of Lehigh Valley, we offered it to Norfolk and
Western Railroad and to the C. & O. They wouldn't touch it, nobody would.
Question. Well, wouldn't they take it out of [sicl of book value?
Answer. They wouldn't give you a penny for it, that's my judgment. It's.not
worth anything;
.

Conclusion.-Penn Central knew or should have known that by
the year 1968 it could no longer avoid consolidating Lehigh Valley.
By this point, it was clear that neither the N&W, nor the C&O/
B&Ohad any interest in acquiring it, and there was no indication of
a feasible alternative. The implications of the ICC conditions with
respect to Lehigh Valley in the Penn Central merger hearings were
clear. The Lehigh Valley would be kept running and if no other
solution were found, Penn Central would have to absorb it. The
company could no longer rely on ARB No. 51 to avoid consolidating
Lehigh Valley.10l
.
Against this background it would appear that the company's
consolidated income statements for 1968 and 1969 were overstated by
the amounts of $5.8 million and $5.1 million ($6.2 million after
extraordinary charges) which represented 97.3 percent of the unaudited losses for Lehigh Valley for those years.
Even if it were deemed that Penn Central had an arguable
position, supported by persuasive evidence, for not consolidating its
1968 and 1969:financial statements, the evidence clearly indicates
the necessity of a write-down of this investment, at least by
December 31,' 1969. In this instance, the negative impact on the
1969 financial statements would be even greater than in the case of
consolidation.
The stock was listed on Penn Central's books at a value of about
$15 per share, whereas the price range in 1969 was $6X-4.102 In
addition, beginning in 1968, Lehigh Valley required significant infusions of capital from Penn CentraJ.1°3 The operating history of
Lehigh Valley for the decade prior to 1970 clearly indicated that the
Penn Central could not expect repayment of advances 104 and any
benefit from share ownership. All evidence points to a situation fo
permanent impairment in Penn Central's investment.
101 It might be noted that the Wabash Railroad Co. was also al1l1nconsolidated. majority owned company
but, "S discussed previously. iu that case the temporary nature o( the control WDS obvious. See page 55.
'0' The market was. o( COW'SC, limited conSidering Penn Central's 97 percent ownership. The plice might
reflect this (actor to some degree.
1113 Prior to t.hat time. Lehi(!h Valley had relieel largely on proceeds of the sale o( capital scrap [largely
serond track t.hat they took up] (or additional capital.
lOt As noteel previously, Penn Central itself initially classificd the advances as "accounts donbtful of

f".nll"'r.tinn " A.11.hnnuh t.hi<: ,"vno;: IAtPT

rDl":lRoc;:~iACIri

into t.htlo invPC!t.TnlPlltc;: (>a.tClanl"'Tl'
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The audit workpapers of Peat, Marwick for 1969 illustrate their
awareness of the problem. They stated, "Lehigh Valley-to be written
down or reasons must be supplied.".
'
As a result they obtained a representatIOn letter from Bevan
stating the following:
.
One of the roads to which the Lehigh Valley must be offered is the C&O
and if the merger with the Norfolk & Western does not go through, the Lehigh
Valley will have great stra.tegic value to the C&O and we certainly should be
able to come out well on our investment .
. There are other alternatives we have in mind if this does not occur but it is
too' early and premature to determine to what extent, if any, an impairment
may result in the investment.

As indicated earlier, it was clear by tIllS point that. C&O/B&O
had no desire to acquire Lehigh VaUey, a fact of which Penn Central
must have been aware. There is no evidence of meaningful al'ternatives available at the time. 105 In late JUly 1970, Lehigh Valley
entered into reorganization and Penn Central '\oTQte off the unsecured
portion of its investment, amounting to $30.3 million.
ACCOUNTING-MERGER RESERVE: SEPARATION OF MAIL AND
BAGGAGE HANDLERS

IntrodtLCtion.-The consolidated financial statements included in
Penn Central's 1967 annual report to shareholders contain the
"following note:
The Penn Central merger results in duplication or obsolescence of certain railToad properties, equipm~nt, materials and supplies, and the requirement to rehire
'certain otherwise surplus furloughed employees, all of which are estimated to
represent $275,421,985 in costs and losses. An extraordinary charge for these
items has been provided as a reduction of earnings in 1967. The effect on the
balance sheet, at December 31, 1967 is:
Adjustment of assets:
.
Obsolescence of materials and supplies_____________________ $6,013,000
Impairment in value of properties _________________________ 125,859,313
Total _______________________________________________ _
131, 872, 313
Provisions for Liabilities:
Impairment in value of leased property ___________________ _
385,461
Cost to demolish obsolete properties ______________________ _ 26,236,211
Cost of recalled employees _______________________________ _ 116,928,000
--~--

Liabilities incurred upon mergeL __________________________ 143,549,672
Total costs and losses incurred upon merger _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 275, 421, 985

In 1968 and 1969, charges of $17,225,000 and $7,216,000, respectively, were made to the provisions other than those for recalled
employees. The charges to the merger loss provisions relating to
recall of surplus furloughed employees totaled $22,459,000 and
$15,250,000 for the 2 years, respectively.
There has been concern as to the propriety of creating a large
«reserve for future losses" by means of an extraordinary charge to
income. There are som.e circumstances where the creation of such a
reserve is proper accounting and in this case there seems to be justi.fication for its establishment. Under such conditions, the critical
,,, While shareholders equity was still $67 million at the end of 1969, there is no indication that this /ignre
had any meaningfnl relationship to liquidating valne. Indeed the fignre had been declining from year to
jear, and was down from nearly $100 million at the time wuen P R R acquired control in 1963.
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.problemis to make sure that all charges against an appropriately
established reserve are reasonable and. proper,
..
Background.-A merger protective agreement dated January 1,
1964, entered into between the two railroads and the labor unions
provided that, if the merger ultimately became effective, no one
employed during the period from January 1, 1964, to the effective
date of the merger would be terminated after January 1, 1964. A
subsequent termination did not have to be merger related for the
agreement to a p p l y . ·
There were two separate classes of employees who were expected to
be made surplus as a result of the merger. The first group numbered
about 7,800 and were to be made surplus as a result of consolidations,
coordinations, elimination of facilities, and so forth. It was made up of
employees who were working as of February 1, 1968, and were to be
subsequently made surplus. All wages relating to such 7,800 employees
were to be charged to current operations-none charged to the
liability reserve. The second group consisted of approximately 5,600
employees, furloughed prior to the merger, but who, due to the merger
protective agreement, had to be recalled to service upon consummation
of the. merger and had to be employed and/or paid thereafter until
they left through natural attrition. It was the railroads' position that
the costs associated with the recall from furlough to idle or nonproductive work of, these 5,600 employees was solely related to the
merger.
!
.
. The $116,928,000 liability reserve established was to provide only
for wages to be paid to these surplus furloughed employees and only if
they were involved in idle-time or nonproductive assignments. It
should be noted that this group of employees was not made surplus by
any projects conducted after the merger but were already surflus prior
to the consummation of the merger; the obligation to recal them to
service came about solely as a result of the merger protective agreement and not fro'11. anything cOIUlected with the physical operation
or consolidation of the merged railroads. In other words, if the merger
would not have been consummated, the railroads would have had no
obligation to recall such furloughed employees.
Application to the ICC for Approval of the Charging oj Separation
Cost oj Mail and Baggage Handlers.- In 1968, as a result of curtailment
of use of Penn Central's services by the U.S. Post Office Department,
Penn Central incurred a cost of $4,672,000 in separation payments to
mail and baggage handlers made surplus by that curtailment. By
letter to the ICC dated January 23, 1969, Penn Central argued that
such costs should be charged to the "merger reserve" instead of being
reflected as an operating expense for the year ended December 31,
1968. The primary reasons given in the letter were that such costs were
directly the result of the labor agreements incident to merger/0 6 they
were unproductive of merger savings, and " ... the reserve was adequate to provide for these charges since a number of employees entitled to reemployment upon merger and for whom reserve provision
was made failed at their own volition t.o appear on the rolls of the
company." Penn Central did not explain why such costs did not more
closely resemble the type relating to the expected "protection" payments to the 7,800 employees referred to above than they did to those
"" The separation payments were a way of "buying-out" of the guarantees established under the Merger
Protective Agreement.
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which had been provided for in the merger reserve. Hill, who was instrumental in obtaining the necessary ICC approval, claimed that the
separation of mail and baggage handlers had been delayed as a result
of a fire in the related facilities and that otherwise they would have
been separated prior to the merger. However, when asked to provide
.documentary evidence of this, he furnished two memoranda, one pre.pared in December 1968 which does not refer to a fire, and one in
,January 1969, which makes only incidental reference to a fire.
The December 1968 memorandum, which was prepared by Hill,
does, however, clearly indicate that in the absence of other authority,
the severance costs would have to be recorded as charges against
income in the year 1968. The memorandum further states that while
it would appear likely that the ICC would grant authority for such a
charge, it was unlikely that Peat, Marwick would accept it:
"The principal reason for rejection by independent accountants is that the
costs arise as a result of decline in business under an agreement which the company
was willing to adopt as a price for doing business on a merged basis. Under such
circumstances, independent accountants would conclude the costs are expenses
of the period and therefore chargeable against income without regard to any
prior period provision of reserves."

Indeed, it is clear that in the railroad industry, contracts giving
extensive protection to labor and entered into to "buy" the cooperation of labor are by no means unique to the merger situation, and
related costs are typically considered as operating expenses.
The period in mid and late January was one of substantial activity
by a Penn Central management bent on avoiding this charge against
operations. On January 22, 1969, Hill and Tucker (a Penn Central
vice president who had a short time earlier served as ICC Chairman)
met with :l\1rs. Brown, the current ICC Chairman, and Commissioner
Bush to discuss the propriety of the charge. About a week earlier
Saunders had met with Walter Hanson, senior partner of Peat,
Marwick for what he described as a general get-acquainted meeting.
In a memorandum dated January 21, 1969, Cole advised Saunders
that Hill had that day spent a considerable length of time with Peat,
Marwick and that" ... they didn't understand that Mr. Hanson had
changed his position about the propriety of including mail handlers'
separation pay." The following short memorandum, prepared by
Cole, was given to Hill on the moming of January 22, 1969, the day
of his meeting with the ICC:
Your interpretation of the Saunders-Hanson conversation about separation
pay for mail handlers is correct. That is to say, PMM will not take exception to
the charging of this expense to the Reserve if the ICC will approve that accounting.

By letter dated January 23, 1969, Peat, Marwick expressed its
opinion to Penn Central that the $4,672,000 " ... costs would not
<::onstitute an appropriate charge against the reserve." However,
Peat, Manviek .then went on to state the following (emphasis added) :
We understand that you intend to petition the Interstate Commerce Commission to review the facts concerning the separation of the mail and baggage handlers
and to rule on the question of whether such separations are, in fact, merger-related. We have reviewed the letter addressed to the Commission by Mr. Saunders.
Under the circumstance, if the Commission in its judgment deems the separations to be
merge7'-related and the costs incident thereto chargeable against the reserve, we would
no longer have a basis for objection to a charge against the M e"ger Reserve for this
purpose.
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Henry Quinn, the writer of the January 23, 1969, Peat, lVlarwick
letter, testified that he may have been expressing his own personal
opinion in such letter. He explained by saying that the Peat, Marwick
staff bad discussed the matter and several felt that the $4,672,000 was
an appropriate charge to the "merger reserve." He stated further tbat
his opinion \vas not whether the charge was in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles but was whether the charge was
in accordance with the criteria initially approved by the ICC. AccOT.dingly, it was Peat, Marwick's position that if the ICC said that
the $4,672,000 charge was appropriate then Peat, Marwick would not
object.
By letter dated January 29, 1969, the ICC notified Penn Central of
its decision:
This will advise that a majority of Division 2 107 in conference today voted to
grant the l'Oltter request filed January 23, 1969, for authority to charge an amount
of $4,672,000 expended during 1968 in connection with separation of mail and
baggage handlers against the "merger reserve" established in 1967.

It should be noted that the ICC's letter did not address itself to the
question of wbether the cbarge met the criteria originally established;
instead, it merely gave permission to charge the reserve. The decision
was made by Division 2 without the benefit of a written Bureau of
Accounts analysis and recommendation.
Conclusion.-With respect to the special charge relating to the
termination of· mail and baggage handlers, the facts mq)ressed in
Saunders' January 23, 1969 letter to the ICC clearly disclose that the
$4,672,000 charge did not relate to recalled surplus furloughed employees or appropriate substitutes. Such letter clearly indicates that
the $4,672,000 charge related to a curtailment of services after merger
and that such curtailment was not merger related. The additional facts
available to the staff clearly indicate that the curtailment was a nonmerger related reduction in the demand for the railroad's services by
the Post Office Department. The, accounting rationale for setting up
the original $116,928,000 liability for the recall of surplus furloughed
employees was that solely as a result of the effectiveness of the merger
a liability had been created and the combined railroads had therefore
suffered an expense (loss), unrelated to future operations, that had to
be recognized. This accounting rationale does not apply to the facts
leading to the $4,672,000 in payments. The operative fact leading to
such payments was the curtailment of services, not the mere fact of
tbe effectiveness of the merger. The liability, and hence the eh-pense,
did not exist as of December 31, 1967 nor February 1, 1968. Nor was
there a known contingent liability as of such dates.
The $4,672,000 in separation payments incurred during 1968 as a
result of the curtailment in services of mail and baggage bandlers
appears not to come within tbe letter or intent of the original "merger
reserve" criteria. Accordingly, even though the ICC allowed it for
ICC reporting purposes, such amount should have been reflected as a
period expense during the year ended December 31, 1968 in Penn
Central's annual report to shareholders .
•07 Division 2 is the three Commissioner panel responsible for hearing appeals in ICC accounting matters,
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ACCOUNTING-EXECUnVE JE'l' AVIATION

BackgrOl6nd.-In 1965, as part of its diversification program, PRR,
through a wholly owned subsidiary, American Contract Corp.,
acquired 655,960 shares of class B nonvoting common stock of Executive Jet Aviation, Inc. (EJA) at a cost of $327,980 representing a
58-percent interest in the company's combined class A and class B
shares outstanding. American Contract's largest investment in EJA,
however, was in the form of loans and advances. Between 1964 and
1969, loans totaling $21 million 108 were made by American Contract
with funds provided to it initially by PRR, and later by Pennco.
EJA had been formed in 1964 as an air taxi operation, to furnish
air transportation when and as needed to executives at a fixed rate
per mile under a minimum usage contract. PRR looked upon its
investment primarily as a way of entering the air transport and air
cargo fields. In August 1966, EJA negotiated for the acquisition of
Johnson Flying Service, Inc., whose principal asset was a permanent
certificate as a supplemental air carrier, which it had received from
the Civil Aeronautics Board. Shortly thereafter, EJA committed
itself to purchase four large jet aircraft at a total cost of $26 million.
However, unless and until EJA received the required CAB approval
for acquisition of Johnson Flying Service, EJA had no use for the
aircraft since it lacked the authority to operate them.
In late 1966 EJA applied to the CAB for [tpprovul of its acquisition
of Johnson Flying Service. After a lengthy hearing before a CAB trial
examiner a decision to approve of EJA's acquisition was made, with
the condition that PRR divest itself of control of EJA within 6 months.
The divesture was ordered because the examiner found that PRR was
in control of EJ A in violation of the provisions of the Federal Avia tion
Act, which requires CAB approval before any surface carrier can
acquire control of an air carrier. 109 The CAB adopted the examiner's
decision, with certain limited exceptions, in June 1967.
Subsequently, PRR and EJA prepared and submitted for approval
to the CAB a financing and divesture plan. In this connection, a
preliminary registration statement was filed with the SEC, covering
certain aspects of the proposed financing.1!O On December 22, 1967,
the CAB held that the plan, which contemplated considerable continuing investments in EJA by PRR, did not meet the requirements
the CAB had established. It indicated that complete liquidation of
PRR's investment was required.
Meanwhile, the PRR was quietly continuing to advance moneys
to EJA. And EJA itself was still thinking in terms of expansion. In
the last half of 1967, it embarked on a "world operating rights"
program designed to acquire controlling interests in various foreign
supplemental air carriers. At the same time, Penn Central was also
purportedly trying to find a buyer for its interest in EJA, although its
desire to retain some sort of "buy-back" rights was making this more
difficult. In mid-1968 U.S. Steel Corp. and Burlington Industries Inc.
,os The advances were as follows:
Through 1066 ....... __________________________ . _. _______________ .. _. ___ . _.. ______ • ___ . ____ $13,864,877
1967 _________________________________________________________________ ._ ______________ ___ ___
1968 ____________ . __________________________________________________________________________ .
1969 _____________________________________________________________________________ . _____ . ___

2,441, ()()(}
2,714,000
2,000,000

TotaL __________________________________________________ .. _________________ . ________ 21,019,877
'" PRR had been aware of this problem earlier and taken steps to obscure its effective control.
"' This-was later withdrawn.
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entered into a memorandum of understanding whereby they would
purchase Penn Central's equity and debt interest in EJA, subject to
EJA's receiving CAB approval to acquire Johnson Flying Service. l l l
However, Burlington ,·,,-ithdrew from the agreement in December 1968
and U.S. Steel followed. Other attempts by Penn Central to dispose
of its interest in EJA proved unsuccessful.
In late 1968 the CAB hearings resumed to consider the steps being
taken toward divestiture. EJA's surreptitious foreign air carrier
acquisitions and the continuing control being exercised by Penn
Central were brought to the attention of the Board by other supplemental air carriers. After the CAB began to inquire into its overseas
activities, EJA, in January 1969, withdrew its application for permission to acquire Johnson Flying Service and filed a request that the
proceeding be terminated. On June 4, 1969, the CAB instituted proceedings to determine whether EJA and Penn Central had violated
provisions of the Federal Aviation Act. Subsequently, in October,
the CAB issued a cease-and-desist order, to which Penn Central and
EJA consented. In addition to levying substantial fines against both,
the order directed EJA to divest itself of control of foreig9- air carriers
and Penn Central to divest itself of control of EJA.ll2
EJA's Operating and Financial Oondition .....:....Since starting its
operations in 1965, EJA sustained continuing losses in its domestic 113
and foreign 114 operations. At the same time that these losses were
draining the financial resources, substantial amounts of capital were
required to meet the demands of the company's expansion program.
With the assistance of senior financial officers of Penn Centru.l, arrangements were made for outside financing, but this could be obtained
only under terms requiring that the loans be secured by aircraft
and that Perni Centml agree to subordinate its interests in the assets
of EJA. This meant a reduced security position for American Contract.
In addition, Penn Central, despite its own difficult financialsituation, was forced to agree to deferral of interest and debt payments
from EJA as they became due. And by the end of 1967, the financial
condition of EJA's foreign subsidiaries was so bad that in order to
meet minimum capital requirements under Swiss law, EJA had to
subordinate its interest in these subsidiaries to that of all other
credi tors.ll5
Early in 1969 Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, EJA's auditors,
informed their foreign correspondent, who audited EJA's foreign
subsidiaries, that the subordination agreement might be open to
attack in view of the parent's financial condition. Penn Central
was informed that, because of this, before the foreign auditors would
sign the auditors' report, they were insisting on a statement "that
during the year 1969 the danger of EJA going into liquidation does
not exist" or "that EJA Inc.'s parent [Penn Central] has agreed to
sub<;>rdination." The statement was to be signed either by EJA's
audItors or by Penn Central or someone with power of attorney to
sign for Penn Central.
The withdrawal of the application to acquire Johnson Flying
Service in early 1969 effectively meant the end of EJA's grandiose
III If EJA was successful, Penn Central would realize a small profit; if it were liquidated, it would incur
a small loss.
.
'" The· order directed Prnn Central to place all debt and equity interests in EJA into an irrevocable
liquidating trust and to divp.st all of its interest no later than Mar. I, 19iO.
113 19651055, 5992,000; 196610.'5, $2,214,000; 1967 loss, $869,000; lfl68 10",. $3,830,000; 19691055, $4,101,000.

IIf 10ft" nrf'lfit. !:10

nnn· 10llR

In.c;.~

$747

orJl:

10n71n!;.~. ~~~::l.nno: Hlru;\ lns.",_ S4RQ.OOO:

196910ss. S265.000.
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plans and further meant that the company had substantial equipment which it could not operate. EJA was forced to search for purchasers for the large jet aircraft and nJlied equipment it had acquired.
The company was obviously in extremely serious difficulty, since
this would undoubtedly result in additional severe losses, on top
of the already unsatisfactory results. Indeed, because of this and
other matters, Lybrand wrote to O. F. Lassiter, EJA's chairman
in February 1969, outlining to him four major areas that would have
to be resolved before they could complete their audit for 1968. No
·audited financial statements were issued for 1968 or 1969 until after
Penn Central's bankruptcy. At that point the auditors disclaimed
an opinion on the statementsY6
In the summer of 1969, a former EJA officer, John Kunkel, filed
suit alleging mismanagement by EJA's president and naming Penn
Central, American Contract and Bevan, among others, as defendants.
-There appears to be considerable evidence that mismanagement and
corporate waste were indeed adding to EJA's substantial operating
losses. Even then, however, Penn Central did not insist on being
provided with audited financial statements for this company in
.which it had a major investment.
As indicated earlier, Bevan and other top Penn Central financial
officers had been instrumental in obtaining substantial loans for
EJA, through Penn Central's banking connections. The largest loan
was from FIrst National City Bank and by late 1969 their concern
at the situation in EJA was reflected in frequent conversations
between bank officers and Bevan and Jonathan O'Herron, vice
president-finance of Penn Central. One bank employee reported in an
internal bank memorandum dated March 6, 1970 that EJA was
"both insolvent and on the verge of bankruptcy" but that Penn
Central did not want to take a loss that quarter on the investment.
Internal Penn Central management concern during the same period
was evidenced in a memorandum to Saunders, dated l\1arch 8, 1970,
in which Cole reported:
But what about now? It should be clear by now that no one is willing to take
our position and Mr. Bevan apparently admitted to you last week the probability
of a luss in EJA some time this year in sug_gesting thc Wabash gains be used
as an offset. Indeed, if the rumors are true, EJA is not meeting its current fuel
bills, one of the big New York banks is calling a $2 million loan within the next
10 days and Lassiter has been diverting funds for some enterprise of his own.

In contrast, Bevan's stated position, as reflected in a "comfort
letter" addressed to Peat, Marwick concerning the necessity for a
writedown to be reflected in the 1969 statements, was as follows:
Pursuant to order of the Civil Aeronautics Board, we must dispose of our
investment in Executive Jet Aviation by March 1, 1971. Consequently we are
at this time carrying on negotiations with a number of interested parties with a
view of disposing of our holding just as soon as practicable. It is a complicated
situation and consequently negotiations as between interested parties vary widely.
We ·anticipate that our holding will be disposed of in the relatively near future
but only at that time will it be possible to evaluate intelligently the consideration
to be received for our investment. It is almost certain that we will receive various
types of securities in exchange for our stock.
.
". They stated that although the statements were prepared on a going-concern basis, continuing operations
were contingent on resolution of the following matters:
(I) Realization of assets and liquidation of liabilities connected with discontinued operntion3;
(2) Stopping of 10ss2S of foreign snbsidiaries;
(3) Preventing default actions available to creditors; and
(4) Stopping losses of domestic operations.
_.r.t_~!l_ht.~~ noted also that EJA had a reported capital dcficit of $13.400.000 as of the end of 1969 and
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This letter was dated MflTCh 12, 1970, a few days after the Cole
and First N ationn,l City Bank memoranda.
During the second quarter of 1970, American Contract finally
wrote down its investment in EJA by $16.2 million because of
impairment in value. This action was taken after the bankruptcy,.
when the public impact of such a writedown was minimal.
Conclusion.-It is obvious that American Contract's investment in
EJA was seriously impaired by the continued losses sustained since
its formation. The inability of EJA to obtain financing from any
independent source, the CAB's divestiture order, the withdraw!11 of the
offer of U.S. Steel and Burlington to purchase Penn Central's interest,
and the write-off by EJA of certain costs and equipment related to its
anticipated operations as a supplemental air carrier m!1de realization
by Penn Central of its EJA investment extremely unlikely and
reflected a permanent impairment in value. B!1sed on all available
evidence, it appears that the $16 million writedown recorded in mid1970 should have been recognized in 1968 and 1969.
EJA addendum: The $10 million Liechtenstein account
As part of our review of the Executive Jet Aviation matter, we also
inquired into the transfer of $10 million by the Penn Central Transportation Co. to a Liechtenstein Account.
We encountered great difficulty in exploring the facts in this area ..
The key witness, Joseph Rosenbaum, a Washington attorney, declined
to testify, asserting his rights under the fifth amendment. Other key
witnesses are out of our jurisdiction and we were unable to question
them or obtain records from them. Accordingly, the facts we have
were obtained from the company's avail!1ble documents and discussions
with various persons who either have direct knowledge of the transactions or who have questioned others and have second-hand.
knowledge. The facts we have learned indicate the need for additional.
inquiry.
1. THE COMPANY'S USE OF EUROPEAN FUNDS FOR THE FINANCING OF·
THE REHABILITA'l'ION OF EQUIPMENT

In eo,rly 1969, the company found it almost impossible to find
domestic sources of funds to be used for the rehabilitation of railroad
equipment. Joseph Rosenbaum, a Washington attorney in practice
with his brother, Francis Rosenbaum, had been involved in obtaining
financing and possible acquisitions for the company since early 1968.
The Rosenbaums had let it be known to the company's top management that they had foreign sources of available funds. One of these
sources was Fidel Goetz, a German financier. A number of transactions resulted from this relationship.
The first effected by the Rosenbaums involved the obtaining of
financing through a Rosenbaum family partnership, American
Investors Co., for the purchase and lease of automobile racks used by
the company in transporting automobiles. The second transaction involved
a $12 million equipment-reh!1bilitation loan fr::lm the Berliner Bank,
Berlin, Germany, in mid 1969. Thereafter in August of 1969, the
Rosenbaums again through the Berliner Bank arranged for another
equipment loan of some $10 million to be secured by a conditional sales
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agreement between the company and American Contract Co., a
wholly-owned subsidiary of the company. Funds were to be drawn
down as "groups" of the equipment were completed and a schedule
of equipment which had been rehabilitated was submitted to the lender.
2.

THE CLOSING OF THE LOAN AGREEMENT AND THE DISBURSEMENT OF
'l'HE $10 MILLION PROCEEDS

(a) The closing
Prior to the completion of the transactions the parties met in Bevan's
(rffice in Philadelphia, Pa. on September 11, 1969. In attendance were,
among others, David Bevan, William Gerstnecker and Robert Loder
from the company, Joseph Rosenbaum and his brother Francis
Rosenbaum, and John Young of the New York law firm of Cravath,
Swaine & 1\100re. It is not clear who the Rosenbaums represented in
these discussions.
During the morning the various documents were reviewed by the
parties, and corrections made. Right after lunch, there was a meeting
·of the officers of American Contract Co. ("ACC"), the company's
subsidiary, at which time the contract and related documents were
ratified. One of the Rosenbaums then took the documents to Germanv
for the approval and signatures of the appropriate officials oftha
Berliner Bank. Among these documents was a letter signed by the
president of ACC addressed to an entity known as First Financial
'Trust ("FFT") a Liechtenstein trust. The letter advised FFT that it
(ACC) had directed the Berliner Bank to transfer the $10 million
proceeds of the loan to FFT's account. The letter instructed FFT to
'invest the funds for the benefit of Penn Central Transportation Co.
:and requested that the company be protected "insofar as possible
against the possibility of revaluation of the Deutsche mark."
First Financial Trust prior to September 15, 1969, was a Goetz
.entity known as Finimobil Anstalt which had been a dormant "Liech·tenstein trust." On September 15, 1969, its name "Tas changed to
First Financial Trust and Francis Rosenbaum and Joseph H. Rosenbaum were listed as the only individuals authorized to give instructions to the agents, Dr. Peter 1\1arxer and Adulf Goop. The first act
·of First Financial Trust was to open a bank account with the "Bank
in Liechtenstein."
(b) Tmnsfer of the proceeds to the First Financial Trust account
Although the Berliner Bank was directed to transfer the $10 million
·to FFT's account with the bank in Liechtenstein, the Berliner Bank
-refused to do so because neither the company nor ACC had an account
.at the Bank in Liechtenstein.
This prompted the company to issue amended instructions provid'jng for funds to be deposited with the Chemical Bank's correspondent
bank in Germany, the Allgemeine Bankgeselleschaft. At the same
time these instructions were given, the Chemical Bank's correspond·ent bank was directed to transfer the $10 million to FFT's account
with the Bank in Liechtenstein.
·(c) Transfer of $4 million of the loan proceeds to Fidel Goetz
In 1967, Fidel Goetz, a German financier, was introduced to the
top management of the company by Charles Hodge of Glore Forgan,
·Wm. R. Staats, Inc., who had also introduced Joseph Rosenbaum
:t.n t.hp. f'.mnnR.nv
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Goetz expressed an interest in loaning money to American companies
and investing funds in foreign airlines. Goetz was apparently aware
of the company's interest in EJA, and of EJA's plan to acquire interests in foreign air carriers .
. Goetz claims that during the latter part of 1967 and throughout
1968 he made various investments in foreign air carriers as a result
of which he maintains he sustained losses of over $4 million. It is
further claimed that the interests were acquired by Goetz to assist
EJA in its foreign air carrier program, and that Bevan had promised
that he would be held harmless from any loss sustained in connection
with these transactions. Bevan denies that he had any such arrangement with Goetz. Goetz claims that the moneys were due him as a
result of losses he sustained when the company was forced by the
CAB to curtail and divest itself of its overseas foreign air carrier
program of EJA.
.
David Bevan testified that the suggestion for transferring the
proceeds of the loan to the Goetz entity, FFT, originated with
Gerstnecker, his assistant. Gerstnecker testified that the suggestion
came from Joseph Rosenbaum, and that he advised Bevan of that
fact. Bevan imposed no objection to placing the funds with Goetz
because, according to what Bevan told Gerstnecker, Goetz had
attempted to raise financing for the company and had "been involved
in EJA matters."
On the same day, September 22, 1969, that the $10 million proceeds
were transferred from the company's account in the Chemical Bank
to FFT's account in the bank in Liechtenstein, $4 million was withdrawn, at the direction of the Rosenbaums, and deposited in an
account for Vileda Anstalt, a Goetz entity. Dr. Marxer, a Liechtenstein attorney, and his partner, Adulf Goop, who were agents for FFT
had been directed to so transfer the funds by the Rosenbaums who
had stated in writing to Dr. Marxer that Vileda Anstalt was owed
these moneys by the company. Dr. l\1arxer did not question this
statement as Francis Rosenbaum had been introduced by Goetz
as an attorney representing Penn Central Transportation Co.
Cd) The drawdown oj $6 millionjrom FFT by the company
The conditional sale agreement signed on September 12, 1969,
specified that the rehabilitated equipment was to be completed in
two groups, the first group involving some $6 million and the second
some $4 million.
When the first gToupwas completed on October 21, 1969, the $6
million became available for use to the company's subsidiary, ACC.
At or about that time Joseph Rosenbaum arranged to transfer that
amount to the company's account at the Chemical Bank.
3. THE COMPANY'S DELAY IN DRAWING DOWN THE $4 MILLION ON DEPOSIT
WITH FIRST FINANCIAL TRUST

Some time in late 1969, the rehabilitation of the second group of
equipment was completed, and the company would have been entitled to draw down the remaining $4 million at that time. When
inquiry was made of Bevan by other company employees, Bevan
stated that it was not the right time to draw down the funds. It was
indicated that the funds were to remain in Europe so that Goetz
could
use them as .1.a _compensating
balance. These funds have never
1_ ___ . _____ .. _._ . .1 ' .
__
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4. OTHER COMPANY FUNDS DIVERTED TO GOETZ BY THE ROSENBAUMS

This was not the first time that the Rosenbaums were instrumental
in directing the company's funds to the use of Mr. Goetz. In May of
1968, the Rosenbaums received $1,125,000 from- the company as a
"security deposit" which was to be "front money" to enable the
Rosenbaums to develop "fresh" sources from which the company
could borrow funds. But, in fact, these funds were transf~rred to
Goetz' account, Finance Aktiegesellchaft, in the bank in Liechtenstein. These funds were returned to the company on August 6, 1968.
On August 28, 1968, the Rosenbaums were instrumental in transferring $675,000 to an account, Agencier Industrial Corp., in the bank
in Liechtenstein. The funds were not returned to the company until
July 21, 1969.
.
THE ROLE OF 'l'HE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR

The discussion of the accounting principles followed by Penn Central inevitably raises questions in regard to the role of Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co., the corporation's independent public accountants.
In the various individual accounting controversies discussed above, it
appears that a variety of justifications were presented to the auditors
supporting the accounting methods followed. The validity of a num-·
bel' of these justifications seems doubtful, and the depth of investigation by the auditors of company assertions was perhaps less than
might have been expected under the circumstances.
The pl'oblem of distinguishing form from substance is asignifieant
and difficult one, yet successful discrimination is essential if financial
statements are to be meaningful to investors and creditors. Anumber
of the specific problems above are of this nature. Independent auditors bear a heavy burden of public responsibility in reviewing transactions wi th such a distinction in mind. It is not clear that the auditors
in this case gave sufficient consideration to the reality behind the
various transactions.
,
In addition to the analysis of various individual transactions, the
overall impression left by the financial statements is part of the
responsibility of the public accountants. Statements cannot simply
be the accumulation of data relating to individual transactions viewed
in isolation. Questions can be raised as to whether a reasonable and
dispassionate appraisal of the totality of Penn Central's operations
could lead to the conclusion that the company was profitable in the
year 1969. It is not apparent that such an appraisal of the total
impression created was fully considered by the auditors.
EXHIBIT IB-I-DIARY OF DAVID C. BEVAN

For a variety of reasons, I have decided it is advisable to keep a
diary regarding certain things.
1. About a month ago, at a Budget Meeting S. T. S. stated he thought
we should deliberately underestimate our per diem charges until
snch time as we received a rate increase in order to help out in the
income account. I ignored this statement and changed the subject to
another area. After the meeting Tom Schaekel came up to me very
much disturbed and shocked and asked me if S. T. S. meant this since
I had specifically instructed him after we got out of some trouble when
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the per diem was handled in the Operating Department that under no
circumstances was there ever to be any juggling in this account. I
told Schaekel to ignore the entire thing and proceed in accordance
with instructions and accrue per diem as accurately as possible regardless of anyone and I would stand back of him.
2. The same afternoon S. T. S. advised me that he had a talk with
Bill Johnson of the TIlinois Central and they might be interested in
purchasing our interest in the Willet Co. and he wanted to push this
sale through to get profit involved before end of quarter, if humanly
possible. He said if this did not work out could we arrange a wash
sale to get the profit anyway. I told him this was not possible but I
would do everything I could to work out a sale if the Illinois Centro,l
was interested-it developed they were not.
August 22, 1967 .
1. Coming back this morning on the plane from New York, S. T. S.
was reviewing the very poor forecast of earnings for the third quarter.
After covering various expense items that might be involved, he
said that we had to find an additional $5 million of revenues. Although
he did not come out and say so since I have nothing to do with revenue
side of the picture, except from accounting, the implication was clear
that he expected me to get this out of clearing account regardless,
a matter in which he has expressed a great deal of interest.
2. I was informed by W. S. C. at home tonight that Basil Cole had
been down to see him on instructions of S. T. S. to find out if there was
any way we could avoid recording in the third-quarter accounting the
loss on sale of Manor Building in Pittsburgh. W. S. C. replied in the
negative.
Wednesday, A'ugust 23,1967
Wednesday night, before dinner, at Seaview S. T. S. came up to me
and said that he just wanted me to know that in his opinion the Financial Department was the best department in the Company and best
managed and he greatly valued the warm friendship existing between
us for many years.
Friday, August 25, 1967
Just before lunch today, Fred Sass said he had to see me immediately
after lunch on an urgent matter. It develops that on Wednesday morning, before we left for Seaview, S. T. S. called him in and told him we
had to find $5 million of additional revenues in the third quarter.
I asked Sass what that had to do with him since he has nothing to do
with accounting but merely participates in forecasting. He saicfit was
not clear to him. He did not have a chance to ask any questions fiS
S. T. S. was talking at him but there seemed to be an implied suggestion that if revenues were not there we should mortgage our future
and put $5 million in anyw·ay.
I told Sass this was not very logical since he had nothing to do with
accounting but he could review our present forecasts all he wanted to,
but under no circumstances was he to come up with a revenue forecast
on any other basis than the best combined judgment of the forecasting
committee.
.
Wednesday, August 30, 1967
This morning at our Budget Meeting I advised S. T. S. that we had
;ll":t.
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is an indicated deficit in the inventory of $4 million, that we still had
to take inventory at Altoona and this would probably be on the plus
side but not by any substantial amount. I went on to say that this
deficit meant that our inventories were currently ovel'stated by $4
million antI that our operating expenses for the year to date were
understated by $4 million through fH,ilure to charge out the missing
ilwentory and, therefore, our profit picture was $4 million worse than
so far reported. This would have to be absorbed before the end of the
yeH,l'.
.
S. T. S. replied that ,ye certainly could not afford to have a charge
of this magnitude made t),gainst income and he advised D. E. S. to
look into the situation immediately. I have no idea what he can produce other than if the figures mentioned should contain some error or
errors. However, in view of the fact I was not sure whether the figures
were finn or preliminary, I did not press the matter nor did D. E. S.
ask whn,t he was to look into.
IJater both our Treasurer and Comptroller came to me disturbed by
the implica.tions involved and said that we just had to charge this out
this year with which I agreed.
lJ1.onclay, November 6, 1967
This morning we had quite a difficult budget meeting. Included in
charges against the fourth quarter earnings we indicated a $3 million
deficit for inventory shortages and an increase in the requirements for
in:iuries t.o persons and loss and damaO"es of $2.1 million.
For some months we have lmmvn of both of these and S. T. S. has
been consistently ad vised these charges would have to be made. In
eHch instance he has requested they be put off until the fourth quarter
when earnings will be better and we will have the rate increase.
This morning he strenuously objected to what he termed loading
e\'erything against the fourth quarter. He sl1id some people did not
seem to realize we were going to merge with the New York Central
and wbether or not we were underaccrued by several millions of dollars
at that time would never be known and would make no difference.
I explained as far as inventory deficit was concerned this shortage
basically represented I1n understatement of earnings and had to be
t.aken care of this year.
He then jumped on increased requirements for injuries to persons
and loss and damage. He stated these were estimates at best and there
m,s no reason to catch this up in the fourth quarter. I ell:plained that
\I·e closed our books at the end of the year and that we had to have
our reserves as proper as we knew how at that time. He then lost his
temper and said I and nobody else 'would decide what we are going to
charge in this connection. I remained silent and we moved on to other
.matters.
It is obvious there will be extreme pressure on everyone to cut these
charges as contained in the attached memorandum of November 3
just as far as possible since he insisted at the close of the meeting that
we had to have earnings in the fourth quarter of $13 million and $22
million for the year. We only had $7.5 million for the first 9 months;
it is not clear how we jump from the $20 million to the $22 million
but I raised no question.
.
S. T. S. also complained bitterly over the fact that profit on sale of
real estate in the third quarter on the UNJRR went to the UNJRR
"",.I on .. ],] "n~ hn ;"o] .. ,]n,.l ;" ~l-." n""n .. "~ nf p p p ;~~nU h ••• n"] •• ;,, ~J..n
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consolidated statement and at the same time the capital gains tax had
to be charged to PRR. He wanted to know who wrote the lease and
wanted to see a copy of it. It was explained to him the lease was made
over 100 yen,rs ago. He also said it was unfair the other stockholders
should get a windfall with PR R paying all the tax. It was ex-plained
to him that one factor in the annual rental pnid by the PRR is the
income tax of UNJRR ann that the tax is increased by gains and
decreased by losses and in our consolidated return we get all the
benefit of the gnins and that the other stockholders of the UNJRR
get no windfall since they are paid an agreed upon fixed rate of return
out of the rental.
.
1\1essrs. Cook and Relyea were out of town and·:Messrs. Charlie Hill
and Ed Hill substituted. Among those present were Sass, Funkhouser,
Smucker, Large, Chaffee, Cole, and Greenough.
Tuesday, Novembe1' 7,1967
This morning W. S. C. came in to see me since he had heard about
yesterday's budget meeting. He told me he would not be willing to sign
itny statements that. underaccrued personal injuries reserve and as a
matter of fact he said in all probability if we did not do this it would be
picked up by examiners of the ICC who are in at the present time. I
assured him I had no intention of asking him to do anything improper.
I did ask him point blank however that if I ever made a statement that
month after month we have been subject to improper and undo [sie]
influence with respect to accounting whether he would consider this a
correct statement and whether he would· confirm it. He replied very
positively in the affirmative.
Th16rsday, November 9, 1967'
Yesterday I had a very unusual call from S. T. S. just before he was
taking off for California.
He said that in his absence he did not want anv letters written about
the accounting questions he raised at the Budget IVleeting on Monday,
the 6th of November. I told him I did not understand what he meant
about letters as I did not know why or who would be writing letters
dealing w1th that subject. He then hesitated and said he really meant
memorandums back and forth between officers. I had only written the
attached to him but under the circumstances I said nothing about it
and will not send it.
He said he wanted to sit down with W. S. C. and me on questions he
raised which I said we would be glad to do. He went on to say we had to
do everything possible to improve fourth quarter earnings since he Wtts
afraid revenues were not going to hold up. I said I understood that
situation and shared his fears but the real problem was that the
operating people were failing to meet the budget, particuhrly in the
Western Region. He concurred in this and so.id he would talk to A. J. G.
The import of the whole conversation was tb!1t I had a feeling that
possibly Funkhouser, although this is pure speculation, had advised
him after the Budget meeting that his eomments at the meeting had put
him in a very untenable position and he was trying to prevent anything going on the record about it. I really think he had in mind the fact
. that the minutes might include some statemeut about it.
[c. 'Alay 1, 1968]
At the Budget Meeting on .April.22, 1~68, S. T. S. sugg~st~~ that
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Gront and l\IIcTiernan replied that we "could not hope to get away
with it. This reserve account will be closely audited by our own CPAs
ancl the ICC." S. T. S. tried to insist that all they could do in the last
mlalvsis would be to criticize us and this did not bother him. He
drop"ped the matter for the time being.
On April 30, S.T.S. and I flew to Pittsburgh together. On the way
out, S. T. S. said Mr. Perlman said I had been 100 percent cooperative
with him and Perlman was very pleased. On the WHy back S. T. S.
advised me he had talked to Dick Mellon, whom he stopped in to
see on the same trip, and told him I was doing n, fine job ip every way.

lvlonday, May 20,1968
I had a call from Charlie Hill advising me tha,t Tom lVleehan,
Director, Auditing, was very upset and would probably quit and that
he had a date at 10 a.m. with S. T. S. The news came as no surprise
ttS I previously had a nurnber of talks with him as he was very upset
by the fact that Walter Grant had made him report to the Budget
Manager, whereas before the merger he reported directly to W. S.
Cook and me. Also, he had been given various wnTl1 ings about not
being aggressive in his auditing plus a number of other things that
had a very bad cumulative effect on him.
As a result of these various con versations, prior to our board meeting
in April I had a long talk with S. T. S., explained the situation to him,
and told him if we were going to keep l\1eehan he would have to report
to someone at a higher level and I had never known any place where
the auditor reported at such a low level. This is particularly important
in Ollr case since Meehan has uncovered very substantial areas of
fraud. S. T. S. agreed with me and stated he would have it handled
through one or two of the Directors making a suggestion at board
meeting. I thought it would come up in April or May but it never
materialized .
. On Monday, after receiving a call from Hill, I got ahold of Meehan
and tried to calm him down. He said there had never been any problems as long as he had reported to W. S. Cook and me, but things
were unsatisfactory now and he had gone too far to reverse himself
and stay. He thought that by the way he had been deliberately undercut by his new superiors that he had lost his effectiveness and he
thought our Auditing Department was disintegrat.ing very rapidly.
Later in the day, Basil Cole on S. T. S. staff, advised me that S. T. S.
hftd been unable to persuade Meehan to st.ay but had remarked if
he had an opportunity to get int.o this earlier he was sure he could·
h!1ve persuaded him to stay.
Tuesday, May 21, 1.968-Budget Meeting
As usual S.T.S. complained about the per diem account and how
excessive it was. He then suggestecl that in order to improve earnings
that we deliberately underaccrue it. When told by Charlie Hill that
he thought it was probably already underace-rued, S. T. S. said that
that did not make any difference. I t had been underaccrued before
and it was not necessary to become a "Christian" all at once.
Wednesday, May 22,1968
Today, while W. R. G. and I were in New York, W. R. G. received
an urgent call from Verlancler stating that he had been instructed
by McCrone,
Treasurer
in New York, to cancela
Jease
that the
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volving some racks for piggyback cars. McCrone also said that he
should order some additional racks and pay for them in cash and not
finance. He said these instructions had come from Walter Grant. On
my n,dvice W. R. G. advised Verlander to take no action until he hn,d
an opportunity to investigate what was going on.
Thursday morning Walter Grant denied to W. R. G .. that he told
McCrone to have the lease canceled but still insisted that the racks
should be bought for cash by Dispatch Shops, a subsidiary of the
former N.Y.C. W. R. G. pointed out thn,t we had a very serious cash
situn,tion and that these racks were ideal for investment credit financing and that he thought one way or n,nother Dispn,tch Shops money
should be conserved.
Late Wednesday afternoon I hn,d a meeting with S. T. S. and informed him what had transpired np to that date re interference by
Grant. All he said in reply was work it out yourself.
.
:j:

*

*

*

*

Recently, when I received rumors that Bruce Relyea, Budget
:Mann,ger of the Pennsylvania before the merger n,nd now Assistant
Budget :rVbnager was planning to leave I called him in to talk to him
to see if I could persuade him to stay in any way. He advised me that
morale on the Pennsyl vania side was very bad in the accounting budget
area, that although he considered IVlcTiernn,n, Budget Manager, a
very bright person he thought he was not only lazy but only willing
to take the course of least resistance. He said lVlcTiernan was not
interested in developing true cost throughout the railroad but was
satisfied with something far less than what was potentially possible
and desirable. He though t he would be wasting his time in staying.
He also advised me that certain of the Regional Comptrollers, formerly
of the Pennsylvania, were looking for jobs because they thought we
were going to lapse into the former N. Y.C. bookkeeping approach
rather than a modern scientific acconnting approach that had prevailed on the Pennsylvania prior to the merger ..
EXHIBIT
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EXHIBIT 1B-3
PENN CENTRAL-QUARTERLY RESULTS (PUBLICLY REPORTED ORDINARY INCOME)
100liars in millions]
1968

1969

1st
2d
4th
2d
3d
1st
3d
quarter quarter Quarter quarter quarter Quarter quarter

4th
quarter

TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
Rail:Revenues ______________________________
$382.2 $392.1 $372. 1 $369.3 $406.0 $417.9 $398.4 $429.7
C·)sts _______________ . __________________ 397.1 388.9 388.6 397.6 420.3 431. 5 423.9 439.2
Fixed charges _________ . ______ . ___ . ___ ._ 22.9
24.1
25.7
26.1
34.1
35.5
27.7
30.6
Rail earnings _________________________ (27.8) (20.9) (42.2) (54.4) (42.0) (44.2) (53.6) (45.0)
Real estate:
Operatiiills. ____________ . _______________
Sales ___________ . _. _. _. _____ . __________

5.3
8.4

5.3
2.4

6.4
0.9

7.7
2.5

7.5
1.3

8.4
1.0

6.6
2.2

9.0
7.4

!leol estate earnings __ . __ .. __ ._. __ ._. __

13.7

7.7

7.3

10.2

8.8

9.4

8.8

16.4

10.9
2.0

7.6
3.9

7.9
7.3

11.0
6.0

14.8.
4.2

19.0
6.1

19.3
10.7

10.1
.5

Securities transactions ___________________

12.9
1.1
1.1

1l.5
2.6
1.2

15.2
14.6
1.3

17.0
(0.4)
25.0

19.0
1.1

.3

25.1
1.0
.5

30.0
1.6

10.6
1.8
.1

Financial earnings ___________ . _________

Financial:
From subsidiaries:
Dividends. _. _. ___ . _________________
Tax payments. ____ ___ ______________

Total _____ .. _.. _. _____ . __________
Other dividends-Interesl.. ______________

15.1

15.3

31.1

41.6

20.4

26.6

31.6

12.5

Nel company earriings ______ . ______________ ._
SUBSI DIARI ES NET CONTRI BUTtONS ________

1.0
12.4

2.1
21. 5

(3.8)
19. G

(H)

39.5

(12.8)
17.4

(8.2)
30.1

(19.2)
10.3

(16. I)
2.9

Consolidated earnings _________________

13.4

23.6

15.2

36.9

4.6

21. 9

(8.9)

(13.2)·

=-==-=-

SIGNIFICANT ITEMS
Transportation Company, rail:
NewHavenlosses ___ ._. ____ . _________ .__
6.5
4.9
6.4
4.5
(')
(,)
('> 4.5<,)
Passenger depreciation reversal. ______________ . ___ ._._ .. __ .. _____ . _. __________ . _. ___ ... ________ . _
New Haven capitalization _______________________ . _. _____ ._. _. __ . __ . __ . ___
4.8
5.5
5.7
6.0
Per diem time/mileage ___ . ___ . _______ . __________________ . _._. _. _. _. __ . _. _____ . ____ . _____ ._ .. ___ . _
6.5
1.9
3.1
1.4
(1.7)
.J
1.1
1.5
1.7
Norlheast corridor A/C 80 charges_. ________
.6
4.611.523.1
5.93.66.1
6.8
Mergerreservecharges _____ ._. __________
IBM programcapitalization __________ ._._ .. _______________________
2.2
.5
.7
.8
.6
Transportation Company, nonrail:
Sale:
Albany Stations, New Yorl,__ _________
3.5 ___ . _._._. _. _.. ___ . _. ________ . ___ . ___ . ____ . ________ . _. __
Dover station yard, Boston __________________ . ___ . ___________ ..... _.. __________ . _._. _._._ ____ _
4.0
SpeCial dividends:
Washington Terminal sale _______________ . _. ___ . _._. __ 13.5
(I. 8). ____ . _____ . _. _________________ _
N.Y.C. TransporL _________________________ . ___ ._._. ___ ._._.
I.G
6.0
6.0 _. __ .. __
2.5
Merchants Despatch Transport. ___________________ . _. _. _. ___ .
I. 5 _. ___ .. ______ ___
4.0 _. __ . _._
Despatch Shops ______________________ ._. ______ . ____________ . _. _. _____ . ____ . _
1. 0 _____ .. __ . ____ ._
Strick Holding __________________________ . _. __ . _. _._. ___ ._. ___ . _._. __ . __________ . _. __
5.6 _______ _
M"nor Real Estate _____________________ . _. ________________ . ___ . __ .... ______ . ___ __ ___
2.0 _. _____ _
Sale Madison Square Garden securities _____ . ___ . ________ . _____ . _. _ 21. 0 _. ___ . ____ . __________ . ___ . ___ . __
Profit-Companybondsreacquired_____
1.1
1.2
1.3
4.9
.3
.1
.1 _._. ___ _
Total Transportation Co. significant ilems_

13.6

13.8

34.1

54.7

17.6

18.0

25.8

32.6

Sub:;idiaries:

Great Southwest-Sale:
Bryant Ranch ____________ . ___________________ . _. _. _... ___ . __
9.8 __ . _. ____ . _._. _.. ___ . _____ . _. __ _
Allanla & Irvine Sck _________________ . ____________ ._. _. _. _. _.
6.7 ______ . ____ . ___ . _. _______ . _. ___ _
Six Flags Over Texas __________________ . _______ ._. _. _. ___ . _. _. _._. _. _. _._...
17.5 _. ___ . _____ . ___ _
P.L.E. Pennsylvania capilal slack taxrefund ______________ ._.
I. 0 ___ ._ .. _. ____________ . ______ . _. _____ . __ _
Manis Lke. Sup.-Pft. prop. liquid ________ . ______ . _._._ ___
I. 0 .. _. ____ . __________________________ . ___ _
Manor Real [state-PlI. Prop. sales _________ . __ ___
2.0 _____ . ___ ._. ______ . ________ . _. _______ . ______ . __ _
Pennsylva--ia Co.-Ga in on sale of N.&W.
inveslmen!.._______________________
2.4
2.3
2.4
12.6
5.9
5.2
8.1
3.6
Tolal subsidiaries' significanl ilems_ _ ___

2.4

Grand total Significanl items____________

16.0

4.3

4.4

29.1

==========
18.1
38.5
B. a

5.9

£2.7

8.-1

3.6

23.5

4U.7

33.9

36.2

Uole: Transportalion Company earnings also rellccl Subsidiaries ,significant items to the exlent received as dividends and
1al payment.
I lncJuded in above resulls.

I-C. FINANCES
CASH FLO'" VERSUS "EARNINGS"

The formal bankruptcy of the Penn Central finally occulTed in June
1970 after the company Ivas unable to obtain an immediate Government gUtLl'itDtee for 11 $225 million loan. The company had simply run
out, of c!1sh and ways of raising cash. To many reasonably informed
in vestors this terminal cash crisis carne as a surprise because Penn
Central's earnings, while becoming pl'ogressi vely worse, had not
seemed to indicate such u critic!11 cash shortage. 117 The results for the
transportation company only (the company containing the railroad)
were poorer thun the consolidated results, but they did not nppear to.
be terminally critical, particularly considering the size of the
companyY7 .
The reported earnings, however bad, did not reflect the truly disastrous performance of the company, particularly with respect to
the critical cash flows. The earnings were inflated by transactions
and accounting practices which produced reported earnings but little
or no cashYs Additionally, the earnings wero presented in a format
which tended to conceal the source and the trend of the lossesYo
While the moderately ad verse earnings figures were being presented
to the public, a cash drain of staggering proportions was occurring in
Penn Central. The following is a char·t of the cash Howat Penn Central,
including the railroad but excluding cash flows within individual
subsidiaries: 120
117

Fol' Penn Central's earnings sec following table:

Penn Central
consolidatecj
earnillgs 1

Januill'y-MarclL l!liO ___________________________________________ _

1DBD ___________________________________________________________ _
HIG8 ___________________________________________________________ _
1D67 ___________________________________________________________ _
196B ___________________________________________________________ _
1065 _ __________________________________________________________ _
1964 ___________________________________________________________ _

(SI7. 229, 000)
4,388.000
87.689.000
G8, 510. 000
147. 3!14, 000
121,872.000
SD, 45S, 000

Penn Centra\.
Transportatioll
Co. only'
(which includes
railroad)
($62, 700. 000)
(56,328.000)
(5,155,0001
0,085,000
S5. 156,000
72,422.000
-l!I, sao, 000

1 Excluding extraordinary items.
119 See Inconle Mall9.gelllent section of this report Cor furt.her cxplnnution.

'" Management has nrgued that accounting practices re'!uired for rcporting to the ICC mandated this presentation. Even if ICC accounting were rerluired for ICC regulation purposes, m"nagement was not prevented from supplying additional earnings information to the public.
120 These figures do not include expenditures for erluipm.nt which is custoIll~rily nl1lnccd hy conditioml
s'les agreements or equipm.nt tl"Ust certincates which require littl~. or n~ c",sh outlay b)' tho comp.my.
Under these fin3ncings, the lo,n; are directly securcd hy the equipment being acrluired.
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[I n millions of dollars\

Date

Month's end
cash balance

~rabr~~~rr9li_6~~ ~ ~:

::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::
April, 1968. ____ .... _. ___ . ____ . _______ .. __ . _.
MilY, 1968 ___ .. _. __________ •.. _. _. _. ___ . __ __
June, 1968_. __ ... _. _. __ ......... ___ ........ .
July, 1968_. __ ....... _.••..... _. ____ .... _.. _
August, 1968 .......... __ ._ ........ __ .... _. __
September, 1968 ___ .. _...•....... _.•...... __ .
Oclober, 1968 ...........•. _.• _... __ . ____ ... .
November, 1968 __ ....... ___ .......•.. _.... __
December, 1968 .. __ ...............•... _.... .
January, 1969. ______ ....•...... _..•... _. __ ..
February, 1969 ____ ......•.... ' _...•... __ ....
March, 1969_ ..•.. _. _.... _._ .......••...... _.
April, 1969 .... _... _.. ' _.•...... _._ ...... __ ..
May, 1969 ______ .. __ ....•........ _...... _.. .
June, 1969 .... _... _. ___ .•...................
July, 1969 ___ . __ ..... _.••........••...... __ .
Augusl,1969 .. _... _....•........ _. __ ..... _.
September, 1969 __ .......•...... '_"'" _.... .
October, 1969 ...... _........ ____ ......•.....•
November, 1969. __ ... _. _•• _.......•. _..... __
December, 1969_ ..... _..• ___ ......•.........

t,fJri~~r91j~.~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :
April,1970
......... __ .... _•....... __ .. .
May, 1970 ..... ____ ._ ...•...................
June, 1970 .. _.. _........•. _......... _...... _

42.4
31.9
30.3
30.4
43.7
28.0
42.0
39.9
38.4
47.3
46.3
26.1
35. I
55.3
29.6
86.5
47.2
44.3
38.4
39.6
36.2
39.7
58.7
28.9
36,8
31.9
45.4
65.5
37.4

Month's cash
deficit

Cumulative
cash flow'

Cumulative
debt repayment

(34.4)
(10.5)
(16.6)
(19.9)
(26.7)
(15.7)
(46.6)
(28.5)
(14.5)
(31. I)
(II. 0)
(20.2)
(13.0)
(26.9)
(28.6)
(43.1)
(39.3)
p7.9)
30.9)
(23.8)
(28.4)
(21. 5)
(14.0)
(45.8)
(17.3)
(22.2)
(26.7)
(.9)
(28.1)

(34.4)
(44.9)
(6\. 5)
(8\. 4)
(108. I)
(123.8)
(170.4)
(198.9)
(213.4)
(244.5)
(255.5)
(275.7)
(288.7)
(315.6)
(344.2)
(387.3)
(426.6)
(464.5)
(495.4)
(519.2)
(547.6)
(569.1)
(583.1)
(628.9)
(646.2)
(668.4)
(695.1)
(696.0)
(724.1)

7.8
14.6
19.4
22.7
25.0
28.5
31. 7
40. I
44.4
49.6
98.2
103.5
114. I
122.6
127.9
132.7
142.0
147.7
154.6
163.3
166.6
171.5
178.9
183.7
193.9
202.7
205.5
214.5
258.3

Cash drain met by borrowings; includes debt repayment.

The public was unaware of the magnitude of the cash drain. This
cash drain was particularly important information about the condition
of the eompany and the direction in which it was headed. The drain
cut through the optimistie statements and the inflated earnings
because it was a reality which could not be denied even by management. The cash drain also indicated at a very early date that Pmm
Central was a likely prospect for bankruptcy. Penn Central's ability
to borrow was very limited despite its huge corporate size. It could not
raise money through long-term debt because most of its property was
already encumbered by debt and Penn Central's poor earnings would
assure poor reception for long-term debt in the financial markets.
Penn Central could meet its cash drain only by short-term borrowing
or by a liquidation of assets and these two courses were restricted in
their own right. There were few assets that could be liquidated. The
real estate holdings in N e\\C York City, formerly owned by the Now
York Central, were heavily mortgaged and wOllld not produce much
cash upon sale. The other likely area for salable assets would be the
Pennsylvania company, but many of these assets were pledged, and
some, like Great Southwest Corp. and Maceo Corp., ,yere not ,,,hat
they appeared to be on the surfttee,
Faced with these problems ttnd the poor image that ,,"ould be
created by trying to liquidate, Penn Central decided to use some of
these assets indirectly by pledging them as collateral for short-term
loans. The short-term borrowing had severe limitations, however.
The money market was tight and interest rates were high even for a
large "blue chip" such as Penn Central. Then, too, the pledging of
assets in connection "'ith bOlTO\"ings, such as the revolving credit,
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quickly narrowed any futui'e po:s:sibility for financing while the use of
unseclued financing such as the commercial paper put out by the
Transportation Co. exposed the railroad to an immediate runoff if
ad \Terse information about the company became public. Penn Centrtll
very quickly painted itself into a corner from which there was no
escape short of a very dramatic and immediate reversal in the direction
of the railroad earnings. Indeed, such a reversal would be needed
simply to meet the interest charges. As described elsewhere, there
existed fundamental problems in the merger and in management's
ability which precluded such a reversal. The cash drain then, and not
the publicly reported earnings, foretold the destination of the merged
railroads.
SOME CAUSES OF THE CASH Loss
Given the apparent differences between stated losses in the financial
reports and the actual cash losses 0. question arises about where the
cash went. The following are some of the major areas of cash loss.
These descriptions are merely illustrative of some causes of the cash
drain and of the efforts of management to conceal the true magnitude
and extent of the losses.
OPERATIONS LOSSES

The principal cash drain was from the operations of the railrolld.
Losses had been experienced in the premerger period, After the merger
these losses turned abruptly worse. The deteriorating condition of t.he
railroad operations was masked because the financial results incl uded
income, much of it noncash income, from other sources. When t.he rail
losses are set apart, the deterioration of the rail operations is apparent:
(Loss) on j'ail operations

Janllaryto March 1970_($101,600,000) 1966 ________________ _
2, :359, 000
1969 ______ ~ __________ (193,21.5,000) 1965 ________________ _
(548, 000)
1968 _________________
000) 1964 ________________ _ (In, 636, 000)
1967_________________ (85,747,000)
(14~

36~

The causes and the course of the deterioration of the railroad are
described elsewhere in this report. It is sufficient to note here that
traffic volume decreased while costs soared, mainly because of enormous and eontinuing drains brought on by the chaot.ic operation of
the merged railroad.
It should be noted that most of the eash drain in railroad operations
,vas it. drn.in from the day-to-day operation of the railroad and not, as
mana.gement implied in its public statements, expenses associated with
improving the road's facilities. The growing cash outflow, therefore,
did not prineipally represent expenditures being incurred for the development of a better railroad in the future; it represented drains
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cnllsec1 by the poor operations of the railroad. In fact, while capitnJ
needs were very great in the postmerger period, the funds available
were limited and expenditures were fairly constant. 121
IVIttnagement also indic,.ted repeatedly that the railrou.d's poor
perfQrmance was caused by losses on passenger service. While losses
from passenger service were growing 122 and did contribute to the cash
drain, management cited the passenger lassos in ways which tended to
shift attention from the oyorall losses of the railroad to the losses
from passenger service. This accomplished two management goals.
First, it made the railroad's pl"Oblems H,ppear to be the fault. of the
Government and not the fault of management. Although the Government-mandated passenger service did cause losses, management was
able to deflect criticism away from its own ineptness, which was the
cause of most of Penn Central's losses. 123 The second effect of emphasizing passenger losses was to indicate that if and when the railroad
WitS relioved of that burden by the Government, investors could expect
the railroad to operate at a profit. On more than one occasion, managemont stated publicly that without the passenger service losses, the
railroad would be opern,ting in the black.i24 Such statements were
inaccurate.
'" Penn Centrnl Transportation Co. (includes PRR, Central, and N.Y., N.H. & Hartford) capital ex·
for road and equipment 1064-70.

[l~nditurcs

[Thousands of dollars]
1064

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

Road ......................... $26.158
Equipment (excluding amount
financed) ..................• 45,631
Equipment (financed) ........ 80,549

$37,769

$32,302

$36.720

$50,193

$65,507

$31,637

31,679
186,546

35,097
148,982

19,350
81,092

19,835
76,382

5,998
80,042

16,073
13,620

TotaL .................. 152,338

255,994

216,381

137,162

146,410

151,547

61,330

'" Passenger results, 1964-1970:
Solely related
1964:

New York Central. .....................................•...
Pennsylvania Railroad .................................... .
NewHav"n .•...............................•..............

1965:

NewYorkCentral. .........................•...............
Pennsylvania Railroad •.....................................
New Have-n _______________________________________________ _

1966:

New York Central. ........................................•
Pennsylvania Railroad .................................... .
New Haven ................................................ .

1967:

New York Cent.ral. ........................................ .
Pennsylvania Railroad .................................... .
Newliaven ...............................................•.

1968: .

.

Penn Central Transportation Co ........................... .
New Hann................................................ .

1969:

Penn Centml Transportation Co ........................... .
1970:
Pe,m Central Transportation Co ........................... .

Fully allocated

$7,887,396
(2,451,494)
11,820,339

($21.951,885)
(32.401.2i9)
(2~, 3:!8, 85~)

5.577,655
(11,761,570)
12,971,536

(16. 176,20i)
(41, 768,640)
(9, 855, 825)

4,965,956
(15,603, 156)
1~,332, 014

(16,023,304)
(45,381,349)
(8, 60S, 552)

(7. 110, 130)
(27,088,253)
13,153,531

(~7, 129, 186)
(58,227,416)
(10,281,467)

(44,806, 196)
11,603,908

(100,237.980)
(12,583,243)

(45,811,445)

(lO4, 764, 219)

(73,853,718)

(132,482.3f5)

III Indeed, when qnestioned by the staff, many of the directors stili cited the passenger losse~ ,,. the
prinCipal canse of Penn Central's financial difficulties. The directors, however, were unable to identify
the magnitnde of the losses or their relation to overall losses.
'" All example from Dec. 1, 1969, letter to shareholders explaining the cancellation of the dividend:
"In tbis same period [first 9 months of 1969], our railroad had a passenger deficit of $73,000,000 on the basis
of [ully allocated costs or approximately S4i ,000,000 in direct costs. But for this, the railroad would have been
ill the black." [The 1055 from rail operations exceeded $193,000,000 for all of 1969.]
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:rVlu.nn,gement used two devices to achieve its goltls in setting forth
passenger service losses. First, it tended t.o emphltsize the "fully
aUocn,ted" losses rltther than the lower "solely re1u.tecl" costs or the
"n,voidltble" costs. The full" allocated costs inClude costs shu.red with
freight service. :Many of these costs would continue even if passengor
service were abandonell. Solely related costs ltre the cost.s assigned
by acconnting to running tho passengerscrvice. Avoidable costs are
costs which would be avoided by the discontinuance of pl1ssenger
sel'viceY5 Wllen used in the context ofstwings that might be achieved
by relief from pa,ssenger service, the fully ltllocated figures con veyed
an inaccurate picture. The second device used by management was
to avoid comparing passenger losses with overall ru.ilroad operation
losses.1 2o Such a comparison would have shown that the direct losses
on passenger service were only a relatively minor portion of the OH\rall operations 10sses.127 These were losses which wonld still be incurred
even if Penn Central was relieved of all passenger service lUHl they
were losses largely related to mismn,nagemont nnd not. Governm('.nt
fiat.
DIVIDENDS

The Penn Central (;ontinued to pn,y dividends until the fOllrth
quarter of 1969.12S Prior to the abandonment of the dividend Penn
Central had been paying dividends of $.60 pet' share each qUfLL't.erY·)
Although the company had sufficient retn.inecl earnings from previous
periods (in excess of $500 million~ to support tt dividend undul n.pplicH,bl:l legal standards, the serious cash drain caused by t.he performance of the railroad was substantially u.ggmvn,ted by the p!1ymtmt.
of tho cash dividend:
'" Avoidable costs were only computed when 1'ell11 Central petitioned for abandonment of a passenget·

sC'l'viec.

'" S"e pp. 86 and 87 for loss figures.

nr·

12; The rise in passenger service losses themselves was probably caused in part by the s~unc prohlerns
ectin~ freight lossos.
126 For a description of the decision to abandon the dividend see the section of this report on the role of the

directors.
'" Dividend record of Penn Central and predecessors:
Penn Central
Year
IH58-6L ___ . ________ .. _
1962. __ . ____ .• __ .. ____ .
1963. _______ .. __ .• ____ .
196·1. __ . __ .. __ ._ .• ___ ._
1065._ .. __ .. __ .. _. __ .. _
1U56 ______ .. __ .. __ . __ ._
1967 ______ . _____ '._. __ •
1963 ____ . __ . __ .. _•. _.. _
196'J _____ .. ___ .. _. __ .. _

Rate

Annual
total'

PRR
Rate

NYC

Annual
total'

Rate

Anllual
totul'

$0.25 _. _____ . ___ ... __ .. ______ ... __ ._ .• _.. ________ .. __ .. ___ .. __ ._._. __
.25 ____ .. __ .. ___ . __ ... ____ ._._ .. __ .. __ ._. ____ . ______ .. ____ ._._. __ •.
.50 _.. __ .• __ ... __ .. ___ .. __ . _____ . ___ .. __ .. ____ . ___ ._._ ... __ .. _. __ ..
1. 25
$28,974
$1. 2"
$li,176
$1. 775
$1I,7HS
2.00
45,386
2.00
27,661
2.60
17,725
2.30
53,646
2.30
31,985
3.15
21.661
2.40
55,051
2.40
33,493
3. 12
21,558
2.40
55,400 _. _______ ... _______ . ___ .•. ___ .. _______ . __ .. ___ .. _.•.
2.40
43,396 _._. ______ .. ___ .. __ ._ . ___ .. __ .. __ .. ____ . ___ . ______ ._

, Annual totals in thousands of dollars.
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[Thousands of dollars)
Gonsolidated

earnings

1968 ______________________ _
1969 ______________________ _

(loss)' 2

Transportation
Go. earnings' 2

$87,789
4,388

($5, 155)
(56,328)

Loss from
Additional
railroad net borrowi ngs,
operations
cash loss

($142,367)
(193,215)

($172,200)
(273,000)

Gash dividend
paid

$55, 400
43, 396

1 Before extraordinary items.
'The reported earnings are not equivalent to cash earnings. Income maximization section of this report describes a
f1umber of transactions which resulted in reported earnings without producing cash.

Because there had been no inflows of cash to support the dividend
since some time before the merger, money had to be borrowed at the
high interest rates to make the payments. The increases in dividenJs
leading up to the merger were unwarranted, the continuation of the
high dividend rate after the merger was reckless. At a time when urgently needed road capital items were being denied to those responsible for the operation of the company, money was being borrowed at
high interest rates to pay dividends, including those paid to Saunders
and other officers.
The principal purpose of the continuat.ion of the dividend was the
desire to project an image of optimism ancl soundness. The image was
deceptive t.o investots, many of whom held this "blue chip" st.ock for
its long hist.ory of Jividend payments. The deception struck most
directly at those who invested in Penn Cent.ral for its dividends. These
invest.ors were suddenly faced wit.h no dividend at an and realization
that the company's condition was much worse than they hacl been led
to believe (with a commensurate dedine in the price of the stock),
INTEREST COSTS

Interest rates were rising in the post merger period. Of more importance than the rise in rates, however, was the tremendous increase
in borrowings needed to meet the cash drain. On a c()l1solidatecl basis
the interest on debt was as follows:
1905 ______________________________________________________ _

1066 ______________________________________________________ _ $80,723,000
1!167 ______________________________________________________ _ 86,229,000
l!i68 ______________________________________________________ _ 90,771,000
1060 ______________________________________________________ _ 102,206,000
137, 018, 000

The additional borrowing by the Penn Centra] from merger date
through the end of 1969 (after deducting debt repayment) was
$405 million. The in terest costs of these addi tional borrowings was
in excess of $40 million at an annual rate bv the end of 1969. 130 These
interest payments were, of course, cash payments. It can be said
[;hat the additional bOlTowings were the prime cause of the rise in
tJlC interest burden Juring the postmerger period, because the borrowings in this period were made at interest rates at or above the prime
I'Ute 131 while the interest burden on most of t.he existing long-term
debt was at fixed lower interest rat.es from earlier periods110 ThA company was required to kppp compensating halances of between 15 and 20 percent of funds bort'fJwell, thereby effpctiveJy inc.-rasing the int(,I'f.'::it rate.
'" Sonle illvestors may have hplieved that the short-tprm deht was being increased to avoid rolling ovpr
IOllg·t.:nn debt at t.he prevailing high int"rest rntes. In fact, most of the horrowing was being consumed h,operatiolls losses.
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CASH RELATIONSHIP OF PENN CENTRAL TO GHEAT SOUTHWEST, l\JACCO
AND EX:E:c.:U'l'IVI'J JET AVIATION

A principal exam.ple of the concealment of the real cash losses of the
company under the camouflage of reported earning8 is the performance
of Great Southwest Corp. (GCS) and :Macco. These subsidiaries
were the source of profitable diversification according to repeated
statements by management. Management also repeatedly stated
or implied that these companies supplied cash to the railroad. During
the years when the railroad was suffering a staggering decline, Great
Southwest and lVIucco were reporting the follov'ling soaring earnings. 132
H)()7 ___________________________________________________ ~ __ _ $ll, 40g, 000
1968_______________________________________________________ 3~ R61, 000
1969 _ _ ______ __ ___ ___ _____ ___ __ ____ __ ____ __ __ ____ _______ ____ 51, 543, 000

Although the earnings were rep~rted in Penn Central's consolidated
results, with a minor exception none of these earnings were received
by the company in cash.133 Adding further injury, the railroad actually
passed approximately $32 million in cash down to GSC (excluding
the initial investment) from 1966 through 1969. The flow stopped
during 196.9 apparently because the railroad had finally run out of
money itself.134
. Pennco, the railroad subsidiary whichowlled Great Southwest and
1\11acco, however, did pay dividends to the milroad.135 The funds for
these payments came chiefly from Pennco's holdings of Norfolk and
Western stock and Wabash stock and not from the real estate subsidiaries. This source of cttsh was being diminished however, as ,the
company sold off these holdings:
WABASH AND NORFOLK & WESTERN DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY PENNCO
[Thousands of dollars[

Wabash _____________________________ _
Norfolk & Western ___________________ _

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

$14,463
15,555

$12,327
15,188

$9,758
13,783

$8.970
12,783

$8,941
10,836

In general, mnnagement misrepresented the role of the real estate
subsidiaries, particularly as tocush contributions. The principal
casb contribution was from the long-standing investments such as
the Wabash and the Norfolk and West,ern dividends. The muchtouted diversification into real estate was unproductive. Only Buckeye
paid a significant di videnel and that eli vidend of $6 million a yenr was
,,, Before Federal and State inrome taxes. GSC paid no Federal taxes bec~use of the railroad's tax loss
shelter. Under a tax allocation a~reemcnt GSC W(\S ohligate.d to pay to the Transportation Co. 95 percent
of the Federal taxes which would have been paid without the tax shelter. GSC never paid the Transportation Co. any (·.n.sh under that ngrrement.
,,, GSC paid Pennco dividends of approximately $1,000,000 in HI68 and $2,900,000 in 10ml. However. during
that. time suhstantially p;reat.er amounts of cash· were bring passed down to GSC anri a total cosh debt exceeding $20,000,000 was "forgiven" in late 1969 through the acceptance of GSC stock. During this time GSC
was itself snfiering financing difficulties which made the payment of a dividend a Questionable practice (during late 1960 and early 1070 GSC borrowed over $40.000,000 in Swiss francs at high interest rates).
13' For de-tails of the relationship between Penn Ccntral and GSC, see section of this report on Great Southwest Corp.
I), Penneo dhidends to Transportation Co.:
1965 _____________________________________________________________________________________ $23,000,000
191;0____ ____ ___ __ ______ __ __ __ ___ __________ _____ __ ___ _____ ___ ___ __ _______ __ ____ ___ ______ __
W67 _____ ______________________________ • ______________________ .______ __________ _________ _
1968 __________________________________________________________ .___ ______ _____ ___ _________
1960_ ___ ___ ____ ____ _____________ ______ ____ _______ _____ ________ __ ___ __ ___ ____ ____ _______ __

24,000,000
25,600,000
24,000,000
24,000,000
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simply a' 6 percent return on the initial ill vestment of approximn,tdy
$100 million. From the other diversification subsiJiaries (Ai'vida,
Great Southwest and Maceo) no significan,t cash return on the ill vestinent wus received and, ill the case of :Macco and Great Southwest,
substantia.l cash advances were passed down after the initial investment. Worse than the poor performance of the diversification program
was the use of the program to pass infiuted earnings to the parent and
the associated touting of the "performance" of the subsidiaries and
the "value" of the holdings of the stock of these subsidiaries in
Pennco's portfolio.
Executive Jet Avifitiol1 is another example of a concealed cash
'drain that is more significant in its concealment than in the actual
amount lost. Penn Central lost over $31 million in cash from the
initial investment to the end of 1969. Thi,?_muy be only a relatively
small part of the overall corporate cash drain, but as with ,the real
estate subsidiary investments, the element of deception pmcticeLi by
management compounded the injury caused by the actual cash loss.
The initial investments were made to give Penn Central a foothold
in the air cargo business,136 This investment was made with the full
knowledge that Civil Aeronal1 tics Board rulings prohibited rail
cfuriers from owning air cargo operations. When the CAB discovered
the situation and ordered tli vestitUTe, Penn Central continued to
invest money in EJA, much of which was squandered by EJA management. 137 Finally, $10 million intended for equipment purchases was
diverted to Liechtenstein to cover up EJA's European activities. l3S
Penn Central management engaged in deception to keep the EJA
losses confidential, in part to avoid a formal bankruptcy of EJA '\Thich
would have affected Penn Central's financial statements. The deception was so diligent that even Paul Gorman, the president of Penn
Central, who had been charged with investigating EJA affairs, did
not realize the extent of the losses until after bankruptcy.
l\IANAGEMENT'S

V AN'l'AGE

POINT

(1) CASH SITUATION A'l' TIME OF MERGER (FEBRUARY 1968) .

Penn Central's cash crisis was well known to management. NIanagement knew, in fact, that the financial situation was perilous prior to
the merger, In 1968 the situation quickly became critical and by Hl69
the company was drawing on its last available credit. The crisis,
however, was concealed from investors. This and the next section
describe the declining fmancial condition of Penn Central and management's knowledge of that crisis.
Railroads traditionally have operated on narrow cash balances.
This situation had existed at both the Pennsylvania Railroad and the
N ew York Central Railroad prior to the merger in 1968. At the time
of the merger b0th rail1'0ads were cash short, with the Pennsylvania
Railroad being acutely short of cash. In an early memorandum of
November 10, 1966, to Bevan's immediate subordinate, William
Gerstnecker, John Shaffer, the Pennsylvania Railroad treasurer,
... Saunders fclt that air cargp service would do to rail freight what. air passenger service did to the rail p"ssenger business.,Whether Saunders was right or wrong on that point, he could not have done worse than in
selecting EJA as the countermeasure to the presumed threat.
.
Iii See further discussion at page 71.
13! See further discussion nt page 74.
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indicated that the cash loss for 1967 would be $50 million. He stated:
"this preliminary forecast definitely indicates that we will be in a cash
bind by the end of the first quarter of the next year and something
will have to be done to generate cash."
By 1967 the cash sitllution had further deteriorated. The situation
was complicated by the merger agreement with the New York Central
which had placed ["1 ceiling on additional borrowings. In It September 8,
1967 memorandum to Gerstnecker, Shaffer pointed out that net
working cash at the end of August was at least $57 million less than it
was at the end of August 1966, but that this figure could be viewed as
$88 million if a number of unusual transactions were included.
At the same time, Bevan was alerting Saunders to the deteriorating
state of affairs. In a memorandum to Saunders of September 8, 1967,
Bevan warned: "Because of our present extremely low cash position
it is imperative that we plan carefully for the balance of the year and
for 1968 * * *" The memorandum indicates that even after the
receipt of $18 million from the sale of N. & W. debentures "it is still
·estimated that the cash balance at the end of December will be only
$6 million compared with $40 and $45 million which is required for
operations and compensating balances in banks where we have
outstanding loans." The memorandum goes on t') discuss necessary
financings and the possible need to obtain New York Central pel'mission again to increase its debt limit under the merger agreement:
As a matter of fact, we cannot get through October and November of HlG7
when our cash is reduced by the end of those months to $1:3 million and $G million,
respectively. On top of this, ba~ed on present estimates and historical result~,
we are faced with a decline in cash between the end of this year and the end of the
flrst quarter of 19G8 of $2,:, million.
Under all the circumstances it is essential for us to raise as early as possible this
fall somewhere between $35 million and $.')0 million with the hope that this will
carry us through next year until at least the end of ;'VIay. We do not have any assets
of a substantial nature which can be liquidated to Hupply our ca"h needs and,
therefore, we must resort to the i~suance and sale of debt and our medium would
probably have to be an is~ue of debenture bonds by Pennsylvania company * * *
Unless we do the latter, we have no alternative but request the New York
Central to approve an increase in our debt limitation.

"

*

*

I have been postponing this inevitable conclusion with the hope that increased
rates and business would improve our position but our current and prospective
cash position leads me to the conclusion that we cannot delay any 19nger.

By early November the railroad was considering requesting un increase of $75 million in the elebt allowable under the merger agreement
with the New York Central. By mid-November of 1967, however,
when it became apparent that the mer~er might take place as early
as January 1, 1968, the Pennsylvania .Kailroad began rethinking its
financing needs since it would have to survive only until Junuary
under thee}"'-isting debt ceiling. The revised plans called for a "floater
debenture" on Norfolk & ·Western stock owned by Pennco to produce
over $8 million; a drawdown under a revolving credit agreement of
approximately $10 million; and a sale to banks of dividends from the
N. & W. stock expected to produce another $10 million after t.he beginning of 1968.
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(2) THE IMMEDIATE CRISIS (MID TO END 1968)

As described above, the cash situation of the merged railroad at
the time of merger was bleak. In the postmerger period chaotic operations and the resulting deterioration of service quickly put an addit,ional strain on the cash situation. The Penn Central, however, managed to paint an almost fiattering picture of its financial posture. In a
news release dated August 7, 1968, the Penn Central reported on the
sales of commercial paper and on its overall financing program. With
reference to the $100 million of commercial paper that had been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission on July 29, 1968, the
release st,ated :
"We have been informed b)" Goldman Sachs & Co., om commercial paper dealer,
t.hat the paper has been well received in the financial mmket," Mr. Bevan said. He
pointed out thaL the use of this method of financing is virtually new in the railroad
indllstry bill. it can provide great flexibility in meeting ~hoI't-term requirements.

The release went on to describe the issuance of commercial paper
as the first phase of a three-phase program designed to give Penn
Central "more modern methods of financing." The second phase was
to be $100 million in revolving credit to replace outstanding bank
loans. The third phase involved a long-term blanket mortgage which
was expected to become the major long-term debt vehicle for the Penn
Central:
"Substantial progress has been made on this work," lVIr. Bevan said. "When
this program is completed, we will have all the tools necessary with which to meet
both long- and "hort-term requirements, as eirellmstance8 dictate, with the greatest
possible fiexibility."

The picture painted in a memorandum from Bevan to Saunders on
.July 25, 1968, a couple of weeks earlier is starkly different from that
presented to the public. Bevan complained about the absence of an
income budget for 1968 and about a recent reduction in the revenue
forecast, both of which made planning difficult. He indicated, however,
that the situation had become "sufficiently critical" to have forced them
to make some estimates. The memorandum indicates that by the end
of the year: (1) the $100 million revolving credit would be exhausted;
(2) the $100 million in commercial paper would be exhausted; and
(3) there would be still a need for $125 million to $150 million of additional financing. 139
In an October 9, 1968, memorandum to Saunders & Perlman, labeled
"Personal and Confidentinl," Bevan reported on progress being made
to close the $150 million cash deficit projected for 1968. This included
n reduction of capital expenditures by $22 million and a proposed $50
rnillion Eurodollar loan. The total reduction was $98 million. Bevan
1:11 The lnemom.ndunl reads in part:
"In the absence 01 an income budget lor the year 1968, we have not been able to make a detailed rash
fiow estimate lor the year. However, with two recent major cuts in revenue lorecast aud the possibility
01" steel strike, the situation has become sufficiently critical so that we have lelt impelled to make the
best estimate possible under the circumstances.
"In connection with the revenue reductions, we are advised of a reduction of $15 million made by the
Revenue Forecast Committee on July 12 and all additional $4 million reduction on July 16. TillS difIlcult
3ituation has been further compounded by the not unexpected request lrom the New Haven for additional
S5 million on August 1 ••• We are preparing further more detailed estimates based on the information
presently available. but it now appears that at the end of this year we will have exhausted the $100 million
revolving credit and the $100 million commercial paper program and that we will still have a need for some"
where, depending on future circumstances, between 5125 million and $ltO millioll. TillS is without giving
further affect to what would be required in the event of a steel strike. When this is coupled "ith the fact
that we almost invariably lose cash for the first 8 months of the year, I believe it is necessary for us to take
all possible steps at this time to conserve cash and work toward a very minimum capital budget for 196<J."
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then made specific attacks on road capit~ll expenditures including
expenditures for yurd improvements. He stated:
The:·c are cert,nin other itelTls t,haL cannot delinitel:, he identified "pei~ificall~- as
yard expenditur'_!s, but it seems likely thaI'. during the b:.tlance of the! :,'(:;,r capit.::!
expl!nditures for ~':U'ds alune total aiJout $10 million. On the basis of tlw ~ke\.chy
incoJlle budget recently submitted for l!J(j() it would appl!ar that there i~ going til
be "ery litLlc ea,,;lt available except for commitments already made. It "oem!; higl-.ly
imprubable th:.Lt amOlll1ts slIch as $26 million for C()lumbus yard are going t.o he
available for some time to come. It therefore rai~es the question a.'3 to \':hether or
110t future expenditures of this t~'pe during til(! remainder of 19li8 are ju~tilied.
I strongly recommend that; t.iw yard program he revicwed at once and that the
babnce of the ullexpended money for this year aho be reviewed in an efTort. t"
bring our ca;;h in line at least up to Januar~- 2. From t.hat point 011 it is quite!
inevitable that we nre going to huve extremely seriou~ problern~ and that. every
effort must be made to ustabli~h a positive cash flow quickly as possible.

Despite the addition of the Eurodollar loans, the cash situation (lid
not sufficiently improve. The Treasurer's report on November 26,
1968, indicates that the projected cash loss for 1968 would be $273
million which would be met by $253 million in borrowings, including
$103 million in bank loans, $100 million in commercial paper and $50
million from the Eurodollur borrowing. The gap remaining was $20
million to which was added the need for $24 million additiona.l cash
in bank balances leaving additional cash required at $44 million
for 1968.
(3) THE CRISIS GROWS (END 1968-FALL 1969)

The following year did not promise any relief from the continuing
cash demands. A cash forecast dated January 23, 1969, to Bevan from
Schaffer indiclLted that the cash figures for 1969 would go from a
$46 million positiYe balance on December 31, 1968, to a deficit of
$104 million in December of 1969. SchlLffer concluded his presentation
of figures ",-ith the statement that "Although this forecast is very
tentative at this time, I believe it to be a good indication of the cash
problems facing us in 1969."
By February of 1969 it was clear that major increases in financing
would be necessary simply to keep the company afloat. A memorandum
from Schaffer to Bevan on February 25, 1969, indicated that the company was in a cramped financial position and that there were heavy
needs ahead. The memorandum indicated that the source and application of funds statement showed an anticipated source deficit of
$157 million for 1969.
By the latter part of 1968 and early 1969 it had become unmistakenly apparent to management that the financial problems were
extremely critical. It had been hoped that the merger would lessen
the cash drains which had been experienced on the PRR. Yet, in this
postmerger period, cash was actually flowing out at a much greater rate
and there appeared to be no prospect of a reversal. Financing means
were limited. The market for long-term rajlroad debt was bleak und
for Penn Central it was nonexistent. Short-term debt was limited by
the likelihood that lenders would discover the cash drain. There were
not many salable assets, or at least not many assets tha.t could be
sold without alarming lenders or shareholders. In lLddition, many of
the assets were covered by pledges, mortgages or other restrictions.
A particular problem at that time was the limit on bank borrowings
and the problems of the additional restrictions that such borrowings
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Question. lVere you involved in discussions 10 increase Ihe revolving credit 10 $.]00
million?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did yOlt belic~'e al that time it would be possible to borrow any additional
amounts [from] banks of the revolving [credit group] above the $300 millionr
Answer. I think the reverse. When I told lVir. Saunders of my reason for leaving.
I [told him] I would not take part in borrowing any more money than that. I
thought we had reached the limit of our credit.

Gerst-necker's concerllS were shared b,- Bevan. Bevan consulted
George Woods, formerly chairman of First Boston Corp. und, at that.
time, a recently retired President of the International Bank for Recollstruction and Development. From the testinnny of Gerstneckel':
Question. Did lUl". Bevan full?! perceive the inc/,eu8p.d uind the company was gel/inq
into in terms of l'tS borrowings; that is, you were coming to a finite limit, and also the
restriclions and burden of interest were becoming more and more complicali:r);'
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did he express feal's [to] you in discussion with you?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Was this [in] any particular contexl1 FOl' instance did you eve?' hat'e a SC8sion where you sat down and discussed this?
Answer. Yes; I had a session with George Woods, who is Chairm[tli. of tht~
World Bank, I guess, or ,\fonetary Fund or ~omething, and who had previously
been the head of First Boston. And :Mr. Bevan took me with him, after ",aying he
had gotten Mr. Saunders' approval to go talk with George Woods, and he told
George Woods of his concerns and wondered if he had any sugge"tion~ as t.o why
it might be-as to what might be done, and my under:;;tanding is, and my recullection is, aithough I'm not positive of it, that as a result oi that di~cw"iun
George Woods t.a.lked to lVIr. Saunders and indicat.ed to lVlr. Saunders that the
$300 million was the limit and should be the last bnlTowing that the company
could make unless the cash flow or the operatiun); Guuld be turned arf)und. BO

Knowledge of the financing prJblems at that time was nut. limited
to top management. From Gerstnecker's testimony:
Question. IT'us this a c011!ll!on open concern among people in the finance dcpartmcl1/
what the lim1't would be?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Was that ever discussed at the budget cOlllmittee meet'ings, [aI/ended by
operating officers as well as finance officers] particulal'ly in the context "lVe're coming
to some limit and we're getting blocked in by restrictions," a.nd things of that SOl·t!
Answer. I don't recall there was. There were discussions at the budget committee
where we would have before us one of Mr. Shaffer's forecast.s of cash loss in which
it would say "Here is another $40 million loss, and we can't put up with this, we
just can't lose a million dollars a day as we are doing," but there never wa.~ It
sophisticated type of discussion that I recall.

On February 10, 1969, Bevan and Gerstnecker met with Patrick
Bowditch 141 and another officer of First National City Bank to discuss
increasing the revolving credit from $100 million to $300 million. The
reasons given for the request for the additional loan were t.hat the
merger of the railroad was taking longer than anticipated und that
estimates indicated a cash loss during 1969 with earnings not expected until late 1969 at the earliest. Another reason was the difficulties in issuing the new blanket mortgage. Bowditch suggested that a
meeting of all banks be held in which Penn Central would indicate
detailed lists of debt maturities by year for the years 1969 through
II. Bevan first spote with Wooels en Jan. 7, 1969. Woods advised Bevan on efforts to increase the revolving
credit to $300 million. In M.y. Bevan fent 'hods an ullSolicited payment 01 $25,000. Woods continned in
an informal advisory capacity until the bankruptcy.
\11 A First National vice-president and the ollicer servicing the Penn Central commercial account.
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1975 along with other information. The information was never
supplied.
On February 28, 1969, William ]Vlapel, Bowditch's superior, 'Yrote a
memorandum describing his understanding with Bevan and Gerstnecker on the increase in the revol ving credit to $300 million. lVlapel
felt tha.t the loan was on sound footing. He noted in his memo.
With respect to the credit it-self it has been upgraded through a tighter amortization schedule, a negative pledge on railroad properties which presently have a
debt capacity of about $200 [mm] and a negative pledge with the right to secure at
our option outstandings through a pledge of Pennsylvania Company's stock. The
latter wa" volunteered to me by Bevan without the knowledge of Gerstuecker,
who told me Lo suggest this to Gerstnecker with the full knowledge that he would
approve it. It is very important, however, that the nature of this deal with Bevan
at no time be discussed with anyone else in the company. * * * I feel that we have
negotiated a very satisfactory deal with the company, and I have every confidence
that it will live up to its commitment on balances. Furthermore, it is their firm
intention to sell the blanket bond bsne as soon as possible, and at that time they
expect to UEe the proceeds to repay the banks.l'2

During this same period Bevan was negotiating for the issuance
of additional commercial paper. On March 19, 1969, the ICC authorized the issnance of an additional $50 million of commercial paper,
bringing the total to $150 million. This paper was quickly marketed.
~rhe Pe~1llsyl van.ia Co. was also h.ei~lg used d uring thi~ time as a financmg velucle. In July 1969, $35 Imlhon of Pellllsylvama Co. debentures
were privately placed a.nd an additional $40 million of Pennsylvania
Co. preferred stock was to have been issued. The latter financing was,
however, never effecteel.
A report prepared by the treasurer's office, dated, IV[ay 20, 1969,
showed an anticipated year-end cash deficit of $130 million which,
when measured against a cash balance of $46 million at the yearend
1968, indicated a cash deficit of $167 million for 1969. The treasurer's
report also indicated the llses of the first $100 million to be drn.wn
down under the $200-million increase in the revolving credit. This
included $35 million: for compensating balances, $25 million for
vouchers released and $30 million to payoff temporary loans from
banks, leaving a balance of working cash of $10 million. This, plus the
$35 million to be received from the Pennsylvania Co. wrmld provide
sufficient cash to the end of June. Additional cash would be needed to
meet debts occurring on the first day of July. The $100 million of
revohring credit was drawn down on May 27, 1969.
The cash situation contined to deteriorate. As of June 10, 1969, the
treasurer estimated that yearend cash balances would be only $37
million even after inclusion of the additional $100 million drawdowIl
under the revolving credit, the additional $50 million commercial paper, and the additional $35 million through Pennsylvania Co. preferred
stock. The railroad was reaching a final crisis in its financings. In u.
memorandum of June 20, 1969, to Gerstnecker, Schaffer indicated that
even drawing down an additional $50 million under the revolving
credit in August (bringing the total drawdowns to $250 million) and
raising $75 million through Pmllco borrowings, the company would
still end the year with a balance of only $37 million. Because of
required bank balances, this meant that an additional $63 million of
'" It should be noted that our investigation has uncovered no indication of any activity with relation
to the hlanket mortgage after some initial acti¥ity in the early fall of 1968. The market for such an issue
was poor, formidable legal and mechanical problems existed, and investors would not purchase such bonds
from a company with tho negative cash flow being experienced by Penn Central.
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borrowings would be needed by the end of the year. This program allowed for a strict road capit.al program not exceeding $50 million for
1969.
By this time it had become apparent that the additional financings
themsclves were producing serious cash burdens on the railroad. In
addition to the need to keep extcnsive compensating balances against
the bank loans as required by banking practice, the interest payments
were becoming large. With $250 million of revolving credit and $150
million of commercial paper and with the Pennsylvania Co. borrowingil, the interest costs were approaching a rate of $50 million a year.
In September of 1969 Bevan met with First National City Bank
officials to obtain their approval of an increase in commercial paper by
$50 million to a total of $200 million. Under the terms of the revolving credit agreement, the debt of the railroad outside of the revolving credit could not exceed $150 million which was the existing
amount of commercial paper. The railroad had drawn down an additional $25 million on the revolving credit on August 18, 1969, and was
drawing down an additional $25 million on September 3, 1969,
bringing the total to $250 million. Bevan pointed out that he could
draw down the last $50 million of the revolving credit and leave the
commercial paper at $150 million, but that he would prefer to obtain
the last $50 million by commercial paper. He agreed not to draw down
the last $50 million of reyolving credit until commercial paper had
been paid off in an amount equal to the final revolving credit drawdown. First National City Bank obtained the approval of other
banks for this change in the agreement. The effect was to decrease the
backup lines for the commercial paper while allowing Penn Central to
increase its borrowings. Prior to this time the $150 million of commercial ptlper had been backed by a $50 million bank line and the last
$50 million of the revolving credit, providing a 66% percent coverage.
'With the commercial paper increased to $200 million the backup was
reduced to only 50 percent. Prior to an attempt to get additional
security in early 1970, it. appears that the banks, through their agent
First N ai-ional City Bank, never seriously doubted the financial
ability of Penn Central to payoff its loans. They continued to rely on
the issuance of a blanket mortgage bond Hnd on the earnings of the
real estate subsidiaries in addition to a hoped-for turnabout in the
performance of the railrond.
On September 8, 1969, Saunders wrote to Bevan asking for a
program to meet capital needs for the next year and for the 2 years
thereafter. Bevan responded with a memorandum to Saunders on
September 10, 1969, in which he pointed out the continuing financing
strains from the operations of the railroad. In light of the cash situation, Bevan observed:
Therefore, in my judgment, extraordinary efforts must be made to preserve
every dollar possible. We will he coming up with additional suggc.;tiol1s in this
regard shortly, but I think an immediate stop must bc put on capitnl expcnditures. i43

*
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In vicw of the current cash situation, it secms to me that every project should
hc stopped immediately until each one can be analyzed individually to see whet.her
or not it is absolutely necessary that it be progressed at this time or done at all
this year.
.. '" It sb01;lld. b~ not,ed ~hat caIJital expenditures were not grea.tly larger tb~n they had been i,!1 the.I',e'
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I realize thltt there are problems illcicielit to Ju,;)ur and overhead involved ill
these projects but I think t.hat a very eomplr"tc anDJysis should be made
immediately ,,;0 1:.hat every po,;Hihlc cent. of cash will be ~av(!d and I iWl particularly
int.erested in what can he ~aved in the next. 30 davR. ""here we h::\.\'e outRide
contractors obviou~ly holding up the work or P(lo:tpol:iement (If the work is ea,;ier
than where Vie are doing it with our own lahnr.
I requested an intensi·ve program to reduce account.'S receivables but beca1lse of
the nature of the program I am not optimistic of a n1ateriitl gain this year, although
it could bear sOllle near-term results. I do think, however, that a very di·astic cut
in inventories should be instituted immediately even to the extent of selling in the
opcn market any exces~ items we lIlay have on hand.
~topping

Saunders responded on September 12, 1969, in a letter to Bevan in
which Saunders descrihed efforts he had made to convey Bevan's
requests:
\Vith regard to your letter of September 10, I enc1n~e a copy of [a] let.ter which
I have written to l'1'Ir. Perlman today with copy t.o Mr. Flannery. I have al~(J
talked with them personally about this and impressed upon them the neccssity of
immediate action.
1 have also talked with :Malcolm Richards with regard to curtailing at every
pos8ible point and making no further purcha!;cs, except where absolutely necessary,
until our situation improves.
At the budget meeting this morning, I a;;ked 1Vrr. O'IIcrron and Mr. Hill to
work with Peat, lVlarwick on a study of our billing and accounts receivahhe
situation to the end that recommendations can be brought forward for
improvement.

On October 29, 1969 the Penn Central receiYed ICC authority to
issue an additional $50 million of commercin.l paper, bringing the totul
to $200 million. At this point the company had effectively exhausted
a.llloans and all commereia.l paper possibilities. Most banks were at or
near their legal or practica.llending limits and were lookin!?; towards 11
paydown of these loans rahter th[lll increases. Goldman, Sachs, Penn
Central's commercial pn.per dealer, was alrendy indicating to management that it was diffieult to keep out the $200 million ~Lnd that any
adverse information might cause a run on the eommerical paper.
It was also in October of 1969 that Penn Central lep.rned that it
would not be possible to market Great Southwest stock (which would
have included a Pennsylvania Co. secondary offering). This offering
would have produced approximately $45 million for the Penn Central
complex. As indicated elsewhere in this report the idea of the Great
Southwest offering apparently originated with the Penn Cent.ral management. The cash needs of Great Southwest, however, were enormous
and pressing and Pennsylvania Co. was no longer capable of supplying
it with cash. The desperate financial activities in late 1969 and early
1970 by Grea.t Southwest are detailed elsewhere in this report, inclmling a last minute effort in 1969 to have the tlll'(~e principal officers of
Great Southwest purchase $40 million 'North of Great Southwest
stock as a substitute for sales to the public or to private investors.
(4) THE LAST EFFORTS (FALL 1969-JUNE 1970)

By October 1969 the prospects for improvement were bleak. A cash
estimate from the financial department on a receipts and disbursement.s basis dated October 9, 1969, indicated a cash deficit of $338
million for 1970. In November of 1969 Penn Central's commercial
paper dealer began becoming more concerned about the condition of
Penn CentraJ.144 The desperate condition of the railroad would first
144 "Fnr ~ ilpt.~ih.n t.rp~t.m"'11t.

("If

('ommp.Tf'!.i:l.1 nnnp.T salp..~ and the role of Goldman. Sachs. sec section III-A.
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affect commercil11 paper because there was a continuing need to resell
the short-term paper as it became due and because it was un unsecured
financing. Robert T. vVilson, the head of the Goldman, Sachs commercial pll,per department, spoke with Jonathan O'Herron, who had
replaced Gerstnecker, on K ovember 10, 1969, and indicated thitt aNew
York Times article which quoted Penn Central's counsel as having
told the ICC that the Penn Central is huying a rough time with the
merger could be harmful to the sale of commercial paper. Wilson suggested an additional $50 million of standby bank lines. On December
1, 1969, Wilson called O'Herron to indicate that with $200 million
wort,h of commercial paper outstanding the adverse information con{~erning Penn Central would require that $15 million of the $50
million standby bunk lines be conyerted to "swing" lines which could
be drawn down on Yery short notice in case of difficulties in reselling
the paper us it became clue. Wilson again made refercnce to the leyel
of backup bank lines." At a meeting on December 9 between George
Van Cleaye of Goldman, Sachs and members of the finance department
of Penn Central (not including O'Herron, who was out of town), Van
Cleave pointed out that Goldman, Sachs was currently llolding $16
million of Penn Central notes in inventory, the largest position in
Penn Central notes that they ever had. Goldman, Sachs suggested
additional bank lines on It swing line basis to enable Goldman, Sachs t.o
reduce its inventory. Goldman, Sachs cited "their now being nt the
S200 million level, a t.ight market and adyerse publicity" as figuring
in its desire to reduce invent,orY.
As the bank lines and the commercial paper reached their limits,
the Pennsylvania Co. became t.he last remaining vehicle for additional
firumcing. The Pennsylvania Co. made a $35 million private placernent of collateral trust bonds in the summer of 1969 and then issued
S.50 million in debentures in December 1969 in a public offering. 145
'The proceeds of both sale;; were supplied to the Transportation Co.
Each sLep of additional'financing, however, restricted the range of
options to the company. The stock of Pennsylvania Co. had been
pledged to t.he revolving credit. Both the $35 million trust bonds and
the $50 million debenture offering in December would ha\'c precedence
Jor security purposes over any subsequent finaneings. This ,,·ould
make potential additional lenders on Pennco's credit more cautious.
In addition, the principal asset of the Pennsylvania Co., the stock of
the Great Southwest Corp., WttS very rapidly declining in price. It
I\·ns clear to the Penn Central management that there wa"s little hope
of reversing this decline in the value of Great South\\·cst stock becallse the en,rnings of Great Southwest hn,d been paper earning;; and
a Grcn,t Southwest stock issuance had already been canceled for fear
of the impact on the market price from the disdosure of ad verse
information.
On January 27, 1970 Beyan and O'Herron once again approached
officials of First National Bnnk for additional funds. Bevan indicated
t.hat. Penn Central would have to raise $165 million to cover capital
cxpenditures and operating lo;;ses and to replenish ,,·orking capital
in 1970 despite a projected decrease in capital expenditures to $150
It; These debentures were convertihle into N'orlolk and Western which gave the issue valne aside Irom
the l\SSets of Penn Central. The sale cun be looked on as a Iiqnidaiing of SOllle of Pell!lco·s most valuable

nss('Ls.
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million from the $350 million for each of the· preceding 2 yeurs. H~
Bevan asked the First N ationa! City Bank to act as a lead bank on a
$50 million "bridge" loan to the Pennsylv[Lnia Co. to be repaid
upon the sale of $100 million of debentures by the Pennsylvania Co.
Bevan also indicated that the company was discussing a $15 million
to $30 million long-term European financing and $20 million to $40
million in commercial paper in European curreneies, all of which was
to be debt of the holding company.
Since banks normally have limited control over their outstanding
loans except when the loans are in default or when other restricLive
provisions become activated by circumst.ances, the First N at-ional
City Bank decided to use this request for an additional loan to try
to strengthen the security position of the $300 million reyol ving
credit. A January 29, 1970 internal bank memorandum by Bowditch
observed that the $165 million additional borrowings for 1970 anticipated a loss in the operations of the railroad of about the same sl%:e
as that in 1969. He stated:
It is not posiiible for us to judge how long this cach dr:1in will continlle. Therefore,
it appears necc;;"a,l'Y that we regularize through security and convenant" our
[loam;].

*

:}:

*

*

This is a condition pre·cedent to 011]' eonsideringa new $50 million loan (Ol1l'
sharc $10 million-$li'imillion) to the Pennsrlvania elJ. If Bevan b unwilling to do
t.his, I feel we must decline additional advances and jJrocced to foreclose on 0111'
EJ A eqllipment,147 0111' p]'imary effort, however, shollid be to improve OUI' present
credit exposure.H8
.
.

The :First National CityBank informed Penn Central that it ,,,anted
a dollar . limit on the amount to be borrowed by the Pellnsylvania
Co.; a secondary pledge of the Pennsyl vania Co. stock on the existing $50. million .Eurodollar loan and on a $30.,40.0,0.00 working: capitnl
loan; a negative pledge with the right to t.ake security on t.he proposed $50 million bridge loan; and other changes in t.he credit coyenantsto restrict Penn Central. This was communicated to an officer
in the Penn Central finance department on February 9, 1970.. A
First National memorandum also indicates that :Morgan Gunranty
had indicated to First National that it would not participate in the
bridge loan wi thou t secL1ri ty .14n
.
Bevan was not daunted in his efforts to a void any further restrictions. He turned to t.he Chemical Bank which agreed to act as t.he lead
bank in the unsecured $50. million bridge loan to Pennsylvania Co. At
tha t time, the Chemical Bank had a participation in the $300. million
revolving credit line and thus Chemical deprived itself of additional
security on that loan as well as foregoing securit.y on the additional
loan. Although the First Nat.ional City Bank shortly learned of the
Chemical loan and although Chemical was a\\'are of t.he absence of
First National from the $50 million group of banks, neit.her bank spoke
to the other about this loan or about the loss of the opportunit.y to
obtain additional security on the revolving creJit.
'" Bevan's figures on capital expenditures for In68 and lUCU aj:]Jear to he greatly exaggerated e.en when
equipment finanring is inrluded.
'" EJA had loans Irom First National City Bank "'hi"h wcre in delault. It avoided foreclosure .. howe.er
upon Bevan's guarantce in thc spring 01 19iO that thc railroad would make good any losses to First Notional.
The bank was aware that EJA was bankrupt and that lorcclosW'c would require an embamlssing writeolT,
in Penn Central's fIrst Quarter.
'" First National Bank internal memomndum by Bowditch 1-2D-iO.
". Penn Central directors Perkins and DOlTonce were also directors of Morgan Guaranty but both deny
any involvement in relations between Penn Central and 1\ionn:m Guaranty.
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'While Bevan was sidestepping a confrontation with Penn Centl'Ul's
banks he was beginning to feel increasing concern and pressure from
Goldman, Sachs, its commercial paper dea.ler. On February 5, 1970,
upon the announcement of the 1969 loss of $56 million for the Transportation Co., Wilson contacted O'HeiTon. Wilson asked about the
cash picture for the first 6 months of 1970 and O'Herron indicated
that "it is very tight." Wilson told him that it was Goldman, Sachs'
judgment "that this news [the 1969 loss1 would have all adverse
effect on their sale of c/p and we may not be able to keep ou t $200
mm of their notes." 150 Wilson emphasized again the need for an
additional $100 million in standby lines to back up the commercial
paper. O'Herron stated that he did not think it would be possible to get
non additional $100 million in standby lines. \Vilson indicated that
procedures would probably have to "be set up so that Goldman,
Sachs \vould not have to inventory the $15 million of notes it was
carrying ·,(thereby diminishing the direct risk to Goldman, Sachs).
On the next day, February 6, 1970, Gustave Levy, Goldman, Sachs'
sernor partner, and Wilson met with Bevan, O'Herron and Robert
Loder of Penn Central to review the threat.s to the commcrical paper
sitnation~ Bevan succeeded in explaining away the 1969 performance
and in projecting an optimistic 1970, including having the railroad
break even in the fourth quarter of the year. Goldman, Sachs again
asked for an a.dditional $100 million in backup lines, suggesting the
use of Eurodollar backup lines. They also requested provisions to
make the existing backup lines more readily available, including
availability to reduce Goldman, Sachs' inventory from $15 million
to no more than $5 million. On Feburilry 12, 1970, Penn Centrnl
bought back $10 million in notes thn,t \\~ere in Goldman, Sachs' inventory. Penn Central never obtained additional backup lines.
As the lines of credit with domestic bn.nks began running out for
the company, it began looking toward Europe. In the fall of 1969,
Penn Central engaged in some equipment financing through a German
bank, with the assistance of Joseph Rosenbaum. At a later time,
portions of this borrowing disappeared, apP!1rently having been
diverted to the European associates of Executive Jet Aviation. 151 Penn
Central was looking for additional foreign financing, particularly
general corporate financing. William Strub of Pressprich & Co.
arranged through Joseph Rosenbaum to have Penn Cent.ml officials
meet with officials of the Dresdner Bank of Germany. This meeting
took place on November 19, 1969, in the Penn Centrnl's Nmy York
offices. Bevan was present at this meeting. A subsequent meeting took
place on January 22, 1970, again in Penn Central's New York offices.
This meeting was attended by Bevan, O'Herron, Charles Hodge,
Joseph Rosenbaum, and Strub, among others. A representative of the
Dresclner Bank indicated that German Government rest.rictions
would make a public deutschmark offering unlikely, but t.hat the bank
would like to do a Eurodollar offering in the amount of about $20million. This information did not satisfy Penn Central which wanted
quick action and preferred much larger~amonnts than Dresdner could
supply. After the Dresdner officials left, Strub indicated that he might
,be able to arrange a short-term Eurodollar financing of $15 to
$20 million.
'60 Goldman. Sachs internallllemorandum by Wilson Feb. 5,
16' This matter has been previously discussed at p, i4.
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Strub was authorized to proceed and he then contacted Ufitec, a
group of European lenders based in Sw1.tzerland.152 O'Herron instructeel
Strub that the borrowing would be made through the holding compnny,
which had no debt or restrictions. Ufitec advised Penn Central to set
up a subsidiary in Curacao for tax purposes. On February 2, Ufitec
indicated tha,t it would be able to lend 50 million Swiss francs. On
February 5, Strub called Joseph Rosenbaum from Switzerland to tell
him that Ufitec could raise lip to 150 million Swiss francs. He received
word from Rosenbaum that Penn Central would take 120 million
Swiss francs (appro).imately $30 million) at 10.5 percent. Meanwhile,
Hans l\1untinga of the European underwriting firm of Pierson,
Heldring & Pierson called Strub on February 10, 1970, to say that he
wanted to do a Eurodollar financing for Penn Central. Muntinga had
heard of Penn Centntl's interest in European financing because the
Penn Central Internationn.l subsidiary in Curacao was being managed
by an affiliate of Pierson, Helclring & Pierson. O'Herron met with
lVIun tinga in mid-li ebruary 1970 and they discussed a $20 million
offering. The offering was to have been done in conjunction with First
Boston Corp. The holding company, Penn Central Co., would have
been the issuer (debt restrictions may have prohibited such borrowings
through the railroad) .153
After the first Ufitec offering \Vas completed, Strub was asked by
Ufitec to see if Penn Central would take an. additional 35 million
S\Viss francs. This loan was completed in early 1\.1 arch. On April 22
find 23 an addi tiona! 100 million Swiss francs were placed .154 In all
t.hese financings, Pressprich and Rosenbaum split the finder's fce.
These Swiss loans were first disclosed in t.he offering circular for the
proposed $100 million Pennco debent.ure offering. The European
short-term money markets were Penn Central's last resource. Because
it could be done through the holding company it avoided the restrictions under the revolving credit, and other agreements. No security
,,,as required (none was available) and the European lenders were
relatively llnsophist.icftted about Penn Central.
After the $50 million Pennco debenture offering, which presented
few investment problems because the debentures were convertible
into Norfolk & Western shares, Penn Central had little or no
financing ability left. The company had found accommodating, Swiss
lenders (at high rates) and did manage to play Chemical Bank off
against First National on· the bridge loan, but the commercial paper
borrowings were threatening to come apart. The situation was clearly
terminal. The Pennsylvania Co. $100 million debenture offering was
the last hope for even temporary financial survival. The proposed
Penn co offering was f.raught ""ith difficult.ies and doomed from the o.utset. The proposal of such an offering, however, did give management an
opportunity to maneuver a while longer. The difficulties with the
debenture offering and the disco\7eries being made by counsel for the
'" Unt•. c was already involved in some loans to Great Southwest. In the loans to GSa and Penn Central,
Vfilec apparently felt it was lending to n bin. chip company. The loans, however, were made at high interest
rates.
'" This financing was seriously considered, but was postponed pending developments with the tronblesome $100,000,000 Penneo debenture. Both issues would have been offered publicly and presented dis·
closure prohlp.ms.
.
'" In U.S. doliars, Penn Central International borrowed the following amounts from Ufitec:
Feb. 24, 1972 •..•••• _._ •.. _. __ ._._ ................. _....... _._ ...•.•.•.• __ •• _. __ ._ •..••.. $27,000,000
Mar. 12, 1972 ............... __ .••.••.••••• _•.. _••.••• _._ .••••.. _._ ••••.. _•.• _•••••. _.•. _. 8,100,000
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nnder\\Titers are very significant.. Because of it.s importance the offering
is treated separately in the next section. The t.wo sections must be
read together, however, for a full description of the financial nfi'llirs
of the company during this period.
By April 22, the final phase of the slide to bankruptcy began. On
that day the company announced disastrous first quarter results,'
including a $63 million loss in the Transportation Co. The
nnnouncement scaled the fate of the debenture offering and stnrted
a run on the commerc.ial paper. Goldman, Sachs redOlibled its sales
efforts but could resell little of the paper coming due. Because most
of Penn Central's paper was of short c1umtion, the runoff was rapid as
siza.ble amounts of the unsalellble paper mt1tured. Part of the $.50
million standby line had already been drawn down to reduce Goldman,
Sachs' inventoI')~. By the end of April, $37 million of the backulJ line
had been drawn do\\!l. A few banks balked on their commitments
and by :May 11,1970, the finn.l dmwdown of the $46.5 million available
t.ook place. Now only the last $50 million of the $300 million revolving
credit remained to payoff approximately $150 million of con::mcrcial
paper which was by then virtually llnsaleitble.
Under the terms of the credit agreement Bevan could draw down.
the last $50 million as the commercial paper was reduced but the re'iTolving credit bankers would want some explnnations about what was
happening to detel1nine whether the provisions of the agreement had
been met. Also, alerted by O'Herron's wnrnings that things were "vorse
than SfLunders 01' Bevan had admitted, Secretary Volpe had ananged
for Saunders to see Treasury Secretary Kennedy over the weekend of
::\lay 9 fLud 10 at Hot Springs, Va., a.bout emergency Government
assistance. In public sta.tements Be,"an and Sa,unders continued to
assure the public that the ship was still on course.
By IVIa.y 21, 1970, Penn Central could no longer avoid drawing
clown the last $50 million of the revolving credit. Bevan invited First
National City Bank and Chemieal Bunk to a meeting in his Nev" York
office in the late morning. He told them that. the debenture offering hnd
been abandoned and that Penn Centml was drawing down the last $.50
million of the revolving credit. He a.lso asked them to join in tin additional loan that would be guaranteed by the Government. This WI18
the first knowledge the banks had that a terminal crisis existed. They
told Bevan that they would hold up further drawdowns until the other
banks could be informed and could indicate their approval because
First National and Chemical feared they might be held liable for letting
a drawclowll occur under the circumstlUlces. The bankers lel't to consult with their lawyers. 155
Bevan then sUl11illoned the managing underwriters to a bte afternoon meeting in his offiee. 156 It had been pretty well understood that
the offering would not be completed. 157 Bevan now told them that the
offering had been terminated but that they should keep this information confidential because of confidential negotiations taking place
with the Government.
On IVlonday, May 25, management again met in Washingt.on with
Government officials including Secretary Kennedy, Peter Flunignn,
'" Further detail 011 matwrs re.Intillg to the ban!;s is given in section II-A dealing with sales of Penn
Central stock by banks who were in the lcnliing gl"Onp.
". Representatives of Salomon Bros. and Glore, Forgan were present. First Boston was unable to attenli
that 'OJeeting. It received the information the next morning.
IS; See section on Public Offei·ings.
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and Arthur Burns. On Tuesc\[lY, mana<zement met again with First
National llnd Chemieal in New York. The bankers had decided that
a meeting of all the bankers should be held at which time Bevan could
explain the situation and prospects. Invitations were issued to all
creditor banks for a meeting at First National on the morning of
lVlay 28.
On the 27th, management [1sked the Penn Central directors for what
was, in effect, unlimited [1uthority to pledge assets and to enter into
fin[1ncing agreements. When a few directors balked, management reluctantly told them wh[1t was taking place with the bankers and the
Government. The board gn,\Te the requested authority.
The Wall Street Journal on lVIa.y 27,1970, contained an article highlighting the commercial paper runoff which was disclosed in a textual
portion of the revised Pennco prospectus dated May 12, 1970. This
appea.l'S to be the first revelation in the press of the financial crisis.
Copies of both circulars h[1d been distributed to the press but the format of the prospectus did not highlight the significant problem. A
'Vall Street Journal writer lmd attempted tolefLrn about the commercial paper problem from Penn Central and from Goldman, Sachs on
lVlay 13, before the .revised circular with the commercial paper runoff
inform[1tion was issued. Penn Central and Goldman Sachs had both
refused to comment. ISS
At a· meeting with the bankers on 1\1ay 28, Bevan made some explan[1tion of Penn Central's problems and announced the abandonmerit of the debenture offering. He also asked the banks to join in a
Government-guaranteed loan. After the meeting, a steering group of
banks was formed and representatives of First National City Bank
flew to 'N ashington to talk \\Cith Government officials. Early in the
afternoon of :May 28, Penn Central issued a release announcing the
"postponement" of the debenture sale and indicf1ting that the company was "working on alternate methods of financing."
Penn Central was now solely dependent on the Government loan.
The success of this undert.aking was largely a matter of the negotiation of terms between the bankers and the Government. One of
these terms was the removal of Bevan and Saunders. The removal
was accomplished on June 8. A major problem was the priority of
sel:llrity. The banks wanted to keep their existing security. In negotiations with the Government, flexibility to the extent of some sharing
was possible. However, Congressman Patman, who was not involved
in the negotiations but "'hose approval of additional lending legislation was needed, want.ed the' Government to have first priority.
Finally on June 19 the Go\"ernment withdrew the proposed guarantee
:mcl on June 21, 1970, the Penn Central Transportation Co. filed
n petition for reorganization.
POSTSCRIPT
A CASE STUDY OF MANAGEMENT INDIFFERENCE TO OBLIGATIONS TO
THE INVESTORS: DILUTION AFFECTING PENN CO PREFERRED SHAREHOLDERS

Throughout Penn Central's decline, management demonstrated
indifference to its obligations to provide shareholders with adequate
and accurate information about Penn Central's affairs and about the
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conduct of management. A relatively minor, but clearly delineated,
obligation provides an example of that indifference. It also demonstrates that Penn Central's financial problems and restrictions
were such that even minor financial demands were more that Penn
Central cared to acknowledge. This particular example is the dilution
of the value of stock of the Norfolk & Western Railway Co. (N. & W.)
into which Pennco preferred stock was convertible. Under the terms
of t.he preferred stock agreement, Pennco was obligat.ed to increase
t.he exchange rate whenever a dilution occurred in N. & W. stock.
Penn Cent.ral senior management failed to follow the terms of the
agreement, despite repented warnings from subordinates that management was failing in its obligations. 159
Background.':"-On July 24,1964, pursuant to a merger agreement with
Buckeye Pipe Line Co., Pennco, a wholly owned subsidiary of Penn
Central Transportation Co., issued 699,123 shares of preferred stock
convertible into N.&W. stock at any time after July 1, 1967. The
optional redemption price ,,"as $137, subject to adjustments if additional shares of N.&W. common stock (other than shares issued for
reasons stated in the agreement) were issued at anytime after February
6, 1964. Pursuant to proceedings relating to the merger of N .&W. and
the N ew York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Co. (the "Nickel Plate"),
the ICC required N. & W. to acquire the Delaware & Hudson Railroad
(D. & H.) and the Erie Lackawanna Railway (ELR). N. & W. organized Dereco under the laws of Delaware as a holding company to
acquire the D. & H. and the ELR. N. &. W issued to Dereco 412,627
shares of its $25 par va.lue common stock to effect the D. & H. acquisition. N. & W. also issued to Dereco a right for it to require the issuance
of not exceeding 821,280 shares of N. & W. common stock to Dereco
in exchange for Dereco preferred stock issued to acquire ELR. The
question whether the issuance of additional N. & W. shares had caused
:t dilution which required Pennco to place in escrow more N. & W.
shares to be available in case of conversion by its preferred shareholders was considered at Penn Central with the knowledge that the
Penn co preferred agreement specifically required prompt notice to
shareholders in the event of any dilution. 160
Action by the Pennsylvania Co.:
On December 27, 1968, Hill (Comptroller of Penn Central Co.)
wrote a confidential memo to Da\,id Wilson of the legal staff of Penn
Central stating that "[,,·]e have interpreted the N. & W. issue of stock
rights for Dereco (Erie-Lackuwn,nna) and their issue of common
stock for Dereco (Dela,rare & Hudson) to CfLuse price adjustment
under our [Pennco] preferred requirements." He ,,"<)Ilt on to say he
. felt the adjustment ,,-ould result in a redu(;tion in the redemption
pricefrom $137 to $130 per share or a loss to Pennco of o\-el" $3,500,000.
Because Pennco's holdings of N. & W. stock were pledged or othen,-ise
restricted, Pennco )\·ould probably have had to purchase the stock on
t.he open market to satisfy the escrow requirements. Hill asked ·Wilson
to review the 1964 agreement "to determine if our interpretations are
1egnJ]y correct, and whether there are loopholes we might beneficinUy
apply."
li~ On Juna 6, Ifl72, the hoard of dir~ctors of Prml1co announced that the exchange ratio for the convertible
preferred was lJeing adjusted to refiect the 1n68 issuances of N. & W. stock. Their knowledge of the existence
of this problem arose out of inqui,·ies made by the staff in the course of the investigation.
10. Pe~l~' Cc'~tml .officers handled the matter because Penneo did not have its own olliccrs e"ccl)t for our·
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On Jannary 6, 1969, Wilson replied to Hill pointing out "that. the
terms contemplate that the optional redempt.ion price must 'immediately' be adj listed whenever N. &; W. issLled any additional shares
of stock other than so-called "excluded shares." "It is furthermore
required that upon any such required immediate adjustment the
corporat.ion is obliga,ted 'forthwith' to file a formal statement or Lho
adjustment with the escrow agent and ~ive prompt written notice by
mail to all holders of record of the preferred stock. It would appear
that PennsJlvania Co. is rather serioLlsly in default in these obligat.ions."
On JanlUu'v 15, 1969, Wilson wrote t.o David F. Anderson of the
law firm of Potter, Anderson & Corroon of vVilmin2;ton, Del., the
general counsel of Pennco, stating thftt he fplt that t.he optional redemption price should be adjusted find asking Anderson for his
thou~hts. On January 20, 1969, Anderson replied to Wilson statim;
that he agreed with him, "[h]owever, I do not have an expertise in
interpret.ing this provision of the merger agreement, and your jndgment is a,s good as mine."
On Janna.}"y 22, 1969, C. L. Rugart, ,1r., the secretary-trei1snrer nnd
comptroller of Pennco, sent a memontnchun to Gerstneeker who rtt.
the time was a financial officer of Penn Centru,l but was neither an
offieernor director of Pennco. The memorandum stated thl1t Chemical
Bank was holding 39 shares for conversion and that other preferred
holders were considering eonverting. Ad yice was requested concerning
revision of the con version ratio. Rllgfll"t also cited the provision
which states that if N. &; \V. takes any action with respect to its
capital stock which is not 11dequately covered by the express provisions on dilution and which might m'ttlwia)Jy dilute the right of nny
holder of preferred stock, the board of directors of Penneo mllst
appoint a firm of independent certified pllblic tlceount.ant.s to get an
opinion as to tho adjustment.
During the latter part of January, 'Vi [:.;on, at the suggestion oj'
Gerstneeker, 1"ol"\\'[trcled to Robert Rosenman of the law firm of
Cravath, Swaine & 1V£001'e, documents relating to the several transactions. Rosenman was asked to form tentative conelusions to be
given informally. Sometime prior to Februarv 18, 1969. "'Filson and
Rosenman conversed. On Febn1!1ry 18, 1969:'Vilson wTote a memo~
mndum to Gerstneeker stfLting that the preliminary view of the Crn.vath firm was that the transactions did constitnte the events of dilution
requiring an alteration or the conver"ion ratio and the deposit o[
additional N: & W. stock "ith t.he eserow agent. The memorandum
stated that V\Tilson had told Rosenman t\;-fit Gerstnecker felL no
dilut.ion had occurred. In response, Rosenman had indicated that a
change in their preliminary opinion "-ould require additional faet,;,
assuming that such facts existed. The memorandum closed \\-ith ft
request to Gerstnecker to eonsider the urgency of the situation,
On April 3, 1969, 'Vilson wrote separate memorandums t.o Rugart.,
Edward Kaier, general counsel of Penn Central, and Cole, assi,;tu,nt
to Saunders. In the memoranda Wilson indicated that nothing had
been done since his February 18, 1969, memorandum and that ,,-hile
he realized that Gerstnecker did not. agre.e wit.h his opinion Wilson
felt that very serious consequences could result if the company
eontinued to be derelict in its duties to t.he st.ockholders. Cole testified
t.hat he recalled receiving Wih;on's memorandum and having had
some discussions ,,-ith Wilson on the matter. Cole also stated that he
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never discussed the area of dilution with Sa,nnclers Ilnd that he ,,-as not
tt\Y,lTe of whether Saunders was familiar with the area of not.
On :i\1ay 5,1969, 'Wilson "Tote a memorandum to the files concerning
a conversation with Rugart on :May 1, 1969, in which Wilson was
informed that Ohemical Bank had Ilsked what the reason was for the
delay in converting 39 shares. Wilson told Rllgart that he could
approve only two courses of action: either (1) con vert and inform
the stockholder that a change in ratio was being worked out; or (2)
convert without giving the shareholder any notice, and send the
additional shares in a week to ten days. Wilson stated that he could
not approve any course of action ,,-hich complied ,,-ith the redemption
request on the old bllsis ,,'ithout any intention to get in touch with
the stockholder in the future or to take any required action to chllnge
the ratio. On May 5, 1969, Wilson was informed that the alternative
adopted was the one he had not approved of. Wilson was involved in
no further communication until after the bankruptcy.
In testimony Gerst.necker stated that he was aware that there
was a question of dilution, and that he and Bevan had conferred about
t.he matter. He recalled thfit both Wilson and Taylor had indicated
to him that a dilution had occurred, but that he· had felt that the
question was one that should be resolved by the legal departmenL l 61
He also stu ted that he did not attempt to in terpret the sections of 1964
agreement or to indicate his -..-iews concerning the intent of the agreement but that he was aware that Oravath, Swaine &; :Moore had
indicated that dilution had oceurred and that there was no reason
for him to think that there "yas not a dilution. He stat,ed that if he or
Bevan had been told of the neeel for action, some action would have
been taken. Gerstnecker, however, acknowledged having received
and read Wilson's memorandum which emphasized the duty specified
in the agreement to notify shareholders immediately. Despite this
requirement of immediate ncLion, nothing was done during the period
of It year and a half until the bankruptcy. The matter was never
brought to the attention of the Pennco board.
It is clear that Bevan and Gerstnecker knew that dilution had
occurred and knew that Pennco had an obligt1.tion immediately
to notify shareholders upon such occurrence. Their failure even to
raise the issue with the board or to take u.ny of the required steps such
as notifying the shareholders resulted from their unwillingness to
have to face the problem of finding N. & VV. shares. All of Pennco's
N. & \V. stock had been pledged or eserowed or otherwise restrict.ed.
Penneo probably would have been required to purchase the N.&"'\".
stock in the market for cash and management Wt1S unwilling to face
another cash drain in light of the other financial problems being
encountered. Their failure to resolve the problem also contributed to
the inaccuracy of statements concerning Pennco's assets. Although
t,he amount of money involved was relatively small, management
re.fused to take even minimal steps to meet its obligations to shareholders.
'01 His recollection differs from that of Taylor. Taylor recalled Urat he was sUllImoned by Gprstneckl"r ami
Bevan ~nd told that they were of tlw opinion that no dilution had occurred despite the opinion of Wilson
anrl othe,rs. Taylor staterl that with this in mind he looked into the matter anrl eonculTed. He did not put
his views· in writing and never spoke with Wilson despite his posseSSion of Wilson's memorandums and
despite the fact that Wilson's office was next to his.

